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Introduction: the planning potential of symbolic markers
In the late 1980s, the Emscher Park International Building Exhibition (IBA)
in the German Ruhr Area set a new example for the restructuring of old-industrialised regions. An urban zone stretching 70 kilometres across one of the
world’s most heavily industrialised areas was reframed as a park, while the
Emscher zone of the Ruhr Area was probably more realistically described as a
continuous brownfield (Sack, 1999). The brownfield became a park, whilst in
real spatial terms little had changed: the urban structure, the buildings and the
landscape remained largely the same, and unemployment figures continued to
stay at alarmingly high levels. Yet, the Ruhr Area became the destination of
many planners and policymakers. Emscher Park is known as a planning success story. Not only did it develop a metaphor for the urbanised zone, it also
incorporated a whole series of little and not so little projects that gave body to
the idea of a park: the re-use of industrial heritage as cultural locations or as
sites of the new economy, artworks and landmarks on mine heaps as recreation destinations, and also innovative housing projects for new communities.
They all marked the transition from a dirty, heavily industrialised region into
a region marked by culture, green space, and a modernised economy.
Another example. The urbanist Wolfgang Christ (2009) mobilises the
1984 Olympic Games in Los Angeles as an example for the power of images,
which in this case condenses the paradigm of a metropolis unbound. The
Olympic locations were scattered within a radius of 100 miles throughout the
L.A. metropolitan area. Yet, through a low-budget urban design concept, using temporary installations and some guidelines for the design of the various
locations, some form of recognisable unity was created: “The resulting visual
network of landmarks and their presence, both in the urban environment as
well as in the urban media, helped condense a 1,000 square kilometre city of
labyrinthine complexity into a comprehensible urban figure that everyone
could relate to” (Christ, 2009: 97).
These are but two examples of strategies that through visualisation have
placed an urban region under a magnifying glass and managed to accelerate the materialisation of the ‘metropolis unbound’ and a ‘park city’ in the
mindset of the people. They raised awareness of their existence and at least in
the Ruhr Area this seems to have resulted in real change through consecutive
1
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policies following the end of the IBA in 1999. These are rather soft strategies
that tried to appeal to the human mind rather than to some technical rationality. And even more interestingly, they directed our attention to a type of city
that was until then rarely brought to the fore, a city that has little in common
with the figure of a city in the landscape.
Making the city-region visible
The paradigm of the European city has guided planning over the last decades,
while autonomous socio-spatial processes have produced a very different spatial pattern. It has been alternatively described as Zwischenstadt, Netzstadt,
métapolis, postsuburbia, etc. (Ascher, 1995; Sieverts, 1997; Baccini and Oswald, 1998; Phelps et al., 2010), not to mention the long list of North American concepts to grasp the evolving form of cities. The new periphery that
emerged at the edges of the historic core cities has long been neglected due
to the dominant ideal of the compact city. Functional specialisation has led
to an urban pattern that is best perceived as a mosaic: extremely heterogeneous at the regional level, and often highly homogenous at the local level. Since
regulatory regimes are much less restrictive, the urban periphery offers the
potential for unexpected developments where contrasting functions surprisingly sometimes find one another, leading to new regional hot spots. With the
ever sprawling built-up area, the functional city nowadays extends far beyond
established administrative boundaries. Established strategies of administrative reform to cope with the enlarged scale of cities prove incapable of keeping
pace with spatial development. Regarding the fluid boundaries of urban functions and the changing urban hierarchy within urban regions, it is questionable whether cities can be grasped in terms of (administrative) boundaries at
all. The new urban form is embryonic and it is questionable whether we are
observing something completely new at all or just another step in urbanisation (Phelps et al., 2010). While this is a relevant question, we are interested
here in emerging planning strategies that pay attention to the emerging soft
spaces within city-region formation (e.g. Allmendinger and Haughton, 2009;
Davy, 2004; Stein and Schultz, 2008).
This new metropolitan agenda implies changing the perception of the urban periphery and integrating it not only functionally but also mentally in the
urban fabric. This is a huge challenge since establishing new interpretations of
the contemporary city in general, and the urban periphery in particular, is an
affront to established institutions, such as the compact city, the distinction of
city and suburb, or town and countryside. This challenge is even greater since,
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generally speaking, the urbanised landscape, except for some idyllic places that
have been absorbed by urban growth, brings up negative associations. Yet, the
periphery has been much more dynamic over the past decades than the historic urban core (Bontje and Burdack, 2005; Lang, 2003; Phelps et al., 2010).
The focus of the research is on the linguistic tropes, performative displays
and physical artefacts, in short symbolic markers, that are employed in planning strategies to highlight the new meaning of the periphery and internalise it in the human mindset, ranging from planners to citizens. In planning
theory and practice, there is a strong belief in the communicative power of
symbolic markers as seductive vehicles to mobilise all sort of actors and they
are used abundantly. Yet there is also an equally strong dissatisfaction with the
implementation of plans and projects despite seductive symbolic markers (Albrechts, 2001; Faludi, 1996; Hajer and Sijmons, 2006; Hajer and Zonneveld,
2000; Healey, 2004; Throgmorton, 1993; Van Eten & Roe, 2000; Zonneveld
and Verwest, 2005).
We are not interested in contributing to the wide array of symbolic language in planning by presenting improved designs for symbolic markers.
Other fields (urban design, architecture, linguistics) are better equipped with
the necessary techniques. Rather, the contribution of this thesis lies in the
guidelines to reflect on how symbolic markers may accelerate and highlight
transformation processes. The aim of this book is theoretical insight but also
practical knowledge for better planning. How do such strategies work and
how can they become more effective and lead to collective action?
Symbols
The concept of symbols and symbolic markers play a crucial role in the research and I will therefore shortly elaborate on their meaning. First of all, symbols and symbolic markers are used interchangeably, though in fact, I tend to
speak more about symbols in a theoretical sense and about symbolic markers
in relation to planning practice. Symbolic research is concerned with “aspects
of meaning production and consumption as a function of social processes”
(Gottdiener, 1997: 8). Symbols in planning, and the symbolic layer in general,
are underdeveloped in theory (Tewdwr-Jones, 2011: 24). The concept of symbol
is strongly related to semiotics, which is about the study of signs. It is based on
the work of the linguist Ferdinand de Saussure and the philosopher Charles
Sanders Peirce, who independently from one another, invented semiology/
semiotics. While semiotic research is strongly rooted in linguistics, it has also
proven extremely fruitful in the study of urban environments (Broadbent et al.,
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1980; Gottdiener, 1997; Meier and Reijndorp, 2012; Nas, 1998; Nas et al., 2006).
A sign is something that stands for something else that lies outside. It is formed
through the duality of a signifier and signified. The first refers to a word, figure
or object, while the latter refers to the culturally prescribed meaning attached
to it. The signifier is a mediator, which conveys meaning (Barthes, 1964: 109;
Gottdiener, 1997: 5). The crux of ‘sign’ as well as competing terminologies like
‘symbol’ or ‘icon’ is, as Roland Barthes (1964: 103), one of the founding fathers
of modern semiology, remarks: “tous nécessairement à une relation entre deux
relata”, they have in common that they express a relationship between a visible
object and meaning.
The sociologist Mark Gottdiener (1997: 8-9) remarks that the kind of signs
or symbols that are of interest for researching symbolic meaning, are more
than simple signs, because they do not simply denote an object, but refer to
concepts or ideas that are embedded in a social context. For de Saussure, symbols implied motivation (Barthes, 1964: 105). And this is actually why the term
symbol is very suitable for this research. Symbols are open to interpretation
(whereas signs are not—at least in the shared cultural context of a language)
depending on someone’s position. In a similar vein, Nas renders the referential
character of a symbol that is multi-interpretable essential (Nas, 1998: 546).
Symbols take on a variety of forms and functions (Nas et al., 2006: 8). Material symbols include flagship projects, landmarks, architecture, or monuments and statues. The Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao is the paradigm of a
symbolic marker, as are the World Trade Center and the attacks on it in New
York, but also the numerous art landmarks installed in the Emscher Park in
the Ruhr (e.g. the Tetraeder in Bottrop and the sculptures of Richard Serra)
or the Angel of the North and Another Place both by Antony Gormley. Iconic
symbols, according to Nas et al. are persons that are tied to a place (Elvis to
Memphis, Tennessee), though the term has become common usage in architecture (Sklair, 2006) and is sometimes used as a synonym for symbol (Alexander, 2008; Barthes, 1964). Behavioural symbols refer to all kind of rituals
and (temporary) events, such as the Commonwealth Games as a symbolic
event for the renaissance of Manchester. Discursive symbols involve a wide
range of representational forms of a place in literature, film, art, and myth
producing and reproducing a city’s image (e.g. Woody Allen’s Manhattan and
many more of his movies representing New York). Planning narratives and
images are those discursive symbols we are concerned with, again thinking
of Emscher Park, the abundant Dutch planning imagery employed by national planning over the past decades: Delta Metropolis, Randstad and Green
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Heart, and many more (Lambregts and Zonneveld, 2004; Van Duinen, 2004;
Zonneveld and Verwest, 2005).
While symbols play a crucial role in the research on the institutional
activation of the 21st-century city, we are also interested in the analysis of
planning agency and structural conditions. Under the label urban symbolic
ecology the Dutch anthropologist Peter Nas and colleagues have analysed
“the social production of symbols in the urban arena as well as the resulting
distribution patterns and underlying mechanisms” (Nas, 1998). Symbols can
be imposed by powerful actors, e.g. colonialism, but also emerge bottumup, which may lead to conflicts (Nas et al., 2006: 4). Symbols are related to
institutions at the level of society or below and to power structure (Nas et al.,
2006: 3; Friedland and Alford, 1991). In this PhD thesis the research focus is
on production through collective action and therefore on institutions. Hence
it required institutional theory to do the work on the analysis of the process
of symbolic production.
Institutions and symbolic markers
The working hypothesis of this thesis considers the relation between communicative devices in strategic planning and institutions to be a field of inquiry
that could produce new insights on why plans succeed or fail to mobilise.
Symbolic markers refer to institutional patterns and, in the context of planning strategies for a different understanding of the city, often confronts these
patterns. For instance, the Green Heart, at least in the past, symbolised the
separation between town and countryside or in Dutch planners’ terminology
red and green—one of the strong institutions guiding Dutch urban policy in
the past decades (Van Eten and Roe, 2000). Inspired by the work of Bourdieu,
who rejected the focus on language as such because it excludes social processes, our argument is that successful symbolic communication in planning rests
upon the embedding of meaning in existing institutions (Bourdieu, 1991).
Taking the institutional perspective implies looking beyond the planning
subject into the dynamic relationship between planning and institutions.
Planning does not only occur within an institutional context but is also a constitutive part of this context (Gualini, 2001; Salet, 2000). We are interested in
how planners reflect and build upon existing institutional norms in the development of symbolic markers so as to bring about a new understanding of cities. How does planning take into account the social dynamics in its symbolic
efforts? Institutional norms may be neglected or acknowledged in planning;
yet planning may affect the mutual expectations established by institutions.

6
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Thus planning operates as a very part of this complex pattern of institutions,
usually with the ambition to achieve some form of collective action.
One of the key challenges in symbolising changing cities is the durable
nature of institutions. Institutions establish codes of behaviour implying sanctions to those deviating. Thus, reproducing established institutional meaning
is much easier than contradicting it. However, this is exactly what strategies
for change usually aim to do! A basic assumption underlying the research is
that institutional change is a process that can be accelerated or slowed down.
This requires a search for institutional approaches that treat institutions as
dynamic in nature.
The objectives of this PhD thesis are twofold. First, it aims to establish a research method that enables us to analyse symbolic markers in planning strategies for a dynamic socio-spatial and institutional context and test this in a
number of case studies. Second, it tries to find answers why symbolic markers
work (or not) and the role of planning in changing perceptions. It wonders
how to improve planning strategies that employ symbolic markers to establish
a new understanding of changing cities.
Research design and methods
This thesis is an attempt to construct a theoretical model and a research strategy to be tested in some practices of planning. The research strategy is therefore
neither purely inductive nor deductive as we do not start with established theories on how symbolic markers in planning work—this is part of the theoretical
ambition of the thesis—or collect data to establish generalised findings from the
observed patterns. In the present research, a theoretical model is developed with
which practices of planning will be analysed. Blaikie (2000) has labelled this the
retroductive strategy. Therefore eight methodological steps have been developed
as a method for institutional research on symbolic markers in planning.
The research uses mainly qualitative data: desk research, analysis of primary data and interviews. Interviews with stakeholders were an important
source to get insights into the motives of stakeholders. Interview partners
have been selected by scanning policy documents and the Internet for organisations and individuals that were involved in or rejected the project. They
were approached by email with an invitation letter and a short background
of the research project. Interviews have been digitally recorded, transcribed
and stored by the researcher. In order to enable respondents to talk freely,
interviewees have been assured confidentiality, implying a private interview
that will not be quoted without permission. Usually for each case study, an
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exploratory interview has been held in order to get an overview of the subject
matter. In addition, information provided by interviewees has been further
confirmed by other sources. The findings, wrapped up in a scientific article,
have been sent back to check the case description and test the validity of the
findings. In addition to the interviews, policy documents, background studies, newspaper articles and websites have been screened. While for instance
policy documents clearly formulate the objectives, interviews are more suitable to document the process and the issues at stakes. Newspaper articles as
weblogs might give a good deal of information on the reception of a policy.
The documentation of the cases differed to a considerable degree, both in
numbers as in detail.
The research will be conducted as a multiple-case study with three cases
(Bryman, 2008; Gerring, 2007; Yin, 2009). A case study is commonly defined
as a “single, bounded entity, studied in detail, with a variety of methods, over
an extended period” (Blaikie, 2000: 215; see also Gerring, 2007). Yin (2009:
18) additionally emphasises the “in-depth character within a real-life context”,
because both phenomenon and context are studied at the same time (as opposed to the experiment, which separates the two, or the survey with its limitations to analyse context). Only the case study method allows for a holistic
analysis in order to provide full understanding of the causal mechanisms of
why symbols may enlarge social meaning (Gerring, 2007). Only a case study
format is able to provide us with the necessary depth of information to understand the mechanisms of how the meanings to which symbolic markers refer,
lead to mobilisation or not and also to acknowledge the specific social contexts of planning strategies. Doing case study research requests defining the
case or the unit of analysis in terms of time and activity (Blaikie, 2000: 216) or
place (Ragin, 1992: 5). Here, planning strategies form the unit of analysis: the
spatial scope of a strategy as articulated in planning documents, the lifespan
of the planning strategy from the emergence of an idea to its realisation and
the actors or ‘stakeholders’ involved.
The number of case studies is chosen for two reasons. First, we have to
compromise between the available research time and costs and the amount
of new information that can be gathered by an additional case study. The explorative nature of this research generally suggests the selection of more than
one case. This enables us to verify the mechanisms through more than one
case. The second reason is the comparative nature of the research. The selection of cases in different countries enables us to compare the role of symbols
in planning frames in different institutional contexts or planning cultures.
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In addition the case studies are multi-level case studies. We will look at the
whole at the regional level and some exemplary projects on a local level. Several scholars have argued that there is no advantage in finding a typical case
unless the theoretical framework is sufficiently developed to identify the processes the researcher is looking for. More important is the relevance of the case
studied: others should be able to relate their ‘problem’ to the one in question
and be able to draw conclusions (Blaikie, 2000: 222). The case studies contain
sufficient evidence to make the case that institutional embedding of symbolic
markers is an important issue in order to achieve social mobilisation in favour of the planning strategy. According to Flyvbjerg (2001: Ch. 6) case study
research is able to produce context-dependent knowledge, may contribute to
theory building, has its own rigor and procedures and therefore produces results that are no less biased than in qualitative methods. By finding comparable results (or mechanisms) from heterogeneous sites (Blaikie, 2000: 255) we
attempt to advance theory on the use of symbolic markers in planning.
Case selection
In the many textbooks on research design and methodology (Blaikie 2000;
Gerring, 2007), the case study selection features as one of the most important
points in the research process. On which variables do the case studies differ,
while actually much is unknown? A success story at first sight might have to
deal with many more complications under the surface and failed project may
belatedly turn into a success story once the action groups and/or debates on
cost overruns have calmed down, as is the case with so many large-scale (infrastructure) projects. Once realised, people get used to the new situation and
even start appreciating it.
Researching the effects of planning processes poses one major difficulty.
The effects become often only visible many years after implementation. In particular if we look at the symbolisation of new meanings and the long-lasting
institutionalisation process that is required. That poses a dilemma: planning
processes that have been initiated many years ago are often no longer cuttingedge and may be out-dated. In addition, we face a very simple but crucial
problem, because key figures of planning are difficult to trace, memory has
faded, and documents are more difficult to obtain. Thus instead of looking at
symbolic efficacy, I will concentrate on the mobilisation during the planning
process. Claims as to whether a planning process has achieved the broad ambitions of providing new meaning will not be measured, rather its likelihood
will be assessed by looking at the mobilisation of key actors.
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In order to come to a preliminary case selection, a number of planning
practices have been explored that would meet the following criteria:
> The first criterion is a strategy in which the use of symbolic markers for
a different understanding of urban space stands out, a strategy that is innovative in the sense that it does not reproduce what is established planning practice. The focus is on the internal making of the city-region and
not merely marketing or place branding strategies. The planning strategies
should also include significant investment, as an indicator of the seriousness with which the strategy is taken forward.
> Second, the planning strategy is launched in a metropolitan environment,
facing typical challenges of contemporary urban transformation. This regards, for instance, social and spatial fragmentation, specialisation and
polarisation, the redefinition of urban and rural areas, and changes in the
relation between centre and periphery, i.e. the transformation of urban hierarchy.
> Third, the main interest is in processes at the scale of the urban region
and cross- boundary strategies. That implies that a coherent approach at
the level of the metropolitan environment (however defined) is requested to look at the transformation of the wider city-region in which we are
interested. This may still result in the analysis of local projects and their
symbolic markers, but the link with the urban transformation at the metropolitan level is crucial.
> Finally, the planning strategies need to be in an advanced stage of discourse formation, preferably already implementing or having completed
subprojects, in order to have reached public discourse. On the other hand,
strategies must not date back too much, so that it is still possible to research the process of symbol identification.
This proved more much difficult than expected. There were few recent
examples of metropolitan strategies, partly because it took a long time until
the factual signs of disintegration of the compact city have been sufficiently
acknowledged so that it resulted in new policies. The IBA Emscher Park
is a landmark strategy in this respect, but it dates back to the late 1980s
and becomes more like a historical research. It has also been subject of numerous studies, though none focussing on the symbolic makers. Thames
Gateway has been thoroughly analysed, too, and others you come to known
only when you made your selection. Like the homo economicus has imperfect market information, our knowledge of suitable planning strategies is
limited. Some have used less pronounced symbolic makers than initially as-
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sumed. Another problem of case study research is that new variables come
to the fore during research.
In the end, the following three planning strategies have been selected
across urban areas in Europe as case studies to look into the symbolisation of
the new metropolis:
> Project Mainport Development Rotterdam in the Rotterdam Rijnmond (pop.
1.2 million), the Netherlands. The main planning frame aims at extending
the Rotterdam Seaport into the North Sea and, at the same time, increasing
the liveability within the region. This framework has been agreed on in the
late 1990s by a broad coalition of the National Government, the Rotterdam
City Region, the Municipality of Rotterdam, private sector, and environmental organisations, with €300 million being reserved for the improvement in quality of life. Many individual projects have entered the implementation phase and some have even been completed.
> Regionale 2010 in the Cologne/Bonn Region (pop. 3.1 million), Germany. The
Regionale programme of the Land Government of North Rhine-Westphalia
stimulates experiments of region building through innovative projects.
While the programme is not specifically targeted at cities and their environs, the 2010 edition was truly metropolitan. It has an investment volume
of about €200 million. The Cologne/Bonn Region prospers and therefore
experiences development pressures in the urban periphery that threaten
spatial quality. One of the main ambitions of the Regionale programme is to
raise the regional particularities as part of regional identity formation.
> Atlantic Gateway in the Manchester and Liverpool city-regions (pop. 4.5
million), United Kingdom. The Atlantic Gateway, interestingly, originates
and has been adapted from an initiative of a private sector company. Starting in 2008 under the title Ocean Gateway, it is a large-scale investment
strategy (₤50 billion) for the urbanised zone in the North West of England, consisting of Manchester and Liverpool and the spatial in-between. It
reconceptualises the two rivalling but well-connected city-regions of Manchester and Liverpool as a single entity (the Gateway) and includes a series
of flagship projects.
Structure of the book
This PhD dissertation is based on a series of articles published in or submitted to international peer-reviewed journals. The articles have been adapted
as far as it concerns the style and layout, but no major textual adaptations
have been made. Therefore, each chapter presents a conclusive argument on
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its own. Nonetheless, it quite resembles a traditional book since it involves
three case studies that rest on the same theoretical foundation and brings the
lines together in the final chapter.
Chapter two, which has been published in Environment and Planning A
(with Willem Salet), outlines the theoretical foundations of the PhD thesis.
Here we elaborate on the magic that can unfold through symbolic action and
how and when it may institute new meaning. We argue that symbolic markers
are subject to evolving institutional conditions. They need to be embedded
in a wider cultural system and pay attention to the social structures in order
to have an effect. Successful symbolic markers are able to connect what is to
what will be and in so doing, effectuate new institutional meaning. The article
provides steps for institutional research into symbolic markers in planning
that are applied in the three case studies that follow.
Chapter three, published in the International Journal of Urban and Regional Research, presents the case study of the Rotterdam Rijnmond, which
has been subject to a major investment into the quality of life in the framework of the extension of Rotterdam seaport (Maasvlakte 2) with a focus on
the whole city-region. Three exemplary projects have been studied with respect to the institutionalisation of the city-region in the mindset of regional
stakeholders via symbolic markers. It shows the difference in the work of
symbolic markers that are culturally embedded and those that are imposed
upon a local community.
Chapter four, which is currently under review at an international academic
journal, looks into two transformational projects in the urban periphery of
the Cologne/Bonn Region that were both part of the Regionale 2010. We can
compare the different attempts to mobilise the private sector to become part
of a coalition of place making under apparently similar conditions: the leadership of the Regionale 2010 Agency and the presence of large private sector
companies that need to be mobilised. In this chapter, particular attention is
paid to the power asymmetries between public and private sector.
Chapter five is currently under review at an international academic journal, too. In the third case study of the Manchester–Liverpool conurbation, the
roles between public and private sector have almost changed. We look into
the attempt of a private sector company to put the conurbation on the map,
bringing together the two city-regions and their hinterlands. In so doing it
challenges the institutional landscape. Here we observe how a private sector
company strategically pushes forward its business interests, trying to align
them with a broader regional agenda.
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Chapter six, co-authored by Willem Salet, is scheduled for a special issue
to be submitted to a leading journal in the field in the framework of the author seminar ‘Explaining metropolitan transformation: politics, functions,
symbols’ that will be held on 24–25 January 2013 in Amsterdam. It reviews the
three case studies, concluding that planning strategies for change and their
symbolic markers still enter the trap of planners’ centrism, that is, the planning subject takes its ideas as starting point. Therefore approaches often remain embryonic and are bereft of collective action. What is striking is that
often nobody seems to enforce collective action, which seems an ideal task
reserved for higher tiers of government. We furthermore observe that once
symbolic markers are launched, they lack further inculcation of meaning, and
thus miss an important dimension of institutionalisation.
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2
The transformative potential of institutions: how symbolic
markers can institute new social meaning in changing cities
[Dembski, S. and W. Salet (2010) Environment and Planning A 42(3), 611–625]
Planners use symbolic markers in order to frame processes of urban change and to mobilise
actors. How can we explain the fact that in some cases the symbolisation of new urban spaces manages to enhance and enlarge the meaning of social change while in other cases the
symbolic markers remain powerless and might even have a reverse effect? The authors doubt
whether the sophistication of symbolic markers as such has much impact. The explanation
for the success or failure of symbolic communication is sought within the framework of institutional embedding. This conceptual paper attempts to elaborate institutions’ transformative
potential through their use of symbols. To this end, it undertakes a reappraisal of institutional
thought in order to conceptualise institutional transformation, the establishment of a conceptual linkage between the transformative potential of institutions and symbolic markers, and the
design of an operational model of research for the institutional investigation of symbols in the
planning of changing cities.

Introduction: the rationale
Changes in social, economic, and spatial patterns of urban regions over recent decades have led to polymorphic urban landscapes and new perceptions of city-regional spaces. Cities are evolving physically and functionally through external interactions into dispersed and multinuclear urban
configurations that are quite distinct from the traditional urban hierarchy.
With processes of urban transformation still unfolding, new perceptions of
coherence and identity at the city-regional level have not yet crystallised.
Many urban regions are reevaluating quality-of-life issues (economic, social, cultural, and environmental qualities) in the unsettled and fragmentary
context of the emergent landscapes. These initiatives are part of a wider ‘cultural turn’ in planning, understood as planning that makes reference to the
cultural sense of a place (Montgomery, 1990). We define culture as shared
codes of meaning or common sense. Cultural symbols are the objects,
projects, metaphors, and so on that refer to a certain way of life (Geertz,
1975; Keesing, 1974; Swidler, 1986).
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An increasing range of stakeholders, from planners and urban designers
to private sector developers and civic groups, are marking processes of change
in symbolic ways in order to profile the ongoing transformation of cities. A
variety of symbolic expressions is generated to accentuate the transition processes, such as the shaping of highly visible landmarks and design objects, the
use of linguistic tropes (in particular metaphors) in strategic frames of planning, the expression of cultural markers in marketing strategies, the highlighting of new public spaces, the occurence of major urban manifestations and
public events, and so on. The initiatives intend to enhance the social meaning
(ie to amplify or magnify its meaning and create something more than is now
apparent) of the transforming spaces in day-to-day perception by employing
symbolic markers of change. Metaphors of planning and design (such as the
Pearl River Delta symbolising the coherence of the metropolitan region of
Hong Kong, Shenzen, and Guangzhou or the Flemish Diamond symbolising
the polycentric city network in Flanders) and cultural landmarks (such as the
Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao, the Futuroscope in Poitiers, or the endless
reproduction of ‘silicon valleys’ and their ‘silicon babes’) illustrate the symbolically loaded processes of transformation. In practice, however, such meaning
often fails to materialise (Zonneveld and Verwest, 2005). Actual urban and
regional development appears to be far more selective than the abundant use
of symbolic expressions. Although the Pearl River Delta suggests coherence,
it manifests as mission impossible. The Flemish Diamond remains a promising idea in the minds of planners but has little effect on policy making. The
industrial port city of Bilbao has not yet turned into a cultural city, Poitiers
has not yet become a centre of technology, and genuine silicon valleys are
few and far between (Albrechts and Lievois, 2004; González, 2006; Yeh and
Xu, 2008). Despite sophisticated efforts, the symbolising of new urban spaces
rarely manages to change perceptions. A prominent example is the International Building Exhibition Emscher Park in the Ruhr (Danielzyk and Wood,
2004; Kilper and Wood, 1995). Although some planning concepts, such as the
London Green Belt or the Dutch Green Heart Metropolis (Faludi and van
der Valk, 1994; Kühn, 2003), are regarded as successful (in terms of their own
objectives), they have no transformational ambition—on the contrary, they
aim at preservation.
The different outcomes lead us to the central question of the paper: Why
in some cases does the symbolisation of new urban spaces strengthen social
meaning while in other cases such symbols remain powerless and might even
have the reverse effect? Communicative theories of planning give much atten-
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tion to the symbolic means in processes of communication (e.g. Fischer and
Forester, 1993; Hajer and Wagenaar, 2003; Healey, 2007; Throgmorton, 1996).
The interpretive strand in policy analysis has brought in new methods and a
focus on discourse, narrative, and metaphor. Planning imagery is considered
as the glue that holds together strategic frames of planning (Dühr, 2004; Faludi, 1996; Healey 2007). Interesting in these studies is the significance given
to symbolic communication, the meaning of interpretative knowledge, and
the important role of shared social values (Fischer, 2003: 11). In addition to
these valuable insights, our research focuses on the transformative institutional conditions that enable effective mobilisation of social energy.
In planning practice it is widely believed that symbolic markers are somehow self-mobilising. Accordingly, when the desired impact fails to manifest,
planners are most inclined to reexamine the symbolic marker itself. However,
it is not in the symbolic means as such that we expect to find the potential for
enlargement of social meaning. The power of enhancement does not lie in
the compelling design of landmarks, in the linguistic subtleties of planning
metaphors and other pearls of rhetoric, or in the imagination and visionary
creativity of symbolic planning and design as such, however important and
seductive these qualities may be. It is in the institutional embedding in the
mental maps of humankind that the success or failure of symbolic communication lies. Institutional embedding makes people believe in the meaning
of symbols in social interaction. It is a transformational process of recognising and expressing the meaning of social norms. By examining institutional
embedding, we hope to explain the active conditions under which symbolic
communication may work. The meaning of institutions is part and parcel of
this discovery. Unfortunately, symbolic markers (umbrella themes, artist performances, landmarks, landscape, monuments, etc.) are too often detached
from institutionalised practices.
By introducing the institutional perspective, however, we are confronted
with a new problem. A great deal of research on institutions focuses on the
path dependency and durable meaning of institutional norms. In planning
practice and research, institutions are perceived as rusty old fixtures, which
usually hinder the resolution of planning problems. They are limitations to
action [see in particular the interactive and communicative approaches to
planning (e.g. Fischer and Forester, 1993; Innes and Booher, 1999)].Why then
should institutions be used to underpin the dynamic change of urban spaces?
Is institutional analysis not better equipped to explain the preservation of cities rather than their dynamic transformation? Here, conceptual innovation
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will be necessary. We have to map the coordinates of institutional analysis
and make them operational in order to explain the institutional enhancement
of actual change. We are interested in the transformative potential of institutional analysis as a means of explaining the efficacy of symbols in dynamic
practices of social interaction. This is the crux of our argument. Hence, we
have to grasp the meaning of institutions in the active and evolving reproduction of social norms in daily practices of social interaction. Institutions are not
carved in stone. Institutional innovation occurs by instituting new practices
and meanings. The habituation of institutional norms has to be validated and
reproduced in every new practical situation. This active process of ongoing
affirmation and contestation may enhance a normative reflection in changing
practices of social interaction.
The structure of this paper is as follows. As the transformative potential of
institutions is not explored in most institutional analyses, we begin by explaining our specific position in institutional theory.We make explicit our particular paradigm by adapting the common typology of institutional analysis (Hall
and Taylor, 1996; Immergut, 1998). Next, we link this particular approach with
symbolic theory. Finally, we construct a research model that provides an operational methodology for an institutional investigation of symbolic markers
in changing spaces. As an initial step, we briefly discuss the dynamic change
of cities and the challenges it poses for spatial policy makers.
Challenges for planning in cities in transition
The current round of urban transformation contrasts with the traditional idea
of centripetal urban expansion and decreasing density. This classic pattern
of urbanisation began to show cracks in the early 1960s in North America.
Friedmann and Miller (1965) were among the first to describe emergent forms
of urbanisation in wide—nonhierarchical—urban fields, where urbanity is
characterised in terms of accessibility of the most specialised urban functions
from any spot in the region within a two-hour drive. Hardly two decades later, Fishman (1987) announced that suburbia had ceased to exist because of
the decentralisation of all sorts of urban activity over the wide urban region
(see also Baldassare, 1986). In the 1990s Garreau’s much discussed Edge City
(1991) convinced even the strongest sceptics that severe changes in urban patterns must have been under way for quite some time. This evolving geography
amounts to a reversal of the regional balance. That has led Soja to speak of
a process of “mass regional urbanisation” instead of suburbanisation (2000:
242, emphasis mine). In Europe urban containment policies mitigated these
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developments (e.g. Faludi and van der Valk, 1994; Hall et al., 1973); nonetheless, these policies did not prevent the emergence of new urban patterns.
However, it was only in the 1990s that new concepts of urbanisation were introduced in different European countries. In France Ascher (1995) discussed
the emergence of métapolis as a large urban archipelago characterised by both
globalisation and individualisation of social and economic tendencies. In
Germany Sieverts (1997) was among the first to postulate that the traditional
model of the European city was no longer dominant. He called on planners to
adapt planning concepts in line with the new urban reality of Zwischenstadt
(literally in-between city), instead of ignoring it and preserving the image of a
compact city that no longer exists. Zwischenstadt refers to spaces that fit neither the image of the compact city and intact countryside nor the pattern of
subordinated residential suburbs. And in the UK Buck et al. (2005) discussed
the lack of coherence across social, economic, and institutional tendencies
in changing cities. On both sides of the Atlantic this has led to new spatial
patterns in which urban functions are much more dispersed throughout the
urban region. Moreover, within the inner core of the postindustrial city, completely new landscapes have started to emerge (Zukin, 1995; Hutton, 2004;
Gospodini, 2006).
These changing sociospatial patterns pose new planning challenges that
cross institutionalised boundaries more often than in the past (Salet et al.,
2003). Such spatial developments have led to problems in the administrative and cultural sphere. Most obvious is the fact that urban sprawl ignores
administrative boundaries. The urban transformation requires far-reaching,
problem-oriented forms of city-regional cooperation to deal with practical
planning issues. Morphologically, the dichotomy between town and countryside has disappeared. The landscape has become citified and forms an urban
patchwork within which green space is one of a series of functional islands.
Urban activities are located in unexpected places: specialised urban activities
near agriculture, offices at highway junctions, illegal settlements or temporary functions in locations waiting for development, and so on (Davy, 2004).
Urban and regional designers define the need to qualify the Zwischenstadt
(Bölling and Sieverts, 2004). The emerging urban landscape is perceived as
a nonplace (Augé, 1995) without a deeply rooted (historical) meaning, which
also yields the quest for new identity. The constitution of city space is a highly selective process, not only in space but also in time. There is a tendency
towards juxtaposition of different social spaces (often nonplace bounded)
within the proximity of physical urban regions (Amin and Thrift, 2002; Löw,
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2008). This tendency has increased dramatically sinceWebber (1964) contemplated its embryonic forms in the 1960s. The fragmented city-regional archipelago requires some form of integration. This should also serve to increase
the legitimacy of multiple institutional-administrative arrangements at the
city-region level, in order to support planning interventions at the city-region
scale and, in particular, interventions that serve the core city but do not take
place on its territory and vice versa.
The transformation of cities is characterised by such a high level of variegation that it makes no sense to focus here on the specific empirical changes in
particular regions. However, we can conclude in a very general way that a new
phase of urbanisation has been entered, which is resulting in the increased
specialisation and decentralisation of urban activities, abandoning the scheme
of urban hierarchy and periphery, intermingling the cultural landscapes of
town and countryside and bridging the far and the near aspects of urbanity in
simultaneous forms of urban experience. Successful urban form always relates
to changing social needs and activities. If we take this wise lesson provided by
Lynch (1981) in Good City Form seriously, we may conclude that the emerging regional cityöunderstood as a city that goes beyond the traditional physical and social patterns and boundariesömight be the appropriate city form
for contemporary Western societies. Whether the perceptions of new urban
space are heading in the same way is still highly uncertain. That is why we are
interested in how processes of urban transformation are symbolised and how
new symbols are made to serve as vehicles for the identification of new qualities of life in the urban region.
Reviewing the common typology of institutional paradigms
Institutional thought has an extremely rich and diversified history in the social sciences, which did not go unnoticed when scholars in several subdisciplines rediscovered, quite independently from each other, the potential of this
wide paradigm at the end of the 1980s and began talking of a ‘new institutionalism’ (March and Olsen, 1989; Powell and DiMaggio, 1991). Not surprisingly,
the institutional umbrella does not represent a unified body of thought (for
an overview and typology see Hall and Taylor, 1996; Immergut, 1998). This
urges us to define our specific position in this large field in order to conceptualise the transformational potential of institutional thinking and to apply
this approach to the social efficacy of symbols in changing urban landscapes.
Institutions are simply defined here as ‘patterns of social rules’. What most institutional approaches have in common is that they aim to explain how social
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rules enable collective action in a world of individual choices. The bridging
of the individual and the collective dimension is a complex matter requiring
careful analytical choices. Here different institutional paradigms make their
own choices. We do not claim that one methodological solution is superior
to another, but for our specific goal—to find methods of institutional transformation and to explain how symbols might enlarge social meaning—it is
necessary to select a specific institutional paradigm.We selected our path by
distinguishing two crucial dimensions of institutional analysis. The first is the
position of institutionsöwhether they are perceived as external constraints or
as being internalised in human agency. The second dimension concerns the
validation of institutions—that is, whether institutions are perceived as existing ‘prior to action’ or whether they have to be validated ‘in action’. For analytical purposes, we contrast the theoretical positions of the different schools
(see Table 2.1 for an overview).
Institutions as external constraints or as internalised in human agency
The first dimension revolves around the choice between analysing institutions
as external to human action (as external constraints) and as internalised in
the mindset of humankind. Both options are applied widely in institutional
theory. The analytical advantage of the external approach is the clear demarcation of institutional rules on the one hand and the choices of individuals
on the other. It deals with individual choice and with an easily researchable
set of external constraints to human action. The external approach is widely
used in economic thought and in sociological methodological individualism.
A well-known application is rational choice institutionalism. In this approach,
institutions provide rules in order to reduce uncertainty in social (economic)
exchange. In this context, institutions aim to solve collective action dilemmasöwhen the individual maximisation of benefits leads to collectively suboptimal outcomes (Hall and Taylor, 1996; Immergut, 1998). Political science
and institutional economics adapted the propositions of rational choice institutionalism because it reduces individual choice to means–end rationality and
deduces social rules from this (as artificially considered) propositions. This is
why real social conditions applicable to individual choices (e.g. research into
the asymmetries of power) were introduced in these institutional approaches,
as was the case in political and actor-centred institutionalism (Coleman, 1990;
Ostrom, 1990; Scharpf, 1997). Political or actor-centred institutionalism examines how institutions affect the behaviour and strategies of the actors involved.
From our point of view, these adaptations are interesting because of their in-
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terest in institutional development and change. However, these political theories analyse institutional conditions as being external to the mindset of people
in action. Individuals may change their preferred course of action because of
the impact of external constraints. However, within these approaches, institutions are not internalised as patterns with their own thinking.
Considering our objective, the internalisation of institutional norms is
crucial because we expect to find the explanation for social efficacy of symbols
in terms of the intrinsic meaning that people attribute to them. Institutional
symbols are “saying something of something”, as Geertz meaningfully suggested (1973: 448). For this reason, we deliberately select those institutional
approaches in which the validation of institutional patterns of social rules lies
within the internal mindset of actors. From this perspective, it is not out of
strategic calculation (economic or political) but out of an assumed imperative that people act according to certain institutions. Institutions not only influence human behaviour but also basic preferences. An important element
is the considerable importance of social legitimacy in explaining action: the
logic of appropriateness ranks higher than efficiency (March and Olsen, 1989).
People understand its essence, they think it is normal, and in a way they believe this is the social norm that should be retained in practices of interaction.
Analytically, of course, this is a more complex approach as it is not so easy to
investigate what is supposed to be internalised in the mindset of people and
what is not. This leads us to cultural approaches of sociology and anthropology that consider symbol systems, social norms and their guidance function
over action, in addition to formal rules and procedures (Berger and Luckmann, 1966; Geertz, 1975; Hall and Taylor, 1996).
Institutions validated ‘prior to action’ or institutions validated ‘in action’
The second dimension concerns the validation of institutions. Inevitably,
this touches on whether institutional change is possible from a theoretical
standpoint. As ‘patterns of social rules’, institutions have evolved over time. A
characteristic feature of institutional rules is their durable state, or at least a
state of relative durability. Which kind of institutional approach, then, allows
for institutions that are both internalised and dynamic? Some institutional
approaches cannot sufficiently explain change Helderman, 2007). Historical institutionalism emphasises the path dependency of processes (Pierson,
2000; Thelen, 1999)—that is the continuity of institutional change. This initial contradiction in terms (continuity and change) means that we can find in
each institution the legacy of historical processes (Thelen, 1999: 382). Histori-
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cal institutionalism has attracted attention in comparative politics because it
integrates historical contingencies in the analyses. Unfortunately, this focus
on historical continuity constitutes one of the weaknesses of historical institutionalism, since it lacks the capability to explain change (Thelen, 1999: 396).
That is why some historical institutionalists focus on critical junctions in history (Mahoney, 2000; Thelen, 1999). Nonetheless, institutional innovation
lies not in the fore of this theoretical strand. Rather, it is treated as historical
particularity. In economic institutional theory, Pierson (2000) performs extensive calculations of the opportunity costs of changing historical trajectory.
Friedland and Alford criticised the distant or absent position of living society in institutional theory (1991: 236). This criticism may be directed not only
at rational choice approaches but also at the determinism of some historical
institutional approaches. In terms of investigating the social efficacy of institutional symbols in the dynamic context of urban transformation, we are not
interested in historical continuity as such, which might explain the predominant hierarchical and compact perceptions of city form in the mental maps of
urbanites and political rulers up until the recent past.We are interested in the
current evolution of historical conditions, in the way that the social norms are
reset in current times of change. The social meaning of institutions is never
evident or fixated; it is always fluctuating, albeit usually in a rather gradual
manner (Salet, 2002). We have to define institutions not just as patterns of
social rules but as the ‘chance (or possibility)’ of validating patterns of social
rules, following in this respect Weber’s (1922) habit of defining all institutional fabrics (even the state) as ‘the possibility’ of being validated as a certain
institutional constellation. The point is that institutions continuously evolve
and have to be confirmed repeatedly in everyday practices in order to acquire
actual social meaning. Institutional validation is a situational, time-bounded
and place-bounded validation of general codes, but institutional meaning is
never evident. The meaning of institutional norms may be neglected, latent, or
manifest; it may be openly contested in the case of conflicting institutions or
interpreted in different ways by small or large numbers of norm holders under
changing circumstances. These contextual conditions and changes constitute
the rule, rather than the exception in ongoing social interaction. The fact that
institutional norms usually change only gradually does not mean that they are
nested and stabilised as one and the same determinant of action. Instead, it
suggests that the prospect of all stakeholders changing their interpretation of
the social norm at the same time is unlikely. However, social norms acquire
real meaning only if they are validated again and again in ongoing practices of
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social interaction. In the context of transforming cities, many people and political representatives will still adhere to the old institutional perception while,
at the same time, changing practices institutionalise new emerging realities of
institutional meaning. The establishment of symbols is a very delicate matter
in this transformational context. Changing predominant perceptions of reality requires a very sound notion of existing social norms and symbols that
have already evolved over time. Institutional innovation does not just mean
turning the latch of the door. Rather, it is deliberate change.
Table 2.1 Typology of institutional approaches
Externalised
Prior to
action

Internalised

Rational choice institutionalism, public Historical institutionalism
choice, institutional economics
Scientific field: Economics, sociology, Scientific field: Political science, comparative politics, political economy
public administration
Authors: e.g. Buchanan and Tullock
(1962), North (1990), Riker (1980),
Williamson (1975)

Authors: e.g. Hall and Taylor (1996),
Mahoney and Rueschemeyer (2003),
Pierson (2000), Thelen (1999)

Concepts: Collective action dilemma, Concepts: Path dependency, critical
junctions in history, autonomous state
methodological individualism,
bounded rationality, transaction costs,
homo economicus
In action
(situational)

Political/actor-centred institutionalism Sociological institutionalism
Scientific field: Policy analysis, public Scientific field: Sociology, anthropology
administration
Authors: e.g. Coleman (1990), Mayntz Authors: e.g. Berger and Luckmann
(1966), Bourdieu (1977), Friedland and
and Scharpf (1995), Ostrom (1990),
Alford (1991), Geertz (1973), March
Scharpf (1997)
and Olsen (1989), Scott (1995), Swidler
(1986)
Concepts: Policy learning, political
and actor theory, policy environment

Concepts: Institutional innovation,
instituting, culture, social dispositions,
legitimacy and appropriateness

All the strands have their strengths and weaknesses, which focus on specific problems. The requirements of the subject of our investigation (the social
efficacy of symbolic markers in the context of changing cities) lead us clearly to
the fourth quadrant.We make two crucial selections in defining our position
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within institutional theory. First, we are interested in institutional approaches
that investigate institutional norms as norms internalised in the mental maps
of the norm holders instead of approaches that treat institutions as external
constraints. This leads us to cultural and anthropological approaches in institutional theory. In the second place, we did not choose historical institutional
theories that consider institutional norms as being established and nested
prior to action. With respect to the subject of our research, we prefer to investigate the actual meaning of evolving institutional norms, which has to be
established and validated time after time in new practical contexts.
Instituting social meaning
The process of institutionalisation is an ongoing process of normalisation, or
‘habitualisation’, as Berger and Luckmann (1966) used to refer to it. Within this
process, the meaning of social codes usually changes gradually. These codes
are encountered in many practical situations and acquire institutional depth
when the ‘reciprocity of expectations’ grows among the norm holders (Berger
and Luckmann, 1966: 54). The typical expectations among actors and actions
are shared. Usually, we do not even know when and where this institutional
meaning came to life. Institutions are not created instantaneously but evolve
over a long period (the process of institutionalisation). The process of historical evolution is essential for understanding an institution. This also goes
for formal institutions. Legislation, for instance, while formalised through a
distinct decree, takes shape gradually, within evolving patterns of social expectations. Moreover, the formal act of commencement must be followed by
practices of validation in social interaction. Its real meaning changes over
time. Typically, the role of institutions is to guide social behaviour through
inherent codes of conduct. There are also sanctions that can be imposed by
any holder of the social norm. However, the primary controlling role is in the
reciprocal recognition of the social codes. Institutional knowledge is everyday
knowledge. Sanctions are reserved for those who fail to recognise the presence
of institutional norms (Berger and Luckmann, 1966: 54–55).
The possibility of validating institutional meaning in processes of social
change is experienced in daily practicesöfor example, in the use of language,
in distinguishing lifestyles, or even in the preparation of dinner, as Douglas
scrupulously demonstrates in her famous essay Deciphering a meal (1971), in
which she analyses the preparation of food as a set of precoded messages. If
food is a code, the messages it encodes will be found in the patterns of social
relations being expressed (Douglas, 1971: 61). The daily use of language, the
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experience of different lifestyles, or the preparation of food is considered a
meeting place of actors equipped with socially structured resources and competences. The social structures are expressed and reproduced in every daily
interaction. There is no determinism in this social structuring. As explained
above, there exists only the possibility for institutional validation as part of
the ongoing evolution of institutional meaning. However, as we do not want
to interpret daily interactions as purely subjectivist and direct experiences,
we have to dig a bit deeper into the meaning of social structure and social
structuring.
Bourdieu’s (1977) concept of habitus is very useful for this conceptual investigation. His aim is to develop a more dynamic theory, moving away from
an understanding of the realism of the structure towards the production of
this seemingly real structure. Practice is not a mechanical reaction, but neither does agency occur independently of the structure (Bourdieu, 1977: 73).
Thus, practice is informed by structure. The crucial observation is that actors
have ideas and judgments about their position in objective spaces that depend
on their position in these spaces (Bourdieu, 1984: 169). The habitus is formed
through durable dispositions. It is used to symbolise the dynamics of internalised normative patterns in a structural way. Bourdieu attempts to avoid the
dichotomy between objectivism and subjectivism. Although in subjectivism
structures are reduced to visible interactions, in objectivism the individual
action is deduced from the structure. Bourdieu compared the pursuit of an individual strategy to that of a card game (1977: 58). Here the outcome depends
on the material capital (the cards) and the individual capacity to play. The
cards are attributed a value and allow for a limited number of strategies. Thus,
individual action is constrained insofar as the rules of the game have set the
values of the cards. Then, the individual capacity comes into the game. These
patterns have to be continually reconstructed in new practices. Institutional
meaning has to be settled and resettled again and again. Bourdieu (1991) emphasises the active dimension of institutions by introducing the active verbal
form of instituting, which is also inherent in the term ‘inculcation’.
How institutional embedding can enlarge the social meaning of symbols
Armed with the institutional notions explored above, we return to the central
question of the paper: why in some cases does the symbolisation of new urban
spaces strengthen social meaning while in other cases such symbols remain
powerless and might even have the reverse effect? To examine this question
in more detail, we must first outline the meaning of ‘symbols’, after which we
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will have to scrutinise the social efficacy of ‘enhancement of social meaning’
through the use of ‘symbolic markers’. All this will beconsidered from the
viewpoint of institutional explanation.
A symbol refers to something wider that is not to be found in the symbol itself (Nas et al., 2006). Culture, according to Geertz, is the “historically transmitted pattern of meanings embodied in symbols, a system of
inherited conceptions expressed in symbolic forms by means of which men
communicate, perpetuate, and develop their knowledge about and attitudes
toward life” (1973: 89). The function of symbolic forms is to express social
meaning and the challenge is to analyse and to understand how symbolic
forms organise perception in real situations (Geertz, 1973: 448). The specific diagnosis of cultural forms is a way of analysing the meaning of social
interaction (diagnosing symptoms, ordering a system, deciphering codes of
social interaction). In a famous study of cockfights in Bali, Geertz observed
that the status hierarchy of the local society had been imposed onto the
cockfight! The audience’s encouragement was meant not for the cocks but
for their own affiliate group members (Geertz, 1973: 447). There is a plethora
of cultural symbols that give meaning to social interaction and that make
complete sense to those involved. This observation is highly pertinent to the
analysis of institutional action. The complexity of institutions requires reaffirmation through symbolic objects or symbolic actions (fetishes, rituals),
which function as techniques for remembering and reminding (Berger and
Luckmann, 1966: 71). In fact, institutions are symbolic systems. Concrete social practices serve not only to achieve certain ends but also to reproduce the
symbolic system and, in so doing, make life meaningful (Friedland and Alford, 1991: 249). As Friedland and Alford state, “Political mobilization arises
not only out of the organizational capacities of groups, but out of the violation of meanings, or disruption of the organizational conditions necessary
for meaningful life, which they neglect” (1991: 251). Well-known institutions
such as religion or land property are regarded as real only by those who believe in these institutions and their objectification in the symbolic universe
(Berger and Luckmann, 1966; Friedland and Alford, 1991: 249–251). Not
every society, nor every group or individual person within society, shares
the same institutions. Institutions, of course, are socially empowered but the
processes of internalisation are crucial. Thus, institutional action is analysed
from an individual but habitus-instigated perspective. Each institution has
its own rituals that reclaim and reproduce it as long as people believe (or are
told to believe) in the rituals as well as in the institution. Voting (as a symbol
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for democracy) only makes sense if one believes in democracy. At the same
time voting is a sign of the functioning of this institution (Friedland and
Alford, 1991).
So far, we have argued that cultural symbols serve to organise perception in real situations, that they express meaning in social interaction, and
that in order to perform these functions, symbols and symbol systems have
to make sense in the eyes of the beholders. We also claimed that institutional symbols have their own rituals that reproduce social meaning. But
how, precisely, can symbols enlarge social meaning? Institutional symbols
unfold their social magic only if the meaning of the symbol is inculcated
into, and is thus guaranteed by, the audience. Institutions are kept alive and
in flux as institutional symbols confront people with social norms on a daily
basis, including through expressing disapproval or sanctioning in case of
misrecognition. There is an ongoing power struggle of (habitus-instigated)
meaning construction on these playing fields in which people take very
different positions in relation to power. The dominant language in a country expresses not the most refined subtleties of language but the ongoing
power struggle of meaning construction. It is against this institutional background that Bourdieu studied the potential enhancement of social meaning
through symbolic forms. Something that is crucial to the understanding of
the enlargement of meaning is the making of differences in a world that is
rather arbitrary: this involves creating discontinuity, and consecrating and
legitimising the differences where continuity and arbitrariness seem to exist (Bourdieu, 1991). Rites of passage mark a solemn transgression of social
meaning. The regular process of ageing, for instance, does not adequately
signify the process of reaching adolescence or adulthood; it simply reflects
the gradual continuity of ageing in a lifetime. However, making a solemn
transgression by marking the differences between childhood and adolescence, adolescence and adulthood, and so on, and legitimising the differences, creates a completely different perception of social meaning. While
the audience believes it is witnessing a passage, in actuality, the differences
are consecrated. The rite is thus one not of passage but of instituting. Rites
of institution consecrate an otherwise arbitrary boundary through an institutionalised process of encouragement and legitimisation. The imposition
of a new social reality on a person or a region while in reality not much has
changed is social magic that reveals the transformative power of institutions!
In this respect the social magic of an ‘amulet’ does not differ from a ‘master’s
degree’ in the modern world. The symbolic efficacy of rites of institution is
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in their power to impinge on reality by acting in line with its representation. The person is transformed in the first place through a representation
that others create and through the way they act on this representation (that
man is ‘graded’). Simultaneously, this changes the image that people have of
themselves and their consequent behaviour (you have to live according to
your representation). This is how social magic manages to produce discontinuity out of continuity. Instituting an identity through symbols imposes a
social essence. It tells you what is appropriate. The institution signifies this
essence for all to behold! However, it must be real, and it must make sense to
the beholders. “‘Become what you are’: that is the principle behind the performative magic of all acts of institution’’ (Bourdieu, 1991: 122). Institutional
action is accepted because the symbolic meaning is inculcated. Obviously,
the Achilles heel of achieving this social magic lies in the possibility that
the essential institutional condition is not met! Then, social mobilisation
through symbols will stay powerless.
Processes of inculcation are an elementary feature of institutionalisation
and cantake a variety of forms. Different groups of people share different
social norms and thus have different practices. They appear to value those
differences as markers of belonging and inclusion, and as a result, the differences appear to take on a degree of continuity and pattern over time. The
institutionalisation of new city-regions does not differ in this respect from
other symbolic meanings. Instituting a city-region of high technology is
more than a matter of developing technology; it must be believed as a result
of processes of inculcation, both in the inside world and in the outside world.
Paasi has rightfully acknowledged that the imbedding of regional identity is
a two-sided coin with an internal and an external dimension (Paasi, 1986).
Those who impose norms have to be institutionally recognised as ‘knowers’
and thus transmitters of institutional knowledge (Berger and Luckmann,
1966: 71). Here, too, the institutionalisation has two sides: the material practice and the symbolic markers or, according to Paasi (1986; 1991), the institutional shape of the region on the one hand and the symbolic shape on the
other. The recognition of being different, from an outsider perspective is as
important as the internal recognition of this difference (Paasi, 1986). The
formation of regions is a continuous process in need of reproduction. Billig (1995) has demonstrated the powerful impact of the subconscious use of
nationalism in the mobilisation and maintenance of the idea of the nation.
It is not the particular moments but the everyday displaying of the flag that
reminds people of whom they are and that mobilises a people at times when
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this is needed. If regions are not reaffirmed through conscious and—even
more important—unconscious processes of remembrance, their meaning
and thus their mobilising effect might disappear (Paasi, 1986).
Institutional research methodology for symbols in the planning of change
What do the foregoing contemplations imply for symbolic markers used in
planning strategies? Quite a lot if we look at the numerous attempts of cities
and regions to reframe their image to transform areas. Planners, policy makers, and civic groups intervene and try to accelerate processes of institutional
change. Planning, understood as organising collective action, aims at social
mobilisation. It may be initiated by civic groups or by public sector officials
in conflicting forms of collective action or in forms of cooperation.Within
many projects and strategies, planning relies on the joint efforts of public sector agencies, as well as on political support, private investments, and citizen
engagement. To mobilise these resources, highly symbolic interventions are
created in the form of planning visions. This theoretical endeavour reminds
us that the framing of places is a delicate matter. The fact that reality is socially
constructed does not by any means imply that planners and policy makers can
create whatever social reality they desire. Symbolic markers cannot be used
in a voluntaristic manner. Institutional transformation is deliberate change.
Symbols need to be conditioned in order to fulfil this elementary requirement.
In planning, however, cultural symbols—planning metaphors, artist performances, landmarks, landscape architecture, monuments, and so on—are often
used without adequately reflecting on their reference points of institutional
meaning. Cultural symbols used by planners are often detached from institutionalised practices and, thus, are destined to fall on fallow ground rather than
take root and develop a mobilising effect.
The crucial challenge remains: how can the efficacy of symbolic markers
in accentuating change be researched empirically? We have developed methodological steps of institutional research into the social impact of symbolic
markers in planning for change (see Box 2.1). The first two steps are concerned
with the identification of the symbolic markers and their encoded messages.
The following three steps (3, 4, and 5) deal with the field of power. On one
side, there are the transmitters of symbols, that is, the coalition of proponents
of a frame. On the other is the audience. Here we are interested in the social structure and how the key actors are positioned in relation to power. The
central questions—which are to be answered in these three steps—asks who
creates the symbol, and for whom is it created? Is the symbol genuine and is
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Box 2.1 Institutional research strategy of symbolic markers in planning for change.
Step 1: the symbolic markers
Identification of expressive symbolic markers (e.g. linguistic markers such as metaphors and material symbolic markers such as landmarks, architectural icons, model
projects, etc.)
Step 2: the encoded message
Diagnosis of the message encoded in the symbolic markers: what social patterns are
symbolised in the codes? (Do they symbolise patterns of social relations in the past,
do they symbolise patterns of social transformation, or is the past ‘bent’ towards a
new future?)
Step 3: the subjective context
Identify who the symbolic markers are: who are the key persons or key groups that
support the symbolic marking (some authoritative persons or groups are in a better
position than others to act as plausible symbolisers).
Step 4: the objective context
What is the objective context that is reproduced? Analysis of social structure (e.g. via
concept habitus or social capital). Are the symbols genuine? Do they represent the
real, objective situation and also the judgments of people about their own position in
objective spaces? Differences in positions of power are likely.
Step 5: the audience
Analyse the audience: who are addressed by the symbolic markers? (Is it the full community, or—more common—parts of it? Analyse the position of different groups.)
Step 6: the process of articulation
Analyse the process of upcoming symbols: their changes over time, the conflicting
interpretations of different groups (including the audience), the role of the articulators
and claim-makers.
Step 7: the internalisation of symbolic meaning
How do the symbolic markers enhance social meaning: the reproduction of institutions in new processes of symbolising, the inculcation of symbols, the habituation, the
rites of institution, the canonising and consecrating of symbolic meaning, the solemn
transgression, the making of discontinuity out of continuity.
Step 8: the sanctions
Analyse the sanctions.What are the sanctions in case of misrecognition of the
encoded message of symbolic markers? Who are the sanctioners (the believers of the
symbolic meaning are expected to act as the sanctioners)?
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the transmitter institutionally legitimated? Step 6 adds a time component by
analysing the changes in the definition of the symbolic markers over time.
Here, the framing literature, for instance Benford and Snow (2000), provides
useful guidelines for research. Step 7 focuses on the mechanisms that enforce
certain symbolic meanings, while the last step concerns the potential sanctions for misbelievers.
Cultural meaning and its probing of symbolic markers is an active element of periods of transformation. Institutional change occurs through new
practices that deviate from existing practices but do not ignore the evolved
institutional meaning. In particular within conflictive transformation,
the meeting of evolved appropriateness and the evolving of new appropriateness is manifest. New institutions arise through new cultural practices,
which themselves become institutionalised. This may occur through gradual
change. However, what Hajer (2003) once called the institutional void constitutes an outstanding opportunity for new cultural practices to emerge and
institutionalise.
The art of planning is to find niches of underinstitutionalised space (social
as well as spatial) that are not subject to institutional power struggles over the
domination of the social norm. Not all spheres of human life are relevant to
the scope of institutionalisation, and some norms may even ‘deinstitutionalise’ (Berger and Luckmann, 1966: 81). If relatively few institutions are shared,
this is an indication of not a lack of institutions but rather the fact that they
are shared only within specific groups. Such a society confronts a fragmented
institutional order. In such cases, planning might be strengthened by referring
to accepted institutionalised practices of particular groups or to the shared institution of society, in order to accelerate change. The dynamic transformation
of cities yields many such spaces, for instance, the forgotten sites of industrial
production, opencast pits, dilapidated housing estates and so on.
Conclusions
In this article we explored the idea that symbolisation of some new urban
spaces generates enhanced social meaning, while this fails to appear in other
places. In planning theory and practice, much attention is paid to the communicative expressions of the symbol itself. We expected to find an explanation
for the social efficacy of symbols in order to enhance social meaning in institutional theory. This conceptual paper attempts to elaborate the transformative potential of institutions in the use of symbols. To this end, we undertook,
respectively, a reappraisal of institutional thought in order to conceptualise
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institutional transformation, the establishment of a conceptual linkage between the transformative potential of institutions and symbolic markers, and
the design of an operational model of research for the institutional investigation of symbols in the planning of changing cities.
In our theoretical endeavour, we explored the potential of institutional
theory as a tool for analysis of dynamic practices of change, wherein institutions are perceived as internalised patterns of human behaviour and the existence of institutional norms is continually validated in practical situations.
This implies that institutional meaning is never fixed. Transforming social reality requires a sound notion of existing social norms and the norm holders.
Institutional change is deliberate change. We thus argue that symbolic mediation is essential to the reaffirmation of institutional meaning. Symbols serve to
organise perceptions; they refer to social relations, which are not legible in the
symbol itself. We therefore reason that symbolic markers cannot be issued in
a voluntaristic manner. The institutional meaning to which symbolic markers
refer needs to be inculcated by the audience. Symbols work their social magic
only when this essential institutional condition is met. Only then can symbolic markers enhance social meaning and institute new practices.
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3
In search of symbolic markers: transforming the urbanised
landscape of the Rotterdam Rijnmond
[Dembski, S. (2012) International Journal of Urban and Regional Research.
DOI:10.1111/j.1468-2427.2011.01103.x]
The change in the form of cities over the last few decades into amorphous patterns classified
as Zwischenstadt (in-between city) has encouraged many urban regions to launch planning
strategies that address the urbanised landscape in city-regions. Symbolic markers are used to
signify spatial transformation and mobilise various public and private stakeholders (including
citizens). As the mindset of people is institutionalised in old perceptions of urban life, strategies employing symbolic markers may be thought of as attempts at institutional innovation. I
will argue that the imagination of new regional spaces in the urban fringe is often voluntaristic.
Instituting imaginative reconstructions of the Zwischenstadt through symbolic markers relies
on a very precise notion of institutional meaning in practice. Using the Rotterdam Rijnmond
area in the Netherlands and its attempt to develop new images of the regional urban landscape
as an example, I will show that the transformative potential of symbolic markers depends on
the way existing cultural and institutional practices are recombined.

Introduction
In recent decades we have witnessed the emergence of a new urban form, a
process that is still unfolding and leading to an urbanised landscape that is
classified as Zwischenstadt (in-between city). The city is merging physically
and functionally with the surrounding countryside and vice versa, leading to
an urban configuration quite distinct from the traditional urban hierarchy
(e.g. Sieverts, 1997; Soja, 2000; Graham and Marvin, 2001). Today’s cities are
best conceived of as regional archipelagos that are highly fragmented as a result of spatial and functional specialisation and segregation (Kunzmann, 1997;
Sieverts, 1997). The German town planner Thomas Sieverts introduced the
term Zwischenstadt (in-between city) to express the diffuse character of the
urbanised landscape that is dominating urban areas virtually all over Europe.
It refers to the vast areas between the traditional urban core and the open
countryside that have accommodated urban growth over the last decades.
This emerging urban condition is characterised by a blurring of the distinc39
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tion between town and countryside, in which the in-between area no longer
fulfils the traditional image of urban space nor the ideal of landscape. This
new spatial configuration has challenged the sense of place (Sieverts, 1997).
But, while urban form has changed tremendously, the traditional images of
town and countryside linger on, not only in the minds of planners and decision makers, but also in public perception. The challenges of the urban fringe
are increasingly recognised, but new images for the Zwischenstadt are only
now starting to emerge (Gallent et al., 2006; Hauser, 2007; Salet, 2009).
In many countries, new planning strategies tackle the in-between spaces
in urban regions. In Germany, this is summarised under the label Qualifizierung der Zwischenstadt [definition of the in-between city] (Bölling and
Sieverts, 2004). The Emscher Park in the Ruhr Area was an early response
to the need to define the citified landscape in urban regions. Under the label
of regional parks similar plans have been realised in several urban regions
(Gailing, 2007). The Mission Bassin Minier in the mining region Nord–Pas-deCalais and the Estuaire Nantes–Saint-Nazaire festival are French examples of
envisaging the emerging regional cityscape. In the UK, green infrastructures
emerged as a new development concept for the urban fringe (Thomas and Littlewood, 2010). These approaches share a broader perspective on landscape,
which is not restricted to green space but deals with the interface of built-up
(red) and open (green) space. Planners try to establish new spatial imaginations for the in-between areas at the urban edge through selective but visible
spatial interventions, which I refer to as ‘symbolic markers’. These convey a
new understanding of the transforming landscape in the urban fringe. In the
Netherlands too, with its traditionally strong separation of ‘red’ and ‘green’,
this planning challenge is increasingly recognised and new concepts and ideas
are emerging (van den Brink et al., 2006).
The Rotterdam Rijnmond area with its 1.4 million inhabitants is probably
the most fascinating citified landscape in the Netherlands and can be considered as a Zwischenstadt par excellence (Atelier Zuidvleugel, 2007). Its most
remarkable and distinctive element is Rotterdam seaport, one of the world’s
largest. Once located in the centre of Rotterdam, the port now stretches 40
kilometres westwards up to and even into the North Sea. The ‘portscape’ itself
is characterised by its enormous scale, which contrasts with the surrounding landscape. Within the harbour area one finds the islands typical of a contemporary Zwischenstadt. Small workers’ villages are situated in the middle
of it, and the first extension into the North Sea has become an established
recreational destination. On its outskirts the harbour clashes with the coun-
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tryside. Green space has been developed to ‘protect’ some villages from ‘horizon pollution’ by cranes, tanks and other port-related activities. The spatial
expansion of the harbour has led to a mosaic landscape, the disappearance of
much green space, and environmental problems such as smells, noise and air
pollution. The general urbanisation of the city periphery, which occurred in
the Rotterdam area, as in any other metropolitan region in the Western world,
has increased this effect. The region has an image problem and is mainly associated with its port-related industries. Hence, there is a pressing need for
intervention.
There are many visions for the Rijnmond area and many individual projects
are in progress, carried out by all sorts of actors. Recently, the City-Region
and the Province of South-Holland have adopted new spatial plans. In the absence of a major strategy that specifically addresses transformation processes
in the urban fringe, I analyse an initiative called Project Mainport Development Rotterdam (PMR). Within the framework of the port extension into the
North Sea, the Maasvlakte 2, the urbanised landscape of the Rotterdam region
will be transformed considerably. What looks like a traditional infrastructure
project is, in fact, one of the largest initiatives to improve the quality of life in
the Rijnmond. It pursues a double objective of investing in the port economy and in the liveability of the region. PMR links several projects in a single
framework, which involves some €300 million of funding specifically for the
improvement of quality of life. The project has reached the implementation
phase, which allows for some conclusions to be drawn.
The central aim of this article is to shed light on planning strategies that try
to set up symbolic markers for regional strategies in the dynamic context of
the Zwischenstadt. Such planning strategies face a difficult challenge because
they try to achieve institutional innovation, that is, to change established patterns of social norms. The implementation of regional symbolic markers signifying change is a difficult matter since local and regional parties have to be
brought together. I argue that the imagination of new regional spaces in the
urban fringe is often voluntaristic. Instituting new imaginative visions for the
Zwischenstadt through symbolic markers relies on a very precise notion of
institutional meaning in practice. The transformative potential of symbolic
markers depends less on the communicative quality of symbolic expressions,
more on the way existing cultural and institutional practices are recombined.
Using the Rotterdam Rijnmond’s attempt to develop new images of the regional urban landscape, I examine the mechanisms that prove successful in
the mobilisation of stakeholders to support new imaginings. How, then, is the
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Zwischenstadt symbolised in the Rotterdam Rijnmond and how is it organised? My research findings are based on 15 interviews conducted in 2008 and
2009 with stakeholders from various backgrounds. In addition, the research
builds upon a large file of primary resources ranging from official policy documents to articles in local newspapers and informal newsletters.
Construction and reconstruction of symbolic markers
The changing institutional landscape of planning (multi-actor, multi-scalar)
has led to an increased emphasis on communicative means to mobilise stakeholders (Hajer and Zonneveld, 2000). The Zwischenstadt comes close to what
Hajer (2003) refers to as ‘institutional void’. This term draws attention to the
emerging policy spaces that lack clear, predefined rules or procedures for
dealing with a policy problem. The Zwischenstadt is a case in point because it
transcends the traditional political arenas and raises new spatial policy issues.
As a result, generally accepted institutional norms are only just beginning to
emerge. The positioning of Zwischenstadt within the ‘institutional void’ by
no means implies that no institutional norms are apparent. Rather, it suggests that no dominant social norms can yet be validated. In turbulent times,
in which institutional meaning is not always evident, new meaning needs to
become normalised before it is considered everyday knowledge (Berger and
Luckmann, 1966). This is a gradual process during which various institutional
norms coexist. Changing the predominant perceptions and providing new
meaning to the Zwischenstadt requires institutional innovation in order to
change established patterns of social norms.
Symbolic markers are the visible elements of institutional change and
therefore play an important role. Planners use them in strategies as visible
means of signifying change. Symbolic markers in planning can take a variety of forms including linguistic tropes, planning imagery, iconic architecture, landmarks or cultural manifestations. In this article symbolic markers
are defined as symbolic projects that are part of a wider strategy and signify a
new understanding of the in-between space of the Rijnmond. Planners, as it
were, place a transformational process under the magnifying glass so that it
becomes recognised. Symbolic markers in planning are always addressed to
an audience (Throgmorton, 1993: 335), namely, the stakeholders of planning
including the private sector, civic groups, residents and other public sector
organisations. The task of symbolic markers is to persuade the audience and
shape public discourse, so that the projected meaning becomes reality. Symbolic markers have in common that they are used by planners to give a new
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interpretation to the Zwischenstadt and, in so doing, to accelerate an ongoing
transformation and imprint it in the minds of people.
In these dynamic social conditions, the search for new symbolic markers for the urbanised landscape is not easy. There are plenty of designs, flagships, metaphors and other kinds of communicative temptation that remain
powerless when they attempt to symbolise a new future. In planning practice
and research the emphasis is often only on the intrinsic seductive qualities
of the symbolic markers and the communicative action of planners (Zonneveld, 2005; Healey, 2006; Hajer et al., 2010). The construction and reconstruction of symbol markers by planners takes place in an environment of
institutionalised social and cultural norms. Symbolic markers always carry
non-inherent meaning, an encoded message (Nas, 1998). For instance, flagship projects often have a catalytic purpose, but this is never just physical, it
also carries symbolic meaning (Hubbard, 1996). They are a powerful means
of defining space. Space is constituted and represented through material
symbols and the social relationships that are related to it (Löw, 2008). Symbolic markers are thus embedded in an existing web of social relations and
institutional norms. Less attention is paid to the incorporated socio-cultural
norms and the intrinsic motives that make people believe in the authenticity
of a symbolic marker and may mobilise them for collective action. Therefore,
the search for symbolic markers to create new images of the Zwischenstadt is
more than a design challenge.
We need to pay more attention to the intrinsic meaning projected by symbolic markers, and institutional analysis may help us in this endeavour. Institutions in this article refer to the informal and formal norms, rules and
practices commonly accepted in the new institutionalism (Healey, 2007). Not
all institutional approaches are equally capable of explaining institutional innovation through symbolic markers (Dembski and Salet, 2010). Institutions
are often regarded as a set of given formal rules, which are perceived as constraints to action. The following two basic assumptions about institutions are
fundamental for the analytical framework. Firstly, the research addresses the
symbolic layer of planning, therefore the appeal of a symbolic marker is more
likely to be grounded in unconscious and non-rational processes of decision
making (Friedland and Alford, 1991). Symbolic markers need to make sense
to those involved. Therefore, institutions are understood as internalised in
the human mindset rather than as a set of external rules. The inscribed rules
of what is considered appropriate behaviour determine action in a situation
(March and Olsen, 2006). Secondly, to understand processes of institutional
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innovation, it is necessary to remember that institutions are never fixed, but
continuously evolving (Salet, 2002). Institutional meaning needs to be reaffirmed in every new practical situation in order to be validated. This notion of
institutional validation in practice enables a more dynamic understanding of
institutions wherein institutional transformation is possible from a theoretical viewpoint.
Institutional analysis attempts to understand how cultural and institutional
‘conditions’ (Giddens, 1984), ‘settings’ (Mayntz and Scharpf, 1995) or ‘rules’
(Ostrom, 1986) are reproduced and simultaneously injected with new meaning in actual social and spatial experiences. Bourdieu offers the concepts of
field and habitus to analyse structures and their impact on social agency. A
‘field’ simply denotes the social space and its ordering nature or the objective
structures that are produced and reproduced by its constituents. For the sake
of simplicity, I will restrict myself to the indication of social positions and the
intrinsic interests of actors in order to depict the objective structures. Whereas
objective structures form the conditions that apply at a particular moment, habitus is concerned with their embodiment and how they lead to practices that
are more likely to occur than others. Habitus is the ‘durably installed generative
principle’ (Bourdieu, 1977: 78) that provides individuals with a scheme for perception, conception and action. It is the inscribed everyday routines of an actor
for all kinds of practical situations. People have beliefs about their environment, which they think are normal, and act accordingly. Even our interests are
institutionally shaped (Friedland and Alford, 1991: 245). This may explain why
actors opt for one strategy and why the audience is receptive to some symbolic
markers and the meaning referred to but not to others. In the optimal case,
the individual perceptions of symbolisation processes are in harmony with the
objective structures that are symbolised (Bourdieu, 1977: 164). Through intentional planning and the use of visible markers the institutionalisation of new
meaning becomes an active process of instituting (Bourdieu, 1991: 117–126).
Then, even change will be perceived as a natural thing.
What does the foregoing imply for symbol construction and how can regional symbolic markers be implemented locally? Those that are addressed
by symbol constructions are equipped with certain tastes incorporated in
the habitus. Therefore, existing institutional norms play an important role
in the construction and reconstruction of symbolic markers. Here, the difference between construction and reconstruction is important. Symbol construction refers to the introduction of new markers that symbolise patterns
of disconnected transformation, whereas reconstruction indicates processes
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Table 3.1 Operational steps for research on symbolic markers
Symbol identification

1 Symbolic marker: what are the symbolic markers?
2 Message: what are the encoded social patterns?
3 Symbolisation: is it symbol construction or reconstruction?

Whose symbolisation

1 Coalition: who forms the symbolising coalition?
2 Structure: what are the objective social positions and
interests of actors?
3 Habitus: how does structure translate into a set of practices?

Stakeholders’ reaction

1 Stakeholders: for whom is the symbolisation sought?
2 Habitus: what are the dominant social norms and their
practical consequences?
3 Counter-frames: are conflicting symbolic markers proposed?

of symbolisation that build on the historicity of a place to create a new future:
the past, that is to say, is transformed into a new future. The acceptance of
the intervention is related to whether the imagination satisfies the sense of
place inculcated in the audience. Even the power of imagination has its limits.
Symbolic markers that rest purely on construction are likely to be perceived
simply as alien or even threatening. The famous example of Baron Münchhausen, who used his own hair to pull himself and his horse out of a swamp
and escape drowning, may well serve as an illustration of the idea of using
endogenous potential to change directions. It also links to the social origin of
symbolisation, the senders of symbolic meaning, and their authority. External
actors are often perceived as intruders in local affairs who ignore local sociocultural patterns. Counter-frames may evolve in reaction to symbolisations of
the Zwischenstadt (Benford and Snow, 2000). The challenge, then, is to recombine existing institutional meaning with something new.
I hypothesise, therefore, that symbolic markers for the imagination of
new regional spaces in the urban fringe would work if buttressed by existing institutional norms. The symbolic markers need to be incorporated in
the mental maps—the habitus—of the stakeholders who were addressed by
the symbolisation. At the same time, institutional innovation is required in
order to realise change. Table 3.1 outlines the operational research steps we
have to take in order to analyse experiments with new symbolisations of current urban transformation. First, the symbolic marker and its encoded message, that is, the social patterns that it symbolises, have to be identified and
we have to determine whether we are dealing with symbol construction or
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reconstruction. The second step regards the question of who is seeking the
new imagination of reality. What are the structural conditions and the habitus of the symbolising coalition? Finally, we have to ask for whom it is meant
and what the reaction of the stakeholders is. I am also interested in whether
counter-frames evolve, something that might be analysed in accordance with
the same procedure.
Rotterdam Mainport Development Project as overarching policy framework
Before entering into a detailed analysis, I will briefly introduce the policy
context in which the spatial and institutional transformation in the Rijnmond is occuring. Project Mainport Development Rotterdam (PMR) groups
together a series of spatial projects at various scales ranging from minor
interventions at neighbourhood level, through the functional transformation of large open spaces, to the construction of the Maasvlakte 2, as shown
in Figure 3.1. The origins of the PMR date back more than two decades. It
started in the late 1980s with the recognition of an imminent lack of space
in the Rotterdam seaport if growth continued. When the then municipal
Port Authority knocked at the door of the National Government in order
to get funding for this mega-project, the National Government required a

Figure 3.1 Spatial distribution of the PMR projects
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more encompassing plan than just another round of port extension (Glasbergen, 2002). Because quality of life in Rotterdam was under pressure, a
broader process of improving quality of life as well the economic structure
in the Rijnmond area was requested. The Rijnmond was therefore designated as one of the areas with either pressing environmental problems or high
environmental quality, in which a new experimental policy of the national
government was to be applied to bring about a better integration of spatial
planning (Ruimtelijke Ordening) and environmental policies (Milieu)—what
became known as the ROM Area Policy. This resulted in the adoption of a
policy document in 1993, the ROM Rijnmond Covenant, in which the public
stakeholders from all levels agreed on a number of projects that would later
also be included in the PMR framework. Although the discussion was more
about procedural than substantive issues, it was the first spatial vision for
the Rijnmond (Glasbergen and Driessen, 1993).
A broad coalition of public sector, private sector and environmental organisations had already been involved in policymaking when the national government took over planning in 1996 (for a detailed analysis of the policymaking
process, see van Gils and Klijn, 2007). In 1997, PMR was established as a joint
initiative of the National Government, the Province of South Holland, the CityRegion Rotterdam and the municipality of Rotterdam. They also formed the
project organisation of PMR under the lead of the Ministry of Transport, Public
Works and Water Management. In formal and informal sessions coordinated
by the project organisation with stakeholders from the public sector, business
associations and environmental groups, PMR took concrete form. [1] The relationship between environmental and economic stakeholders was fragile, and
environmental stakeholders left the consultations on more than one occasion.
The deadlock was resolved when the municipality of Rotterdam and leading
environmental organisations negotiated the compensation measures for Maasvlakte 2, summarised in the agreement Visie en Durf (Vision and Courage)
(Schrijnen, 2003). One outcome of this exclusive consultation was the setting
aside of 750 hectares for a new nature and recreation area, which was adopted
into the PMR framework without major debate. Despite being quite interactive, some stakeholders were not involved; in particular farmers and fishermen
were neglected in the process up to that point. And it was those stakeholders
who successfully challenged the national planning scheme at the Raad van State
(Council of State). The Cabinet opted for the restoration of the original content
under a weaker decision-making regime. [2] In 2006, the Tweede Kamer (House
of Representatives) finally adopted the plan (PMR, 2006).
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The PMR project has a budget of approximately €3 billion. It consists of
three pillars, which are interdependent in the sense that the progress of each
one depends on the progress of the others. One organisation has been made
accountable for the progress of each pillar (Figure 3.2). The central pillar concerns the construction of the port extension Maasvlakte 2, which is the raison d’être of the whole project. About 2,000 hectares of new land are to be
claimed from the North Sea, of which 1,000 are for large-scale port-related
industries. Because Maasvlakte 2 lies in a Natura 2000 area, it also involves the
environmental compensation measures stipulated by environmental law. The
programme Existing Rotterdam Area is a mixed bag of intensification projects
aimed at solving the shortage of space within the harbour through spatial
restructuring and liveability programmes. The latter involve environmental
projects that mainly provide technical solutions to environmental problems
(in particular noise reduction) and projects that deal with the improvement
of spatial quality within the immediate surroundings of the harbour. Two
projects, Landtong Rozenburg and Oostvoornse Meer, are analysed in more
depth below. The time horizon of the programme stretches until 2021 and it
has estimated costs of €156 million. The last pillar, the 750-hectare nature and
recreation area programme, involves four projects with a total budget of €175
million for the period 2006–2021. As the name suggests, it is about the deRotterdam Mainport
Development Project

Existing Rotterdam Area
Municipality of Rotterdam

Maasvlakte 2 Port of
Rotterdam Authority

Land reclamation Maasvlakte 2
Project Organization Maasvlakte 2

Extension of Delfland dunes
PMR | Public Works and Water
Management

750ha wildlife and recreation
area Province of South-Holland

Legal compensation of nature
PMR

Creation of sea bed protection
area PMR | Public Works and Water
Management

Figure 3.2 Organisational scheme of Rotterdam Mainport Development Project
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velopment of 750 hectares of ‘new nature’ in the vicinity of Rotterdam. This
implies mainly the transformation of agricultural land in order to improve
quality of life. The largest project with 600 hectares is Midden-IJsselmonde,
which is analysed in more detail below. The realisation of the remaining 150
hectares is split into two projects in the north of Rotterdam. It also involves
a cycle connection (Green Link) crossing a large infrastructure bundle in the
south of Rotterdam.
This overview gives a first impression of the spatial transformation through
PMR. Besides the two rather fuzzy labels of ‘economic development’ and ‘liveability’ it does not include any thematic umbrella that individual projects have
to fit under. It was never the intention of the initiative takers for the port extension to develop new visions for the regional landscape; that was the result of
extensive negotiations. The imperative of the port extension clearly overshadowed the need for a broader discussion of the liveability dimension. This type
of institutional arrangement was successful in aligning the strong economic
interests with the strong concerns of environmental parties about the further
deterioration of the environment. The central project organisation of PMR was
dismantled after the implementation of all projects was secured through public
contracts. However, the absence of a central policy framework does not mean
there are no projects that symbolise the new urban reality of the Zwischenstadt.
Rather, the construction of symbolic markers remains more implicit.
New symbolic markers in the Rijnmond
When analysing such a large project relying on the rather thin symbolic layer denoted by the fuzzy term liveability, it is wise to look at a selection of
projects within the framework. Three projects have been analysed in more
depth. They comprise the transformation of Midden-IJsselmonde into a metropolitan park—the largest liveability project in terms of area and investment;
the Landtong Rozenburg, which pursues a new vision for the port landscape;
and the improvement of the Oostvoornse Meer beside the harbour for the
benefit of recreationists and nature. Together, these three projects provide a
good overview of the PMR framework and its various attempts at qualifying
the urbanised landscape in the Rotterdam Rijnmond (see for an overview Table 3.2). They address specific issues of contemporary urban transformation
at the interface between built-up and open space. All selected projects can be
considered innovative in that they try to imagine spaces in the urban fringe
from a regional perspective and, in so doing, adapt to the new reality of an
urban region. However, the manner of symbolisation strongly differs.
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Table 3.2 Overview of the three case studies within the PMR framework
MiddenLandtong Rozenburg Oostvoornse Meer
IJsselmonde
Planning ambition

Transformation of an Redevelopment of the Improvement of ecoagricultural area into a Landtong as a ‘green logical and spatial
regional (nature) park podium in the harbour’ quality

Investment volume
(indexed as of 2002)

€117.5 million

€20 million

€6 million

Current state

In planning

Partly completed,
partly in planning

Completed

Official project
partners (project
leader-ship)

National Government,
Province of South-Holland (project leader),
Rotterdam City-Region,
Rotterdam Municipality, Albrandswaard
Municipality (affiliated)

Province of South-Holland, Rotterdam and
Rozenburg municipalities, Port of Rotterdam
Authority (project
leader)*, Regional
Recreation Authority,
Rotterdam City-Region,
Rijkswaterstaat, World
Wildlife Fund, Deltalinqs, ROM-Rijnmond

Port of Rotterdam
Authority (project
leader), Rotterdam
and Westvoorne municipalities, Regional
Recreation Authority,
Foundation Landscape
of South-Holland,
Water Board Hollandse Delta

* Officially, the project leadership is with the Port Authority but commissioned the Department of Public Works,
municipality of Rotterdam.

Midden-IJsselmonde
The agricultural area of Midden-IJsselmonde in the municipality of Albrandswaard is one of the few remaining large open areas in the vicinity of Rotterdam. It is a beautiful polder landscape in the delta with historic dikes and
farmhouses that has traditionally attracted the upper middle class with its rich
social and cultural life, while retaining its rural character. Already in the early
1990s Midden-IJsselmonde was listed as a potential transformation area in
the regional agreement between the municipalities in the Rijnmond concerning the realisation of the double objective of economic growth and liveability. With its inclusion in the PMR framework, it is subject to a large-scale
transformation into a nature and recreation area to strengthen the natural
features of the delta and at the same time tackle the shortage of recreational
space in the Rotterdam region (PMR, 2006). The transformation of MiddenIJsselmonde is framed as a regional park and constitutes the centrepiece of
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the liveability investments. The Province of South Holland has been placed in
charge of implementation. Why then, did the laudable idea of increasing the
liveability of the region result in controversy?
The symbolic marker of this project is a regional park, planned as a nature
and recreation area for the inhabitants of the wider area, which was subsequently named Landscape Park Buytenland. The initial policy proposed a nature area that would enable the returning of the tides. Several design studies
illustrated the potential futures for this agricultural area (Boudewijn et al.,
2002; van Oosten-Snoek and van Leeuwen, 2002). While it was not made clear
exactly how the park would look, the encoded message came across clearly. It
implied first the disappearance of the last remnants of rural life through the
displacement of the agricultural sector. It presented a different understanding
of the cultural landscape, basically stating that agriculture is much less appreciated than ‘planned’ nature. It was argued that an agricultural sector that is
set to decline cannot guarantee the openness of the area in the long run, which
would lead to verrommeling, a Dutch expression for scenic deterioration. Only
a strong function, such as nature and recreation, along with maintenance by
professional organisations could secure the quality of the landscape (PZH,
2007). Secondly, through the growing importance of landscape managers the
region would get more say regarding the scenic quality of the landscape. Lastly, Landscape Park Buytenland was planned as a regional park to serve city
people. The transformation from agriculture to nature and recreation for the
urban region would integrate Albrandswaard more strongly than ever into
the urban system of Rotterdam. Midden-IJsselmonde is an example of symbol
construction since little effort has been made to combine local institutions
with the regional objective.
The symbolisation was pushed forward by a coalition consisting of the
decision makers involved in the port extension and environmental organisations. The structural conditions were clearly dominated by the need for the
port extension, repeatedly claimed by the Port Authority and the municipality of Rotterdam. The environmental organisations, often left empty-handed
in the past, could jeopardise planning through legal action. [3] Instead, they
negotiated with the municipality of Rotterdam and linked extra investment
in nature and recreation in the form of a natural tidal area with the Maasvlakte development (Visie en Durf). The South Holland Landscape foundation,
as the designated landscape manager, represented the nature organisations
and meticulously protected the natural objectives. Although Midden-IJsselmonde was already part of a regional agreement on green development by
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the City-Region, the municipality of Rotterdam decided on issues outside its
jurisdiction. In the past Rotterdam has placed strong spatial claims on neighbouring territories. Generally, it holds a strongly urban view of the cultural
landscape. [4] The recreation and nature area was presented as an extra effort
to improve the liveability of the whole Rijnmond, but the key criterion was the
distance to the centre of Rotterdam. It was only after negotiations on the environmental impact and its compensation were concluded that the Province of
South Holland became a key player and took the lead in the project. The provinces, in particular in the western part of the country, have little control over
large cities and therefore the implementation of ecological corridors has become a main preoccupation (Koomen et al., 2008). There is also a strong tendency towards nature creation in the Netherlands (Doevendans et al., 2007).
Thus, the intention of the project fits nicely with the habitus of the Province as
well as of the other members of the symbolising coalition.
The park proposal, which was supposed to be beneficial for both local and
regional inhabitants, encountered fierce resistance at the local level. Obviously, large property owners (institutional investors) and farmers, who were
threatened by expropriation, were against the plan. But local citizens and civic

Figure 3.3 The polder landscape through a picture frame and protest sign (photo courtesy of
Wim Gé Warnaar, taken in 2009)
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(environmental) groups had strong objections too. In response to the threatening idea of natte natuur (tidal nature), the Platform Polders Albrandswaard
was formed. More than 3,000 inhabitants of Albrandswaard and the wider
region signed a petition against the proposed nature development. Most inhabitants also wanted to keep the area open, but they valued the cultural landscape with its traditional agriculture and therefore embraced the interests of
the farmers. A protest sign, as shown in Figure 3.3, stated ‘anyone who changes
the polder landscape for new nature belies their origins and their own culture’.
Ultimately, this affected the position of the local municipality. Initially the
mayor of Albrandswaard supported the plans to prevent the open area from
becoming urbanised, but the municipal council, which supported the proposal, later also disapproved of the transformation due to the strong resistance.
None of these actors perceived the park as a gift. It was perceived instead as
another instance of intrusion by Rotterdam, which had made a deal with the
environmental organisations at the expense of a third party. They feared that
extra-local actors would dictate the image of the landscape. The fact that the
Province did not have a vision of its own for the park led to it being perceived
at the local level as the roeptoeter (mouthpiece) of the national government
simply carrying out an order.
The first counter perspective emerged in 2005 as a result of the dissatisfaction with the plans of the Province. In a collaborative effort citizens and
members of the municipal council developed a local agenda for the wider rural
area: the Albrandwaardse Variant. Instead of blocking the transformation, this
plan offered an alternative way to interpret the national government’s planning scheme and give it a local touch. [5] In this plan, too, the dominant land
use would change from agriculture to nature and recreation. However, it tried
to keep the genius loci with its dikes, the allotment structure and the openness
of the landscape. One of the key aspects involved keeping the possibility of
conventional commercial agriculture in parts of the area as well as including
the farmers in landscape maintenance. It also suggested a different name, Het
Buitenland van Rhoon (The Plains of Rhoon), to avoid the term ‘park’, which
is by definition something urban (Gemeente Albrandswaard, 2005: 5). In essence, the transformation was less radical and more respectful of the existing
cultural landscape. Like the provincial plan, it envisaged the acquisition of all
the land. This proposal was an attempt to create broad support at the local
level and to demonstrate the unity of citizens and local politicians vis-à-vis the
Province. At the same time it tried to fulfil the requirements of the planning
framework set by the national government. In the event, landowners and farm-
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ers rejected the plan, because in essence it meant the devaluation of land, while
the environmental organisations disapproved of the weaker nature regime.
Two other counter perspectives emerged, but appeared less promising. In
spring 2007 the Natuurwinst (Nature Profit) foundation, a consortium representing some of the holders of large properties within the area (institutional investors) proposed to develop Midden-IJsselmonde as an extensive golf course
integrated in wetland. In exchange for developing the natural features the consortium requested permits for some villas along the dikes. There was no space
in their plans for agricultural activities either. The third counter plan by local
farmers, the Farmers’ Variant, suggested new foot and bicycle paths and ecological improvement of the field edges. The main intention was to change as little as possible in order to continue with conventional commercial agriculture.
This alternative was taken seriously by those citizens who preferred no change
at all, but was not considered as an alternative in the political arena because it
negated the national planning scheme. Both plans were regarded as rescue efforts and also as being strongly representative of particular interests.
Summarising, Landscape Park Buytenland is an example of symbol construction. The plan neither took into account the typical values of this cultural
landscape nor the active local communities and their habitus. There are very
legitimate reasons for nature development but it is not a framework that appeals
to everyone. When the policy agreements for PMR were made, planning underwent a scalar shift in which the local level had a say. But the Province, in particular, had little idea of local feelings and underestimated local resistance. It did
not succeed in aligning its good intentions with the wishes of other stakeholders, despite the shared ambition to protect Midden-IJsselmonde from further
urbanisation. Many actors joined in the criticism of the Province’s autocratic
top-down approach. That is why implementation became a cumbersome process and manifested as a power struggle between the Province, the Foundation
Landscape of South Holland and the local level. Strangely enough, the Province
did not commit itself to the Albrandswaardse Variant, which enjoyed local support and symbolises social relations of the future (i.e. reconstruction).
Landtong Rozenburg
Another example of symbolisation is the upgrading of Landtong Rozenburg,
an underused, dead-end strip of land, approximately 10 kilometres long and
150 hectares in area, that remained after construction of the Botlek and Europoort harbours in the 1950s. The industrial village of Rozenburg is tucked
away behind the dike at the eastern end, but the narrow part of the spit be-
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longs to Rotterdam. Since the harbour’s construction, the Landtong has been
a deserted strip of land used as a dumping site for fly ash. It was simply too
narrow for large-scale economic activities. Instead, over the years, nature developed and it became popular with ship spotters, and for fishing and other
unplanned functions (dog obedience school, horse-riding centre), settled
without too much planning control. The special location of the Landtong offers spectacular views of the port landscape and passing vessels. In addition, it
contains the impressive Maeslantkering (flood barrier) to protect Rotterdam
from floods and the Port Education Centre. It took a long time before the
special beauty of the Landtong was rediscovered. Parts of the project have
been completed, while other elements of the plan face difficulties and are still
subject to planning.
The symbolic marker was given form in the master plan ‘Green Podium
in the Harbour’, which already underscores the main ambition. This project
aims to develop the Landtong as scenic driveway for cars as well as cyclists
and inline skaters, to strengthen nature development, and create a leisure area
on a former dump. It is an integral plan covering an area stretching from the
western edge of the built-up area of Rozenburg to the tip of the headland. A
new ferry connection with the Maasvlakte and Hoek van Holland supports
the recreational potential. The project points to a new future that combines
recreation and nature with harbour activities. In a way, the Landtong project
emphasises the contrast between port activities and nature/recreation, as illustrated by Figure 3.4. It aims to show that recreation and nature are possible
within a prosperous seaport, as symbolised by Konik horses (a semi-wild pony
originating from Poland) and highland cattle (a traditional Scottish breed) on
the 54-hectare nature area. It includes the art project boomweide (tree field),
in which a number of dead trees have been painted in colours typical of the
harbour as they appear on chemical vessels, containers or the huge tanks for
liquids. The symbolisation builds on the unique qualities of the location within the harbour and is therefore considered as an example of reconstruction.
In 2003, nine organisations signed a covenant on the realisation of the
master plan, among them were all relevant local and regional administrations,
the national infrastructure agency Rijkswaterstaat, the World Wide Fund for
Nature (WWF), and the association of port and logistics companies Deltalinqs. Plans for the upgrading of the Landtong and a scenic portway existed
from before the ROM-Rijnmond policy covenant of 1993. Through PMR, this
project gained new momentum. Officially, it is a joint initiative of the municipalities of Rozenburg and Rotterdam, which are the competent territo-
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rial administrations. [6] However, Rozenburg is just one stakeholder among
many and nearly all the land is owned by Rotterdam. The Landtong project
is led by the Port of Rotterdam Authority, for whom it provided an excellent
opportunity to make the port landscape accessible and to be presented as a
green harbour. The land was not used anyway and nature development had
already taken place as a consequence of several decades of neglect. The Port
Authority promoted the Landtong on its own initiative in a cycling brochure.
For the WWF and the ARK Foundation (a partner organisation that manages
the wildlife area), the Landtong Rozenburg is an exemplary project, demonstrating that nature, recreation and economic activities are not mutually exclusive. Despite such broad commitment, the upgrading of the Landtong was
confronted with budget problems from the beginning.
The target group for the symbolisation was the inhabitants of the whole region as well as of Rozenburg. Rotterdam is identified with its seaport and this
is an excellent spot from which to explore the port. Through the realisation of
the scenic portway and the nature area, as well as the new ferry connection,

Figure 3.4 Wildlife contrasting with the port landscape on the Landtong Rozenburg (photo
courtesy of Leo Linnartz, taken in 2008)
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the potential for tourism will be much better exploited. But while planning
has successfully tackled the head of the Landtong, which is in the territory of
Rotterdam, the missing link between Rozenburg and the spectacular part is
still subject to planning. In the perceptions of the inhabitants of Rozenburg,
the Landtong is a dumpsite—terra incognita that is inaccessible and does not
really belong to Rozenburg. The plans for the leisure area adjacent to the village included a large festival area for events with up to 30,000 visitors in mind.
The festival area, which was mainly included to cover the maintenance costs of
the recreation authority, was difficult for the municipality of Rozenburg and
its inhabitants to accept. They were afraid of the crowds and the related traffic
problems due to inadequate road access (and for this reason, the plan has been
altered consequently). Similarly, the replacement of the horse-riding school is
still an issue and regarded as unnecessary by Rozenburg. Through these issues
and the lack of positive symbolic markers, integration into the mental maps
of the inhabitants is progressing only slowly. Because of these undesirable elements in the plan, but also the mediocre municipal budget and small public
administration, the development of the Landtong has only medium priority
(Gemeente Rozenburg, 2009: 56).
The symbolisation highlights the unique setting in the middle of the harbour and has successfully attracted more visitors to experience the port landscape. It is rather a form of reconstruction (despite the festival area) in an anyway under-institutionalised space. The symbolic marker of a green podium in
the harbour obviously fits the habitus of the Port Authority that is trying to
attain a greener image. Although the symbolic markers mobilised the coalition, this was insufficient to create the necessary momentum to complete the
project on time. The large investments of the master plan and in particular the
areas that interest the residents of Rozenburg are not yet ready and are much
debated. The planners did not take account of the lack of interest of the municipality of Rozenburg. The village remains disconnected and therefore the
project enjoys low priority. Dealing with the former dumpsite in a different
way, by bringing in local initiatives to carry out the intended transformation
into a green podium, might enjoy a higher level of support by Rozenburg.
Oostvoornse Meer
Quality Impulse Oostvoornse Meer is considered one of the most successful
projects within the PMR framework and was completed in 2008 (Havenbedrijf Rotterdam, 2009). The Oostvoornse Meer is a lake near the Maasvlakte
with an area of about 320 hectares. The largest part is in the municipality of
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Westvoorne; only the northern shore belongs to Rotterdam. It came into existence through the construction of the Maasvlakte, the first major harbour
extension into the North Sea in the 1960s, when an estuary was closed off by
a dam for sand extraction purposes. Soon after, the new lake became popular
as a recreation area—albeit a totally unplanned one—for scuba diving (attracted by the numerous shipwrecks), wind and kite surfing, fishing and for
general recreationists enjoying the beaches. Additionally, a large nature area,
the Green Beach, covers the southern shore of the lake. This unique setting is
found in the immediate vicinity of the harbour, while the centre of Rotterdam
is approximately 40 kilometres away (Figure 3.5). Over the years, the salinity
of the lake has decreased continuously, so that it has come close to turning
into fresh water. As a consequence, water quality is threatened by the growth
of algae, which in turn would make the lake unattractive for its main users. In
addition, its increasing popularity as a recreational area has had implications
for the accessibility and spatial quality of the area.
The project Quality Impulse Oostvoornse Meer is symbolised by a little saltshaker. It sought to recover an artificial lake near the Maasvlakte. This took into
account the water quality, natural values as well as the quality of public space. It
involved a series of investments of which by far the largest was the completion
of a pipeline in order to increase salinity and adapt the water level. Furthermore,
it included the improvement of the recreational beaches as well as related facili-

Figure 3.5 The Oostvoornse Meer with the container terminals on the Maasvlakte in the
background (Photograph: © Jacco Huijssen fotografie 2008)
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ties. Objects have been placed on the lake bed for divers and an artwork erected
on the shoreline, which can be used as a playground. Finally, the nature area
Groene Strand (Green Beach) has been restored by the removal of shrubs and
the preparation of breeding areas on the bird island and in the lagoon. This has
been accompanied by a campaign to market this area as a recreational hotspot
for the population of the Rijnmond. The project builds on its autonomous development as a special place at the interface between port and dune landscape
and is, therefore, clearly an example of symbol reconstruction.
The Port of Rotterdam Authority, the municipalities of Rotterdam and
Westvoorne, the Regional Recreation Authority, the Foundation Landscape of
South Holland and the Water Board Hollandse Delta form the coalition that
promoted the spatial and ecological improvement of the Oostvoornse Meer.
The municipality of Rotterdam, as the responsible authority for the BRG programme, commissioned the Port of Rotterdam Authority to lead the project.
The structural conditions were marked by a quite hostile relationship on the
part of the municipality of Westvoorne towards the seaport and Rotterdam.
Westvoorne is a holiday resort in the dunes and the seaport is therefore perceived as a continuous threat to the qualities of the area. The habitual state of
Westvoorne is epitomised in a virtual demarcation line beyond which no port
development is allowed. Development of the Oostvoornse Meer had appeared
on the wish list of many actors long before PMR was established, but had
been postponed due to lack of money. The adoption of the national planning
scheme in 2006 finally secured funding. The Port Authority was very interested by that time in improving its relationship with its neighbours. Through
the Maasvlakte plans, it had become quite aware of its vulnerable position
with regard to the acceptance of large spatial projects. Since Westvoorne had
been one of the fiercest opponents of port development in the past, it was able
to demonstrate its cooperative attitude.
The Oostvoornse Meer project addressed a wide range of actors from the
local and regional level. In order to preserve and improve the unique quality
of this area, there was broad agreement on the increase in salinity. The shared
problem of declining water quality allowed several demands to be combined.
During the planning process everyone was allowed to bring in their wishes
and proposed solutions. Through regular meetings, the so-called Zoute Borrel (salt parties), which were organised with representatives of local environmental organisations, civic groups, local entrepreneurs (Werkgroep WIJ
Oostvoornse Meer) and associations from sports, fishing, leisure etc., support
stretched beyond the project organisation. Through the involvement of local
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entrepreneurs they had a strong base, because the latter had an interest in the
regional objective of a recreational hot spot for the Rijnmond as well.
This project has strengthened this location for regional recreation and
underscored the image of urban place in the wilderness between port activities and dune landscapes and is therefore a good example of symbol reconstruction. It succeeded in combining local desires and particularities with a
regional purpose. Furthermore, it has improved the relationship of regional
parties and brought good publicity for the Port of Rotterdam Authority as it
was achieved under its leadership. Through the inclusion of the users in the
process, the Port Authority increased the legitimacy of its operations. This
voluntary step on the part of the Port Authority was probably the strongest
symbol in the project!
Conclusion
The central aim of this article was to investigate planning practices for institutional innovation through symbolic markers in the dynamic context of the
Zwischenstadt. The article therefore looked into a planning strategy to give new
meaning to the urbanised landscape of the Rotterdam Rijnmond. PMR was a
project with a regional perspective that clearly expressed the aim of increasing
liveability in the Rijnmond. In the context of the increasing integration of cities and their surroundings, the PMR was welcomed because it took a regional
perspective on the mosaic landscape of the Rijnmond. Strong symbolic markers were not used in any of the projects. It was rather the individual projects
taken together that made up the symbolisation. Despite considerable investment and a coordinating project organisation, PMR proved to be a regional
strategy without overarching symbolic markers. The port extension dominated
over the liveability objective, with the result that extensive deliberation on the
elaboration of the liveability framework never took place. Therefore, any symbolisation of the future meaning of the urbanised landscape in the Rijnmond
remained implicit. Nonetheless, PMR generated many ideas and created places
that might provide a new meaning to the regional landscape.
The three projects showed very different outcomes as set out in Table 3.3.
The transformation of Midden-IJsselmonde neglected the historically grown
institutional and cultural practices of the polder landscape. It combined the
interests of various environmental organisations who wanted a large territory
for nature development as compensation for Rotterdam’s ambition to extend
the port and tackle the lack of recreational space. The Province willingly took
over, since this fitted in with their policies. Only at a later stage, when the
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tone of the project had already been set, was an effort made to take the local citizenry and farmers on board. The current users were neglected and the
future users, at whom the symbolisation was directed, did not lay claim to
their stake in the project. Those actors that were mobilised came from outside and were perceived as intruders. In fact all actors, the coalition as well as
the audience, continued to reproduce their habitus by reaffirming established
practices. The Landtong Rozenburg did not seek large publicity and was successful insofar as it did not involve input from the municipality of Rozenburg.
Here the various interests of regional actors were recombined and this produced results: the Landtong is now developing into a special tourist attraction,
strengthened by cultural and wildlife symbols. However, the adjacent village
remains somewhat disconnected and no attempts have been made to build
a symbolic link with local residents and initiatives. The improvement of the
Oostvoornse Meer was intended as a gift to the municipality of Westvoorne.
The Port Authority had absolutely no interest in disturbing its relationship
with this municipality and therefore embraced the needs of the current users.
Local entrepreneurs as well as the environmental organisation and the other
project partners secured and underscored the particular beauty of the lake
near the seaport for recreationists.
What can we learn from these instances of planning in the dynamic context of Zwischenstadt? In order to accelerate change, symbolic markers are
considered useful signs that convey the message of transformation. However,
symbolic markers need to be carefully selected. Not every symbolic marker
works, nor can we randomly make space. Sound institutional knowledge is required. Symbolisation is organised within the context of objective structures,
which in turn are internalised in the habitus of actors. Planners and policymakers cannot simply change the habitus of corporate actors or individuals
and make space—and it is doubtful whether such a prescriptive attitude is
desirable. To change established institutions it is better not to work by decree
but by strengthening those norm holders who are open to change, without
offending established institutions and actors’ interests. Rather, changing institutions is a long-term and gradual process, which might be accelerated by
symbolic markers.
The implementation of symbolic markers for a new interpretation of today’s urbanised landscape in city-regions is a balancing act between the overarching interest of the city-region and the interests of local communities. The
latter easily result in parochialism and therefore in symbolic markers that
are likely to emphasise the status quo, whereas the former risks establishing

Stakeholders’ reaction
1 Stakeholders
2 Habitus
3 Counter-frames

3

2

1

3

2

Municipality of Albrandswaard, inhabit1
ants, local civic groups, farmers, real
estate owners; future users absent
2
Citizens and farmers value the rural traditions, which are at risk; the Park violates
the interests of real estate owners and
farmers
3
Counter-frames of citizenry (Albrandswaardse Variant), real estate owners (Nature Profit) and farmers (Farmers Variant)

Coalition at the regional level of the
1
Municipality of Rotterdam (including Port
Authority), the Province of South-Holland
and the environmental organizations
The imperative of port extension as power- 2
ful discourse; environmental organisation
with blocking power
Rotterdam rules beyond its jurisdiction as 3
in previous times, the Province maintains
its power in the rural part and is traditionally an assertive partner of the environmental organisations in realising new nature,
though frequently leading to impasse

Whose Symbolisation
1 Coalition
2 Structure
3 Habitus

1

Landscape Park Buytenland: ‘new nature’ 1
and recreation area
Regional park for city people, ‘new nature’ 2
replacing agriculture as cultural landscape
Symbol construction
3
3

2

1

Municipality of Rozenburg, users
1
(Rijnmond/Rozenburg)
Port image is appealing to the re2
gional users but no attempts made to
change the image of the Landtong as
a terra incognita for Rozenburgers
No counter-symbols due to lack of
interest
3

Users, inhabitants of the Rijnmond, local
civic groups and entrepreneurs
The pioneering local entrepreneurs
who have been established at the
lake for decades think regionally;
local inhabitants expect compensating
investments for the Maasvlakte that is
beneficial for them
No counter-symbols due to project
consensus

Coalition of Port Authority, municipalities of Rotterdam and Westvoorne,
Regional Recreation Authority, Foundation Landscape of South-Holland, Water
Board Hollandse Delta
Hostile relationship between Port
Authority and Westvoorne
Port Authority is increasingly interested
in higher acceptance of port activities
and therefore good neighbourly relations; the interests of all actors have
been accommodated in the symbolic
marker

Salt shaker as symbol of the ecological
and recreational improvement
Recreational hotspot and nature vis-àvis the port
Symbol reconstruction

Oostvoornse Meer

Coalition at the regional level of the 1
Port Authority, the municipality of Rotterdam, and other regional authorities,
World Wide Fund for Nature/ARK
Port Authority is major landowner;
little influence for the small munici- 2
pality of Rozenburg
The Port Authority strives for a green 3
image which combines well with the
interests of the WWF as well as of
regional actors who can create a new
green area on the Landtong

Green podium in the harbour: scenic
portway, nature, festival area
Highlighting the port landscape,
green port
Symbol reconstruction

Landtong Rozenburg

Symbol identification
1
1 Symbolic marker
2 Encoded message 2
3 Symbolization
3

Midden-IJsselmonde

Table 3.3 Summary of the key findings
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strongly directed and powerful markers that rest purely upon construction
and therefore remain disconnected and powerless. In order to imagine the
Zwischenstadt as a ‘coherent mosaic’, one can neither see the region solely
from the perspective of the central city nor see in-between places in isolation.
Therefore, it is more than usually important that symbolisation combines local and regional institutions. Symbolic markers for the Zwischenstadt need to
be grounded in existing institutions. Planners need to recognise the power of
landscape and the intrinsic motives of actors to become engaged in processes
of symbolisation. This might be achieved by building upon existing initiatives by a broad range of actors such as local entrepreneurs, civic groups or
artists (in addition to public sector commitment). The analysis also reveals
that place-specific characteristics are an important factor too. Each place has
a different set of cultural traits, which lend themselves to a different set of
symbolic markers. The seaport is an important pool for symbolic markers, yet
these might not resonate in every corner of the Rijnmond. When symbolising the Zwischenstadt, the crux is to combine local symbolic markers with
the regional element. The art of symbolisation lies in using symbolic markers
that refer to what is known and recognised but at the same time are instilled
with new meaning and thus institute new practices. This is real reconstruction: transforming the past into a new future.
Notes
1 The meeting of all relevant stakeholders at the ministerial level was called
the Topberaad (Top-Level Deliberation). It was headed by an independent chair and included representatives of the motoring club ANWB, the
association of seven environmental organisations (ConSept), the confederation of Dutch unions (FNV), the Holland International Distribution
Council, the Netherlands Society for Nature and Environment, the Dutch
Association of Regional Water Authorities, the nature conservation society Natuurmonumenten, the Confederation of Netherlands Industry and
Employers (VNO-NCW), the Province of South-Holland, the City-Region
and the Municipality of Rotterdam.
2 In Dutch planning law, national planning policy was formulated as key
planning decisions (PKB), which were, in principle, only indicative. This
implied that public authorities had to take into account a PKB in the adoption or alteration of plans. Legally binding decisions were formulated as
‘concrete policy decisions’. Decisions of the utmost importance for implementing national policy were formulated as ‘decisions of considerable sig-
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nificance’. National Government could only deviate from these decisions
through altering a PKB. National Government changed the annulled policies into ‘decisions of considerable significance’. The interventions were
secured via intergovernmental contracts, so that the Court decision had
practically no effect. The planning law has been amended since, so that
these regulations do not apply anymore.
Until then, green development policy in the Rijnmond area had achieved
little, which created a high level of frustration. In particular, the land market has been making the transformation of agricultural land into nature
difficult since most farmers expected land lying adjacent to the urban area
to become building land, which provides much higher returns. Hence,
large-scale transformations in rural areas often end up at an impasse.
This is exemplified by the repeated proposal by the Rotterdam division of
the PvdA (Labour Party) to develop Midden-IJsselmonde as woodland because Rotterdam lacks forests in its surroundings.
The municipalities are the only public authority that can lay down statutory land-use plans. The municipality of Albrandswaard is expected to
cooperate. As a consequence, the relationship with the Province is tense.
Since the commencement of the new planning law, higher governmental
levels can interfere even more strongly in local affairs and the Province has
repeatedly threatened to do so.
This situation has changed. In 2010 Rozenburg became a borough of Rotterdam as a result of a negative assessment of the municipality’s governance capacity.
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4
Making symbolic markers happen: the role of power
asymmetries in the shaping of new urban places
[Dembski, S. (submitted)]
Many urban regions are experimenting with new planning strategies using symbolic markers
in order to instil new meanings into the fluid, yet anonymous landscape of the urban fringe.
This paper considers the specific institutional conditions needed to successfully engage in the
symbolisation of these changing areas. It examines two attempts in the Cologne/Bonn region
in Germany to change dominant planning practices. The analysis of the Chemtech project in the
industrial town of Wesseling and the Terra Nova project in the lignite-mining district shows
that policymakers need to take into account the prevailing power asymmetries and the intrinsic
motives of stakeholders in order to successfully engage in the symbolisation of a different
future.

Introduction
Symbolic markers are used abundantly in spatial planning strategies in order
both to highlight on-going processes of urban transformation and to flesh
out new concepts for future development. There are numerous examples of
flagship development, iconic architecture, landmarks, arts, and planning imagery that seek to entice all sorts of stakeholders to engage in processes of
institutional change (e.g. Albrechts, 2006; Faludi, 1996; Ghilardi, 2006, Healey, 2007a; Thierstein and Förster, 2008). While symbols are often perceived
as self-mobilising, in practice they often face resistance or are shelved due to
lack of commitment (and investment), despite the use of fashionable symbolic markers designed by prestigious offices. Institutional change is not to be
taken lightly. Research suggests that the use of symbolic markers is somehow
conditioned (e.g. Hajer, 2005; Miles, 2005; Van Dijk, 2011), but the question
of why, when, and how symbolic markers work in the sense of marking transformation and leading to new spatial practices is not sufficiently addressed.
Explanations for the success and failure of symbolic communication vary.
Current planning theory puts a lot of emphasis on communicative processes
and the interaction between select groups of stakeholders. Too often, the focus
remains on the planners and their intentions to design a new spatial future.
The intrinsic motives of stakeholders, the existing power asymmetries and in
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particular the cultural mind-set of citizens tends to be neglected in contemporary planning theory. I will add to the existing body of planning theory
by focussing more on the context of planning initiatives and looking at their
embedding in institutionalised practices.
Recently there are signs of a nascent interest in planning and symbolically
marking the ‘fragmented urban landscape’, which the German town planner
Tom Sieverts has coined Zwischenstadt (Sieverts, 2003/1997). The term, which
literally means in-between city, is a powerful metaphor for vast spaces that
have emerged in urban regions over recent decades, and that fail to fit our aesthetic understanding of either town or countryside. This dynamic, multifunctional and untidy landscape forms the focus of this paper. It accommodates
a variety of conflicting functions that do not fit in the compact city. While
the emergence of the Zwischenstadt was largely neglected by urban planners
until only recently, it now defines the cultural landscape of many urban agglomerations. Planning strategies for the fragmented urban landscape are
the subject of a lively debate in Germany, frequently labelled ‘qualification of
Zwischenstadt’. New planning strategies attempt to instil new meanings into
this fluid, yet anonymous landscape. So far, these strategies are exploratory in
character and policy responses are often very conventional indeed (Hauser,
2007; Sieverts et al., 2005; Sieverts, 2007; Salet, 2009; Young et al., 2011). This
paper addresses strategies that do not simply ‘beautify’ these areas but develop
images that highlight their contrasts. It is an enormous challenge to enhance
the quality of the Zwischenstadt within the context of strong institutions that
favour conventional planning concepts for the urban periphery.
In order to investigate how symbolic markers of institutional change are
realised in the Zwischenstadt, the example of the Cologne/Bonn region in
Germany is taken. With a population of about 3 million it is one of the major
metropolitan areas in Germany. There are of course many more—and more
marked—examples of symbolic planning, but what distinguishes the case of
the Cologne/Bonn region is the explicit attempt to address the fragmented urban landscape. The Cologne/Bonn region has worked over a period of roughly
ten years in the framework of the Regionale programme—the innovative policy initiative of the German Land of North Rhine-Westphalia to stimulate experiments of region building and to find innovative solutions for pressing spatial problems. The spatial quality of the urban fringe is one the main themes,
both securing open space and finding new strategies for spaces whose beauty
needs to be uncovered. In 2010–2011, the Cologne/Bonn region presented the
results of its efforts over several years.
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Two projects of the Regionale 2010 using symbolic markers to ‘qualify’ the
Zwischenstadt will be investigated: ‘Chemtech’ in Wesseling aims to enrich the
image of this industrial town, ‘Terra Nova’ in the lignite-mining district west
of Cologne proclaims the transformation from a mining area into a futureoriented energy landscape. Both projects are situated in the urban periphery
of Cologne and exemplify typical ‘Zwischenstadt’ spaces that defy the categories of town and countryside. The two projects seek to reshape the image of these anything but picturesque places by highlighting the existing and
dynamic cultural landscape dominated by large conglomerates of chemical
production, and mining and energy production respectively. Despite their apparent similarities, the two projects show rather different outcomes in terms
of setting the course towards a new perception of space. Whereas Terra Nova
is one of the showcases of the Regionale 2010, Chemtech did not get off the
ground. Why did the symbolisation of change result in a stable coalition in the
one case and not in the other?
The research findings are based on semi-structured interviews with stakeholders of various backgrounds conducted in 2010. Policy documents, newspaper articles (regional editions of the Kölner Stadt-Anzeiger and the Kölnische
Rundschau), and grey literature complete the picture. Before delving into the
case study material I outline the conceptual framework and elaborate how
symbolic markers may impose new social meaning. The following section
provides an overview on the broader context of the Regionale policy of North
Rhine-Westphalia and the programme in the Cologne/Bonn Region. In the
fourth and fifth section I present my analysis of the two cases and scrutinise
the mechanisms that may lead to a changing perception of place by looking at
the prevailing power asymmetries and the extent to which planning strategies
recognise and reflect dominant concerns of stakeholders and citizens. Whereas one project failed to gain momentum, the other appeared more successful.
I come back to this in the conclusions.
Instituting new meaning via symbolic markers
Symbolic markers play a crucial role in transformation processes, as signifiers of the new social meaning. They are employed by planners to attract our
attention and convey the message of transformation. The strategies that attract our research interest are directed towards a different understanding of
the urbanised landscape. This is not easy since the traditional images of town
and countryside are deeply imprinted in the mind-set of citizens and politicians. Thus, changing the dominant meaning of a place requires institutional
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innovation because it implies changing institutionalised practices. Recently,
neo-institutionalist approaches, which take a social-constructivist stance,
have taken hold in planning research, with an interest in institutional innovation in planning (Buitelaar et al., 2007; Gonzáles and Healey, 2005; Gualini,
2001; Healey, 1998, 2007b; Moroni, 2010; Neuman, 2010). Following Healey’s
(2007b: 64-65) definition, institutions are formal and informal patterns of social norms and practices that structure interaction. Many attempts of institutional change run the risk of ‘planning voluntarism’: wishful thinking by planners that is disconnected from the real social dynamics and therefore neglects
established expectations (Salet, 2008: 2343). Deliberately changing dominant
social norms therefore requires sound institutional knowledge. Institutional
change does not work by decree (Berger and Luckmann, 1966: 54-55). There
are social norms in practice, which have evolved over a long period of time.
Thus institutionalising new spatial practices through visible symbolic markers
becomes even more difficult, since it aims not just at reproduction but transformation of institutional meaning. The urban fringe is particularly interesting because of conflicting patterns of social norms.
Communicative and collaborative approaches to planning have paid a lot
of attention to the ‘transformative goal of planning’ (Healey, 2007b). The socalled ‘communicative turn’ provided an important contribution to help planning theory overcome the rational paradigm. They broadened our view about
planning by acknowledging argumentation and discourse, collaboration
and consensus building, interactive strategic planning, and the importance
of building institutional capacity through collaborative practices (Albrechts,
2006; Hajer and Wagenaar, 2003; Healey, 1998; Innes and Booher, 2010). Planning and policy-making became increasingly “seen as practices embedded in
an institutional field, defined by the interplay of a plurality of social practices
set at different, varying, and coevolutive degrees of institutionalization” (Gualini, 2001: xiii). Planning is thus part of a wider institutionalisation process;
yet it is not its defining feature. Communicative approaches, which tended to
focus on discursive deliberation, received criticism on the neglect of power
(e.g. Huxley and Yiftachel, 2000; Salet, 2000). More recent approaches have
reflected on the deficiencies with respect to power, which in turn has led for
instance to the introduction of the work of Michel Foucault into planning
theory (e.g. Sharp and Richardson, 2001). It remains that the focus is on collaborative practices by a select group of previously defined stakeholders and
therefore tends to “privilege communication at the expense of its wider social
and economic contexts” (Huxley and Yiftachel, 2000: 333). It is largely about
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optimising the planning process. “There is the same sense of searching for the
right decision-rules—be they rational-comprehensive or rational-communicative, universal or local. The assumption is that using the right decision-making process will enable planning (however defined) to further its progressive,
even emancipatory, potential” (Huxley and Yiftachel, 2000: 334). We might
call this a shift from planner centrism towards plan centrism. The institutional
conditions, that is, the reasons why a planning initiative may fall into fertile
grounds, are not taken into account.
In a fascinating case study of the Hoeksche Waard in the Netherlands
Hajer (2005) analyses how the plans for this rural area near to Rotterdam
have shifted over time and emphasises the important role of designs in finally
reaching a satisfactory plan after having met fierce resistance in the beginning.
Yet, while the inhabitants now value the outcomes and the policy deliberation has added much to the improvements of the plans, one might wonder,
why it went wrong in the first place! Initially, the regional planners treated
the Hoeksche Waard as a tabula rasa and it was only after several rounds of
contestation and deliberation that a plan came to life which served the local
needs and acknowledged the unique cultural landscape of the island (Hajer,
2005: 639-641). In a similar vein, Miles (2005: 913) hints on the importance of
engaging with the local ‘sense of belonging’ and integrating the specific local
history into the future ambitions as conditions for iconic regeneration, and
Van Dijk (2011: 138) argues that only a planning design or story that fits the
community can become a powerful tool in shaping places.
Institutional transformation through symbolic markers is thus conditioned. There is no automatism of symbolic markers in creating successful
symbolic performance (Alexander, 2004). In order to unfold their power to
institute new meaning (Bourdieu, 1991: 117) the meaning of symbolic markers
needs to be embedded in wider socio-economic practices. Institutionalisation
is a process during which social and cultural practices become normalised in
social interaction. The symbolic-cognitive dimension is activated through a
whole universe of ‘mnemotechnic aids’ through which humans are reminded
of existing institutional norms (Berger and Luckmann, 1966: 71). In the case
of planning, symbolic markers are employed as such aids to highlight institutional transformation. In order to take effect symbolic markers and their encoded message need to be embedded in institutional practices (Dembski and
Salet, 2010). This refers on the one hand to the socio-cultural mental maps.
People need to believe it is real or authentic (Alexander, 2004: 548). The symbolisation needs to connect with the particular place-specific characteristics.
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That does not automatically imply that institutional innovation is impossible;
rather it requires avoiding symbolic markers that will be perceived as alien
and instead using markers that manage to connect that past with the future.
On the other hand, the transformation has to be embedded in social practices. The symbolic markers and their encoded message need to be validated
by social agents in practice. Therefore it has to match their internal compass,
independent of whether the motive is following an economic or a cultural
rationale. The important thing is to look at the origin of symbolisation: where
does it come from? Is it purely technocratic or does it account for social dynamics in society (Boelens, 2009)?
The place shaping by means of symbolic markers has to take existing
power asymmetries and the means of symbolic production into account. In
order to become a powerful symbol, it needs actors that have access to the
means of symbolic production. The wide literature on governance has highlighted the changing and increasingly complex and fragmented conditions
of urban governance that limit the power of the state to govern (e.g. Rhodes,
1996; Stoker, 1998). The new governance spaces are characterised by power
asymmetries regarding the access to economic and political resources. Urban regime theory has highlighted the importance of organising economic
resources and political support (Davis, 2002; Mollenkopf, 1992; Mossberger
and Stoker, 2001; Stoker, 1995; Stone, 2006). In urban development, neither
economic nor political resources are sufficient on their own. This mutual dependence has led to powerful coalitions between administrations and the
private sector in order to pursue a joint agenda. Emphasis in the scientific
debate has therefore shifted from ‘power over’ towards ‘power to’. Whereas
‘power over’ simply means imposing its will over others and those who succeed are powerful, ‘power to’ is concerned with the ability to achieve governance capacity. It assumes a mutual interdependence between the political and
the economic sector and is oriented towards social production (Stone, 2006).
These governance arrangements reproduce existing power asymmetries. Coalitions may include actors beyond local politics and the private sector. In
the European context, higher levels of government or government agencies
often play an important role in development coalitions. Also, there is increasing emphasis on the inclusion of civic society in urban development. In this
research, the investigation is limited to the formation of stable governance
arrangements to realise symbolic markers for change.
This poses the central question how in the two cases local municipalities
seek to organise stable governance arrangements that enabled them to set on
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a pathway towards new spatial practices via symbolic markers, and the underlying reasons for successful mobilisation of actors. The research is organised alongside two dimensions, that is, the prevailing power asymmetries as
defined by the varying access to economic and political resources, and the
embedding of symbolic markers in the institutionalised pattern of thought
of various stakeholders and citizens. These two dimensions might provide an
explanation for success or failure of realising change. In each case study I will
therefore present the ambitions of each project and identify its key symbolic
markers. Who is addressed by the symbolisation? Then, I will elaborate on the
power asymmetries: the position of the public sector in relation to the private
sector and how it was enticed to become a vital part of a coalition for change.
Why did the symbolic markers appeal to them? Subsequently, I will look at
how public support has been organised and provide an explanation for the
way the public reacted to the symbolic markers and their message of change.
But before going into the detailed analysis of the cases, the special policy context of both projects will be briefly introduced.
The ‘Regionale 2010’ in the Cologne/Bonn region
German regional policy knows quite a lot of experiments at the regional level
to encourage new forms of territorial governance in response to processes
of state rescaling, summarised under the label of ‘experimental regionalism’
(Gualini, 2004). The Regionale programme is only one strategy of a whole
bundle of policies that try to stimulate regional cooperation by putting regions into competition for government rewards (Benz, 2004). The Regionale
programme—the term is composed of the terms ‘region’ and ‘biennale’—has
been introduced by the Land Government of North Rhine-Westphalia in 1997
as a strategic instrument of regional development, drawing on and motivated
by the experiences with the Emscher Park International Building Exhibition
in the Ruhr District (Wachten, 2004). Every two years it offers the opportunity
for a region in North Rhine-Westphalia to develop a regional strategy and
to translate it into innovative projects. These are prepared within a limited
time frame and presented in the final year. The regions receive priority support via the existing funds of the Land for a limited period of time, including
the obligatory co-financing by local governments or private parties (Wachten,
2004). The evaluations of each Regionale are generally very positive about the
projects and the intensified intra-regional communication. However, there
is some criticism on the mobilisation of civil society and the private sector,
which falls shorter than wanted (MBV and ILS, 2006: 162).
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The Cologne/Bonn region organised the Regionale edition of 2010, after
the tender with the title Brückenschläge (Bridging) has been accepted by the
Land government in 2002. The bid was prepared by the Region Köln/Bonn
e. V. in close cooperation with local and regional partners. So far, the Cologne/Bonn region has not been famous for its regional collaboration. Only
on a smaller scale Bonn has a strong tradition of cooperation with its immediate neighbours (Trommer, 2004). Rather, the application needs to be seen
as a statement against the background of the discourse on the top-down formation of a European Metropolitan Region Rhine-Ruhr (Knapp et al., 2004;
Blotevogel and Schulze, 2010). For the operational domain of the Regionale
2010, the independent Regionale 2010 Agency has been established to prepare
and coordinate the process. The Regionale Board, which is composed of local, regional and Land representatives, covers the political realm. It decides
whether or not a project gets the Regionale approval. In 2005, the Regionale

Figure 4.1 Location of the Regionale 2010 projects Chemtech (black square) and Terra Nova
(black circle) in the Cologne/Bonn region (Map: mdsCreative)
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2010 invited both public sector and private/civic actors to suggest projects;
although in fact it was mostly public authorities that submitted proposals. In
principle, every idea could become a project, if it fulfilled the basic requirement of regional importance; basically this meant that the regional stakeholders could be convinced of its benefits for the region. All projects underwent
a ‘qualification process’ in which the project is reformulated so that it meets
quality standards. Once a project got the Regionale permit, it became subject
to the usual procedures for funding applications of the Land.
The Regionale has ordered the numerous projects into six thematic groups
(project families): Urbanism, Green, Rhine, Cultural Heritage, Gardens of
Technology, and Non-Spatial Impulses for the Region (Figure 4.1). Some address more explicitly issues of the Zwischenstadt than others: the Gardens of
Technology (Gärten der Technik) theme, for instance, combines sites of often
mono-functional economic activity with education and recreation. Projects
in this family try to facilitate a debate over the spatial qualities of the ‘active’
cultural landscape—be it intensive agriculture, lignite mining, chemical industries, or waste disposal—by making these places accessible and highlight
their unique spatial and technological qualities. The Regionale 2010 has set up
criteria for the selection and subsequently qualification of the projects. These
should be realised in an authentic location where specialised and preferably
innovative processes are going on. It was required that a ‘Garden of Technology’ must become accessible and informative, also via attractive design highlighting the exciting spatial environment. Lastly, a project should provide an
impulse for future development of the location and connect with education. It
is in this policy context that the two case studies are realised.
Chemtech: re-inventing the chemistry town
Wesseling on the Rhine is a medium-sized town with a population of approximately 35 000 halfway between Cologne and Bonn. Large industrial complexes of global chemical companies (Evonik Industries, LyondellBasell, and
Shell), which together offer more than 5000 workplaces, constitute a strong
spatial barrier (Figure 4.2). At night, the illuminated plants feature a spectacular panorama. Wesseling has been quite well off due to the generous benefits
through the local business tax of the companies. In general, however, they
contributed to the negative image of Wesseling as an industrial town. This
image is fostered through a radical urban renewal policy in the 1970s that left
the town with a modernist and oversized town centre. Thus, Wesseling is not
the typical middle-class suburb but rather one of the ‘meaningless’ places so
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typical of the Zwischenstadt. Thus far, urban development deliberately turned
its back to the sites of the chemical industry. It was via the Regionale 2010 that
Wesseling has devoted itself to this immense challenge of turning the negative image associated with the chemical industries into a positive feature of its
identity. However, despite the clear connection with the chemical history the
ambitious project fell flat.
The idea of ‘doing something’ with the chemical industries to present
Wesseling in a more positive way has been uttered on a regular basis by local
politicians. The main ambition is the improvement of the image of Wesseling
through a realistic exposure to the chemical industries. Only by accepting that
Wesseling is an industrial town, whose beauty one has to discover, and acting upon it, can Wesseling develop new self-esteem. By profiling Wesseling
as a Town of Excellence in Chemistry (Chemiekompetenzstadt) the chemical
industry should become the trademark of Wesseling. It was a signal towards
the chemical industry that the town is proud of its entrepreneurs and not
ashamed of the clearly visible installations dominating the townscape. The

Figure 4.2 Chemical production sites in Wesseling (Source: Ralf Schuhmann, Regionale 20107
Agentur)
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chemical sector, in turn, would profit from a strong location (better access to
new recruits, strong economic cluster). Chemtech is tightly interwoven with
two other Regionale projects in Wesseling: the Rhine waterfront and the regeneration of the town centre, which have been combined in a joint perspective for Wesseling (Stadt Wesseling and Regionale 2010 Agentur, 2007). This
highly ambitious plan turned the existing urban development policy upside
down. In the past Wesseling tried to uphold the image of a suburban town
and to stick to its identity as a village on the Rhine. It was clear that in order to
realise such an ambitious goal, the cooperation of the chemical sector would
be essential.
The municipality of Wesseling in the Rhine-Erft-County seized the window of opportunity that has been offered via the Regionale programme. It
planned to invests around €20 million in redressing the chemical legacy
and upgrading the built environment. The Regionale 2010 Agency was delighted by this innovative and ambitious idea. Wesseling has been strongly
involved in the Regionale 2010, with projects in four project families. The
popular and ambitious mayor, Günter Ditgens, and the progressive urban
planners working for the municipality have been the driving forces behind
Chemtech and the overall Regionale process. The municipality used the Regionale programme in an instrumental way to distinguish itself and therefore refused a closer cooperation with a similar Regionale project just a
few kilometres away, as was suggested by the Regionale 2010 Agency. The
Chemergie project in Hürth-Knapsack was seen as competing with rather
than complementary to Chemtech. Nonetheless, the Regionale 2010 Agency strongly supported the idea from the very beginning and encouraged the
municipality in its ambitions.
The key symbolic marker is Forum Chemtech at the Rhine waterfront
near the town centre (Figure 4.3). This building should become a place where
Wesseling and the three companies could present themselves and provide insights on production processes, products and competences. It should function
as extracurricular educational establishment, meeting point for the chemical
industry, and tourist attraction. Integrated in the redesign of the waterfront it
was the ambition to create a ‘Chemistry Landscape Park’, an authentic place
with an excellent industrial panorama. Besides this concentrated interventions at the Rhine, markers such as information boards at the light-rail stations, observation platforms or signs try to catch attention and change the
perception of the spectator at key points, which offer spectacular views. Furthermore it involves a series of activities to promote Wesseling as a Town of
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Excellence in Chemistry, ranging from open days (or nights) of the chemical
industry (which exist but are not yet integrated in a single event), bringing
together local and regional education institutes with the chemical industries,
summer schools, regional networking and branding activities (Regionale 2010
Agentur, 2009).
The chemical sector embraced the Chemtech idea. In particular the clear
commitment of Wesseling to its legacy as a town with chemistry earned much
approval among the three major chemical companies and their regional location-marketing organisation ChemCologne. They were also enticed by the
idea of an educational network since this would improve the availability of new
recruits. However, all three major companies are part of global players whose
headquarters are outside the region and two underwent change of ownership in
recent years. All sites are important production locations but, on the downside,
no research and development or higher management functions are involved. In
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Figure 4.3 Intervention space of Chemtech and the Regionale 2010 in Wesseling (Source:
Regionale 2010 Agentur, 2009)
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spite of the companies’ long-standing history in Wesseling there are no strong
ties with the town. Above all, it was unclear what would exactly happen in the
‘Forum’ and how the companies could profit from it. Chemtech was regarded
as a far-reaching project that would present Wesseling and the chemical sector
in a new light, but its price was considered rather high. They were asked for a
significant contribution to the Forum Chemtech (total costs about €2 million)
and in particular to cover the operating costs (about €300 000 per annum).
Funding for a key element leaned on the potential contributions of the private
sector. With the financial crisis, the companies became even more reluctant to
contribute financially to the project on a structural basis.
The reluctance of the chemical companies was aided with a clear vote of
Wesseling’s citizens. The design for the Rhine waterfront and in particular
the key symbolic marker was heavily criticised. The Forum Chemtech, a fivestory glass tower as high as the church tower, was considered a too prominent symbolic marker for the chemical industry and the wrong place; paid by
public money, without knowing exactly who will use this building. The jury,
which included all Council groups, decided consciously for this powerful
marker and ignored critical remarks that were voiced during a public hearing. Not only did the building equal the church tower in size, the park design
also foresaw the cutting down of a lime tree avenue typical for Rhine villages.
It represented the last part of Wesseling that has not been subject to the urban renewal of the 1970s. Here the still prevalent ideal of being a Rhine village clashed with the industrial pride the project was striving to activate. An
action committee (Bürgerinitiative Rheinufer Wesseling) was formed to halt
the plans for the Rhine waterfront and gained considerable support. This was
helped by the fact that the results of the competition were kept undisclosed
to present them a few weeks later oat a town festival, but leaked despite the
agreement of the political parties. As a consequence there was a lively debate
in the local media on the plans in the six weeks between the jury’s decision
and the presentation to the citizens. Due to this strong marker the other elements of Chemtech received very little attention. The Regionale 2010 became
rather unpopular with some inhabitants, because they felt it was going to
realise its own projects in Wesseling. What followed was a gradual demise of
Chemtech. As a result of the strong protest the glass tower disappeared from
the project proposal and the waterfront design was adapted several times—
tree by tree.
The dispute about Chemtech had clear repercussions in the political sphere.
The mayor, Günter Ditgens, who had pushed the project through, was over-
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thrown in December 2008, when his party (the Christian-democratic CDU)
did not nominate him as a candidate for the local elections. Now it became
apparent that Chemtech was weakly rooted in the political realm, despite the
fact that his party had approved all decisions concerning Chemtech in the
town council (Kölner Stadt-Anzeiger, 2008), but exclusively identified with
the mayor. As a consequence, Mr Ditgens distanced himself from Chemtech.
Still, Mr Ditgens lost the elections and Chemtech its key leader. The increasing
budget problems of the municipality through the financial crisis functioned
all Regionale activities were questioned. In a town council meeting in 2009,
Chemtech has been deferred indefinitely, despite financial concessions of the
Land government. “Leave it as it is” is one of the slogans of the action committee (Figure 4.4). For the time being, this has become reality for the material
symbolic markers of Chemtech.
The symbolic marking offered the ingredients for a transformation from
an industrial town with a negative image into a town that presents its chemical tradition with new self-consciousness, but Chemtech collapsed like a
house of cards. Chemtech leaned heavily on the unfulfilled contributions

Figure 4.4 Protest flyer: “Leave it as it is [in local dialect]! Wesseling has other problems!”
(Source: Bürgerinitiative Rheinufer Wesseling)
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of the chemical industry, which paid lip service but never announced a definitive commitment, while the municipality kept on pushing the idea independent of financial prospects. Chemtech has always been an initiative of
the local authority and failed to activate the local responsibility of the private sector. The civic domain was not actively involved (e.g. the companies’
pensioners’ associations or the local historical society). The political realm
did not object to the plans but it also did not back the mayor in a critical situation, which indicates weak political embedding. Once the design for the
Rhine waterfront including the five-story glass tower caused a stir among
citizens, there was no support base the municipality could fall back onto.
The old institutions of ignoring the chemical legacy and pretending to be a
typical town on the Rhine prevailed. While these two legacies could coexist
in the past, these came into conflict at the Rhine waterfront. One could say
that the misplaced symbolic marker overshadowed the rest of the project.
The lack of embedding made reframing difficult though not impossible under these circumstances.
Terra Nova: remaking the ‘active brown-field landscape’
The northern Rhine-Erft-County in the urban periphery of Cologne is literally the powerhouse of the Rhineland. The lignite-fired power plants in the
district account for 13% of Germany’s electricity production. Since almost a
century, lignite mines operating in open-pits (Tagebau) are scattered over
the region and have transformed the Rhenish Mining District into a lunar
landscape. The Tagebau Hambach is the largest open-pit mine in Germany
with a crater of 45km2 and up to 450m deep. Gigantic bucket wheel excavators and mega power plants serve as distinct landmarks. Once a deposit is mined out, land rehabilitation begins and conceals the remnants
of the mining activities according to long-term plans. This all happens in
the commuter belt of Cologne. While lignite has brought welfare into this
agricultural area, on the downside, thousands of people had to be resettled
and large bio-habitats as well as highly productive arable land have been
destroyed. The whole region is confronted with hydrological problems and
dust particle emissions. In conjunction with intensive agriculture in an area
with highly fertile ground, it can be easily anticipated that the region lacks a
strong positive image. In the framework of the Regionale 2010 the municipalities of Bergheim (pop. 62 000), Bedburg (pop. 25 000) and Elsdorf (pop.
21 000) grasped the opportunity to address this active brownfield landscape.
Although operations will continue for another three decades, there is a need
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to think about the time after lignite mining. How can a group of three municipalities develop a new relationship towards this cultural landscape and
modernise its economic profile in a region that is so strongly dominated by
lignite mining?
Terra Nova finds its roots in the beginning of the 2000s. There were signs
that due to a readjustment of the industrial land policy of the Land government a 215ha-large area reserved for large-scale industries in the Land
Development Plan would become available for the municipalities, if they
came up with a convincing concept. But it was only when the Rhine-ErftCounty joined in that it developed into a project proposal for the Regionale 2010. This was mutually beneficial; the municipalities profited from the
leading position of the Rhine-Erft-County in the Regionale 2010 (the county
leader chairs the Regionale Board) and in return many projects would underline its leadership. When it was proposed as a Regionale project around
the year 2005, it soon became clear that a simple inter-municipal technology
park would be insufficient to fulfil the criteria of the Gardens of Technology
project family. The contours of Terra Nova as presented below developed
only much later through persistent and persuasive advocacy work of the
Regionale 2010 Agency.
Terra Nova symbolically refers to the continuous making of new land
through open-pit mining; yet, this time in a different manner. Whereas
the conventional re-cultivation practice restores the landscape as if mining

2
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Figure 4.5 The Rhenish Mining District: bucket wheel excavator in the Tagebau Hambach
(left) and the energy landscape with the Niederaußem Power Station in the back (right)
(Source: Ralf Schuhmann/Regionale 2010 Agentur)
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did not take place, Terra Nova introduces a new perspective under the label ‘Energy Landscape of the Future’ (Zukunftslandschaft Energie). It aims to
strengthen regional identity, develop a spectacular and attractive landscape
by anticipating the spatial changes through the advancing mining activities,
and provide a structural impulse for the region’s economy (Planungsverband
Terra Nova et al., 2009). Terra Nova promotes a new understanding of the
energy production landscape as authentic cultural landscape, which does not
cover the tracks of mining but integrates the installations and structures into
the future landscape. The current mining activities are presented as logical
part of the identity in the guise of an open-air exhibition of active production processes. Now it is the time to set the course for the time after lignite
mining by profiling the region as a strong location for energy production and
research in order to anticipate structural change. It is also a step to take the
future in own hands and regain full planning sovereignty (Planungshoheit)
after decades of being governed by mining policy and commissions at higher
levels. Terra Nova was about to change dominant practices and interfered
in effective re-cultivation plans that had been carefully negotiated between
the land claims of the agricultural sector, environmental organisations, the
municipalities and other stakeholders. In order to realise such an ambitious
project implied fostering an open-minded attitude to do things differently,
mobilise all kind of actors and align investments of the mining company with
the intentions of the local authorities.
These premises have been developed into a master plan that marks a change
in dealing with the active brownfield landscape and establish an Energy Landscape of the Future. It involves a series of smaller and larger symbolic markers,
visible and palpable items that simultaneously reminisce to the past and a new
future. So-called Blue Boxes inform visitors at various places about the Energy
Landscape of the Future. The master plan comprises of four building blocks
that are spatially and conceptually integrated and symbolise the ‘new land’
that is to be emerging (Figure 4.6):
> The edge of the Tagebau Hambach will become a park (Time Park) with
a promenade (Time Line) and a visitor centre designed in the form of a
massive boulder (Forum Terra Nova). The ‘time’ metaphor is used because
the Tagebau progresses along this edge and all steps of the metamorphosis through mining become visible here—a process of a mere century.
Earth walls, which protect Elsdorf from dust particle emissions, have been
opened up to allow for spectacular views into the pit and, once the groundwater has filled up the hole, over one of the largest lakes in Germany.
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> The conveyor belt has been used for the transportation of excavation material to refill the Tagebau Bergheim. After being dismantled, it has left a
14km-long, barrier-free track that is tucked away behind earth walls. Instead of levelling the land as determined by mining law the artificial topography will be kept as a reminder of the mining activities. Connecting all
the other building blocks of Terra Nova the route will form an important
green and leisure connection for the region.
> The Inter-Municipal Competence Area involves a long-term strategy to establish a technology park with a focus on energy industry and agriculture.
In the long run the municipalities strive for a combination of the knowhow in energy production and agriculture, successively attracting companies in the energy sector through spatial proximity to innovation.
> The Niederaußem power station will be further developed as Coal Innovation Centre. Building on the most efficient generating unit of the world
that has been installed at Niederaußem in 2003, it clusters important research and development into future oriented technologies of RWE Power.
It should become a significant information point, where research projects
and pilot plants for sustainable electricity generation based on coal are presented to the wider public.
It has been clear to the public parties that the plans would be impossible
to deliver without RWE Power (hereafter RWE), the most powerful actor of
the region. As one interviewee has put it nicely: “The Bildregie (power over
imagery) has always been in the hand of the actor with the largest excavator. To form the land, you need to get access to the actor with the largest
machine” (my translation). The company is penetrating into almost all aspects of social life in the Rhenish Mining District. Lignite mining has been
strongly backed by Land government, despite increasing environmental
concerns. RWE has a large planning department and even runs economic
development policies. Operations are planned decades ahead and negotiated
in the Braunkohleausschuss (regional mining committee), from land acquisition and resettlements to land restoration, with limited influence for local
authorities. Yet, the economic prosperity of the energy company rests upon
a high acceptance in the population, into which it is willing to invest. That
also involves proving itself as a very reliable partner for the municipalities;
being always willing to listen to their problems and to think ahead on an
informal basis. RWE committed itself to the project because it is important
for them to have a positive message towards the region. The symbolisation
of an energy landscape of the future including coal technology was obviously
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appealing as well. Therefore RWE invests an extra €4.5 million and operates
the Forum Terra Nova. Mining law imposes a lot of obligations on RWE to
restore the landscape, which only had to be redirected: instead of levelling
the conveyor belt RWE was landscaping it, which makes this element by
and large cost-neutral. On top of that it also invests in pilots, amongst €10
million into a biogas plant on the new technology park (via its renewable
energy branch). Nonetheless, the support of RWE is not unlimited and they
only do what is in line with their corporate policy.
The idea of energy agriculture required the mobilisation of the agricultural sector, another powerful actor. The farms in the area are relatively profitable, with a long-standing tradition of cultivating sugar beets and grain
on the highly fertile soils. There is no wider tendency of diversifying business models despite being part of a metropolitan region. The farmers in
the area are reckoned particularly conservative and listen invariably to the
market. The farmers, represented by their professional organisation (Landwirtschaftsverband), reacted with reserve to the idea of energy plants and
were rather concerned over the loss of arable land through Terra Nova. The
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Figure 4.6 The master plan ‘Terra Nova—Energy Landscape of the Future’ (Source: Planungsverband Terra Nova and RWE Power AG. Design: bbz landschaftsarchitekten, Berlin; arch42,
Berlin; Lohrberg stadtlandschaftsarchitektur, Stuttgart).
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Chamber of Agriculture (Landwirtschaftskammer), a semi-public body with
a different function that takes a broader view on agriculture, sympathised
with the idea of Terra Nova, because there was some insecurity about the
continuation of EU subsidies for sugar beets when the idea came up, and
Terra Nova provided an alternative option for the sector. However, since
formal planning instruments are unable to prescribe the type of crops the
idea of energy agriculture is likely to remain a political wish, unless market
conditions change.
The public and local politicians were intensively informed on the plans.
The inclusion of RWE paid back in the process since it is very experienced
in communication with local parties due to numerous resettlement projects.
There were excursions with local political parties and associations. Results
from workshops were immediately reconnected with the political realm. In
addition, mining is deeply rooted in the identity of the region. Highlighting
this history and delivering an exciting and attractive landscape was therefore
no problem. Terra Nova brought them green space, and that is what they notice. It was opening up formerly inaccessible land that was almost entirely
owned by RWE. The region has many environmental groups against lignite
mining and electricity production, but green space could not be a cause for
objections. Since the project was almost entirely paid for by external actors,
RWE and the Land, it was perceived as a benefit for the area.
For the time being, the symbolic marking of an Energy Landscape of the
Future, has succeeded to mobilise key stakeholders and has achieved important milestones. The conveyor belt opened for the public in 2010 and the construction works of Forum Terra Nova have been started. For the planning,
development and exploitation of technology park the Terra Nova Partnership (Zweckverband) has been established in 2010 by the three municipalities
and the county, with RWE in an advisory function. RWE and the Forschungszentrum Jülich established the joint research project Terra Nova Science on
bioenergy. The reasons for the successful start of Terra Nova are twofold. First,
the public authorities have been very aware of the existing power relations.
They have managed to retrieve political power to design their future more
independently not against but with RWE. It implied carefully manoeuvring in
order to avoid affronting RWE on the one hand and carrying out their public
relations on the other. Though the agricultural sector is not actively involved,
arrangements have been made so that the plans can go though. Second, the
energy theme as the subject matter of the symbolic marking clearly refers to
the region’s identity, of which lignite mining is a defining feature. It is thus in-
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ternalised in the mind-set of citizens and politicians. In addition, the benefits
of green infrastructure and economic development policy were easy to convey
to citizens. Whether the science park will flourish remains to be seen—many
hopes still rest on RWE.
Conclusion
This paper looked at two cases of planning strategies that tried to organise
stable governance arrangements in order to alter dominant spatial practices
by means of symbolic markers. The public sector relies increasingly on external parties with access to resources and attempts to align them with the
public interest. In order to create stable governance arrangements, policymakers need to take into account the prevailing power asymmetries and the
intrinsic motives of stakeholders to engage in the symbolisation of a different
future. Looking at the two dimensions of the prevailing power asymmetries,
as defined by varying access to economic and political resources, and by the
embedding of symbolic markers in the institutionalised pattern of thought of
various stakeholders and citizens, the research provides a better understanding of processes of transforming the meaning of place. In both cases, the symbolisation connected with the vital heritage of the two places, trying to transform the predominant perceptions and impose a new understanding of these
particular localities. The Chemtech approach, highlighting the qualities of the
chemical town, failed to form a stable coalition and organise public support
for its concern. The dominant institutional practices of keeping urban development and the chemical legacy at distance proved too powerful. The three
municipalities of Terra Nova, in contrast, were quite successful in forming a
stable yet small network to establish a new development path together with
the dominant private sector company and the support of local politics. What
were the reasons for the different outcomes and the different levels of support
for efforts to symbolise a different future?
At first glance the power asymmetries appear to be similar. In both cases
large conglomerates with a long-standing history have a large impact on the
local economy and topography. It was difficult, though not impossible, to
realise each project without the cooperation of the private sector. However,
there are some crucial differences with respect to the position of the private
sector between Chemtech and Terra Nova. The mutual interdependencies
with the public sector are much stronger in the case of the energy company
in Terra Nova, than they are with the chemical companies in Wesseling.
RWE’s operations are place-bounded by nature through the deposits but
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also through the power stations and investments in research and development. The importance of maintaining a high level of acceptance for their
activities makes it a problem owner. The Chemtech project, in contrast, was
clearly rooted in the aspirations of the municipality (or the mayor) to reinvent the ‘chemistry town’. For the chemical companies Wesseling is an important production site, but their respective command centres are located
elsewhere, and thus their community engagement is limited to small-scale
activities. Their importance for the local tax base is already sufficient to receive the political support by the municipality that is necessary for their
operations. The chemical industry was hesitant in providing the financial
resources and the municipality did not have the means for a successful symbolic production. Thus the relationship was rather one-sided. Chemtech revealed a sort of planning voluntarism: nice ideas but unrealistic as a strategy
for change.
Symbolic markers need to be embedded in the mind-sets of various actors. The instituting of a different perception of place via symbolic markers
requires actors who adhere to the new spatial practice. Therefore, the message
of symbolisation must not conflict with their internal compass. By again contrasting Chemtech and Terra Nova we encounter differences that help explain
their outcomes. Overall, Chemtech was less connected with the various domains of stakeholders, which explains why the project came to a halt. Regarding the public sector, the fact that Terra Nova involved three municipalities
plus the county created a kind of reciprocity that was missing in the Chemtech
project to sustain it through a critical phase. The attempts to activate local
responsibility of external entrepreneurs were not compelling. The motives
of the private sector to participate differed considerably and so the chemical
companies were not convinced enough by the benefits of the project for them,
whereas for RWE the polishing of their image and the good relations with local authorities were sufficient. In both cases, civic groups were not actively involved in planning, whereby positive energy has been missed out. For citizens,
Terra Nova had a positive message: it created recreational space on land that
had long been inaccessible and channelled investment into economic development. In Chemtech the strong symbolic marker at the waterfront to serve
the chemical legacy of Wesseling conflicted with the still strong image of the
Rhine village. Thus it was civil society that brought Chemtech to a halt. This
enabled the chemical companies and politicians to retreat with more ease.
In conclusion, successful symbolisation rests upon the inclusion of key norm
holders to impose new meaning as it were from inside out. Planning requires
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sound knowledge of the intrinsic motives of private sector parties if they are
to be mobilised. Using symbolic markers that are not embedded in the sense
of place and the patterns of thought of various actors may pose a barrier to
desired outcomes.
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5
Structure and imagination of the 21st-century city:
the Manchester–Liverpool conurbation
[Dembski, S. (submitted)]
At the beginning of the 21st century, we are witnessing the emergence of a new urban configuration, marked by enlarged scale, polycentrism and strong cities. The settled institutions
of the ‘old’ city, with its hierarchical, centripetal development model, are challenged time and
again through spatial dynamics. They prove rather reluctant to change and tend to reproduce
the city of the past. This article offers a sociological-institutional approach to analyse how the
institutions of the ‘old’ city are challenged, looking at the role of symbolic markers in planning
strategies as an explanation for the institutional activation of the city of the 21st century. The
analysis of the Manchester–Liverpool conurbation in the UK, where the settled institutions
have been challenged by a conurbation-wide investment strategy of a private sector company,
provides the empirical material to discover the mechanisms.

Introduction
At the beginning of the 21st century, we are witnessing the emergence of a
new urban configuration in European cities, a process that had set in much
earlier in North America (Amin and Thrift, 2002; Anas et al., 1998; Hall and
Pain, 2006; Phelps and Wood, 2011; Soja, 2000). The functional city stretches
far beyond the administrative boundaries of cities and conventional forms
of city-regional governance. What distinguishes the current round of urban
transformation is not so much the continuous process of urban extension,
but the transformation of the city and the ‘periphery’ itself. The city of the
21st century is highly fragmented due to functional specialisation and spatial
segregation. The centripetal model of urban development has given way to
a more poly-nuclear form with a varied urban hierarchy, despite the resurgence of many central cities over the last decade or so (Parkinson et al., 2006).
The distinction between town and countryside, which tended to dominate
our spatial thinking, has become blurred, leaving cities with large transitions
zones that form a spatial in-between (Gallent and Andersson, 2007; Sieverts,
2003). In some cases, the increased scale of cities has led to the collision of
once independent metropolitan areas, prompting new urban dynamics in the
spatial in-between (Champion, 2001; Lang and Knox, 2009).
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While socio-spatial patterns have changed dramatically, most urban policies tend to reproduce the image of the ‘old’ city of the 20th century. Planners
and policymakers have paid little attention to the spatial in-between of the
vast urban landscapes. They rather emphasise powerful concepts and policies intended to guard and reproduce the prevailing idea of compact cities,
independent of changing spatial dynamics. There is an interest in the new city
but policy initiatives stimulating cooperation are still few and far between.
Many cities have established some forms of cooperation with their immediate
neighbours, usually labelled in policy as the city-region, but have difficulties
organising themselves at a higher level of scale and adapting to the changing urban form (Evers and de Vries, 2012; Janssen-Jansen and Hutton, 2011;
Lefèvre, 2010; Salet et al., 2003).
The argument is straightforward: settled institutions prove very strong in
reacting to interventions aiming to change perceptions of the contemporary
metropolis. In order to take effect in initiating a changed understanding of
cities, planning strategies require symbolic markers that are institutionally
grounded in the social-spatial dynamics and institutional thought. This article offers a sociological-institutional approach to analyse how the institutions
of the ‘old’ city are challenged, and pays particular attention to the role of
symbolic markers in the institutional activation of new planning strategies for
the city of the 21st century. Here symbolic markers refer to a series of artefacts,
images or tropes that convey a message, such as spatial imagery and metaphors, iconic architecture, landmarks and artistic performances. In so doing,
the article links symbolic markers with institutional thought. In a concrete
instance of institutional innovation through policy, the article demonstrates
that cities usually remain within the traditional image of the city.
The urbanised zone of the Manchester and Liverpool city-regions provides
an excellent case study to analyse how institutions react to attempts to adapt
to the emerging conurbation. Recently a private sector company has made an
effort to break up the governance impasse between the two major cities in the
North West. By employing a series of symbolic markers—powerful (planning)
imagery and flagship projects—it is trying to attract buy-in from a variety of
actors so as to stage an economic growth agenda across the two city-regions.
To anticipate my conclusions, the symbolic markers of the private-sector company and local authorities, particularly Manchester, have not fully met. The
local authorities have difficulties organising themselves at the scale the private
sector company is operating and have retreated into their established cityregional habitats—assisted by central government policies. The findings are
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based on interviews with planners, policymakers, politicians and academics
undertaken in the beginning of 2011 (i.e. after the abolition of regional institutions had been announced).
The remainder of this article is as follows. In the theoretical framework I
briefly outline the institutional approach to link spatial imagination to structure. The next section provides the context of the case study, starting with the
presentation of existing spatial evidence on the emergence of a Manchester–
Liverpool conurbation, in order to be able to set the imagination off against
real urban dynamics (see the argument in Harding, 2007), and briefly introduces recent changes in English regional planning, which are essential for the
understanding of the case. Next, the planning initiative is introduced and its
symbolic markers are identified. Subsequently, the institutionalisation of the
concept during the turbulent period of suspended regional institutions is outlined. We then analyse why the symbolisation of Atlantic Gateway did not fully succeed in activating a new way of thinking for the Manchester–Liverpool
conurbation. In the conclusion, some general issues that constrain a stronger
anchoring in the mindset of stakeholders are identified.
Changing cities and institutional change
The 20th century was the era of city-regions, following the common interpretation in many policies, which defines city-regions as the core city and its
immediate surroundings (Parr, 2005, p. 564). At the beginning of the 21st century, there is a considerable body of literature that points to the emergence
of new urban forms. The traditional concentric growth pattern with a clear
hierarchy has given way to multifaceted forms of urban development. New
employment hubs have emerged in the outskirts of cities, transforming the
city-centred configurations of the previous century into new settings of urban
polycentricism (Amin and Thrift, 2002; Anas et al., 1998; Hall and Pain, 2006;
Phelps and Wood, 2011; Soja, 2000). For the US, Lang and Knox (2009, p. 794799) predict that, in the very near future, once distinct city-regions will become economically integrated, with all sorts of activities emerging in the spatial in-between. We can observe at least three processes operating in parallel:
first, continued urban extension; second, the transformation of the suburbs;
and more recently the resurgence of central cities. These processes of spatial
dispersion and polycentrism (Meijers and Burger, 2010) are more or less pronounced, depending on, for example, economic conditions and (planning)
policies. The contemporary urban dynamics are not short of terminologies,
but Geddes’ proposition of ‘conurbations’ to terminologically grasp vast city
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regions (Geddes, 1915, p. 34), still seems very appropriate for urban regions
covering multiple larger and smaller urban cores.
For a variety of reasons, the city of the 21st century is not yet taken for
granted in planning thinking, despite the abundance of studies pointing to
changing cities. Cities, today, might be regarded as an ‘out-dated entity’ (Harrisson, 2012, p. 1244; Parr, 2007), but for a variety of reasons the spatial inbetween still tends to be ignored. There are often powerful planning concepts
in place with a lasting legacy, such as compact cities policies or green belts.
While concepts preventing sprawl are perfectly legitimate, they diverted our
attention by obscuring the real changes occurring, pretending the city has not
changed. Another important reason is urban politics. Phelps and Wood (2011,
p. 2598) rightly observe a ‘shifting centre of gravity’, with new growth coalitions emerging in the urban fringe, while the core city remains a powerful factor. Territorial politics are still very much alive: new developments frequently
result in conflicts between the core city and suburban local authorities, and
only in some cases lead to new coalitions overcoming the centre–periphery
dichotomy (Keil, 2011; Salet and Gualini, 2007; Savini, 2012). Moreover, the
new meaning of cities has not yet been internalised and therefore the traditional mental map of the city prevails in our thinking. In sum, there are
powerful institutions reproducing the city of the 20th century, but these are
challenged in daily practices.
There is a wide interest in institutional change in planning, how it works
and how it can be initiated (e.g. Buitelaar et al., 2007; Dembski and Salet, 2010;
Gonzáles and Healey, 2005; Gualini, 2004; Moulaert and Mehmood, 2009;
Salet, 2002; Verma, 2007). The institutional paradigm looks at how institutions shape and are shaped by actors within a defined action arena (Mayntz
and Scharpf, 1995; Ostrom, 2005). Sociologically, institutions are defined as
patterns of social rules and norms—including informal routines—that define
normative patterns of expectation (Gonzáles and Healey, 2005). They constitute access to resources and power relations (i.e. asymmetries) between actors. Institutions are not taken for granted; they are dynamic and continuously evolving, yet usually durable in character (Salet, 2002). Their existence is
proven in action and not on paper, or as Ostrom (2005, p. 824) puts it, we need
to focus our analysis on ‘rules-in-use’ and not ‘rules-in-form’. Another important feature of the sociological institutionalism is the internalisation of norms,
rules and practices in the actors’ mindset. Even rational goal-seeking behaviour is a result of institutional inscription. So-called ‘frames of meaning’ (Hall
and Taylor, 1996, p. 947), which form a sort of internal compass for action, are
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sustained by a cognitive-symbolic system. This is where spatial imagination
via symbolic markers becomes a relevant element in institutional change.
By visually or rhetorically marking transformative processes, planners aim
to place a certain area or process under a magnifying glass and, in so doing,
institute new meaning (Dembski and Salet, 2010). We label these linguistic
tropes and material artefacts that are employed to signify change ‘symbolic
markers’. Paasi (2009) reminds us that region-building—the institutionalisation and thus internalisation of new spatial formations—is not only a matter
of spatial-functional area (territory) and institutional form, but also of symbols. Besides naming, this involves the choice of ‘iconography’ that symbolises
the existence of a region to the inside and the outside world (Paasi, 2009, p.
135). The 21st-century city needs to become part of the everyday knowledge
of planners, policymakers and politicians, as well as the private sector and
citizens in order to become a naturally accepted level of scale for (spatial) policies. Successful symbolic markers are able to imprint new meaning, that is,
creating a mental construct—frame of meaning—that changes our perception
of the city (Goffman, 1974). Thus, symbolic markers play an important role in
planning, and that is why strategies for change often use them as a vehicle for
mobilising a variety of actors.
Not every symbolic marker becomes so powerful as to structure action and
become norm setting by itself. A common misconception in planning theory
and practice, in particular among institutional designers, is that new institutions only need to be created to have a structuring effect. This is often the
case with the call for administrative restructuring or all-encompassing master
plans. There the restructuring or plan becomes an end rather than a means.
However, the transformative potential of symbolic markers is not so much in
the imagination itself, but in the embedding of meaning in wider processes
and arenas. It is here that the imagination for a different future acquires real
meaning. In order to have effect, symbols need to be inculcated as being real
(Bourdieu, 1991). Spatial imaginations are not detached from power struggles
on the ground. The world is pre-conditioned by all sorts of vested interests,
social norms and existing power asymmetries. If imagination ignores these
social structures, it will fail. In order to be successful, imagination needs to
link up with the objective interests of actors and meet the cultural norms;
otherwise initiatives for change may face institutional inertia. This is the case
with so many planning strategies that went against powerful social dynamics.
Powerful planning concepts serve the needs of powerful coalitions and have
‘landed’ in the actors’ mindset, which justified their existence.
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Analytically, the paper considers the relationship of symbolic markers and
institutions to explain the institutionalisation of the 21st-century city in policy
practice. In order to do so, we need to take into account three interrelated
processes of space formation through socio-economic dynamics, formal institutions and symbolisation that are important to researching the imagination
of the 21st-century city (institutionalisation). We therefore start with empirical evidence of an emerging functional Manchester–Liverpool conurbation.
We then analyse the formal institutional conditions that define the context for
the case study. Having outlined the functional-territorial and the institutional
‘shape(s)’ in the conurbation, the study analyses the symbolic markers used to
signify the emergence of the ‘new’ conurbation that challenge the status quo.
The main focus is on the institutionalisation process, that is, the formal establishment of the strategy and the institutional embedding of symbolic markers
in the mindset of various actors.
Spatial and institutional dynamics: Liverpool, Manchester and the spatial
in-between
We now turn to the discussion of the Liverpool–Manchester conurbation, also
often referred to as the Mersey Belt, in the North West of England (Figure 1).
This densely populated area, including Merseyside, Greater Manchester,
Halton and Warrington unitary authorities, and northern Cheshire, is home
to about 4.5 million inhabitants. Although the relationship between Liverpool
and Manchester has been characterised as symbiotic, the dominating picture
is one of competition and deeply rooted rivalry (Harding et al., 2004). The
Manchester Ship Canal plays a crucial role in the mythology of the relation.
Built by Manchester businessmen in the late 19th century to bypass the Port
of Liverpool and avoid its port charges, Manchester became a seaport that
was accessible to ocean-going ships. The two main centres, Manchester and
Liverpool, are 50 kilometres apart, connected by the River Mersey and the
Manchester Ship Canal. The main transport axes linking the North West with
London, the West Coast Main Line and the M6, intersect the Liverpool–Manchester corridor halfway. What are the socio-spatial dynamics in this region,
and, more importantly, in which direction do they point?
From the 1930s onwards, both cities faced severe economic crisis, resulting
in heavy population decline (Table 5.1), exacerbated by central government’s
post-war decentralisation policy (Hall et al., 1973). In the North West a series
of new towns was realised, including Skelmersdale (1961), Runcorn (1964),
Warrington (1968) and Central Lancashire (1970), to relieve the core cities of
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their housing problems. All of them were actually built outside Merseyside
and Greater Manchester. With the economic crisis unfolding in the 1970s, the
new towns sucked (working) population away from the already suffering urban areas. Furthermore, population moved into Cheshire and North Wales.
Only recently, the central cities have undergone an urban renaissance. Quite
remarkably, Manchester grew by more than 100,000 inhabitants in the decade
since 2001, and also Liverpool stopped its decline (Table 5.1). From the 1990s
onwards, Manchester’s significant transformation started, often referred to as
the ‘Manchester miracle’ (Harding et al., 2010). Liverpool lagged behind, due
to its militant leadership in the 1980s and early 1990s, and only started to catch
up in the 2000s (Cocks, 2009; Harding et al., 2004). Manchester is undoubtedly the capital of the North with a buoyant economy, while Liverpool’s recovery is still fragile (Centre for Cities, 2011).
Despite the core cities’ recovery, economic growth is not exclusively realised in there. Important strategic regional sites that have been identified in
the Regional Economic Strategy are located in the corridor between the two
cities, such as Daresbury in Halton, and Omega in Warrington (Wray, 2011).
Manchester Airport, the busiest airport in the UK outside London, grew as an
important economic hub at the southernmost edge of Greater Manchester, located on the East-West axis (M56) that serves northern Cheshire. Warrington
Table 5.1 Population figures of the Mersey Belt, 1931–2011 (Source: A Vision of Britain
Through Time based on Census Data, http://visionofbritain.org.uk)
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is one of the most buoyant towns in the UK (Centre for Cities, 2011), because
of excellent connections with the two cities and London as well as the airports.
The two former new towns, Warrington and Runcorn, have remaining capacity to accommodate development.
There is a clear trend towards more polycentrism, both within and across
city regions (Green, 2008; Hincks, 2012; MIER, 2009; Rees and Harding, 2010).
On the basis of census data from 1981 and 2001, Green (2008) found that there
is significant and increasing functional poly-centricity on the basis of live–
work patterns. Manchester and Liverpool are identified as a functional urban
‘region of two halves’ (Green, 2008, p. 230). It also reveals a clear separation
with Leeds city region, which clearly owes to the natural boundary formed by
the Pennines (a low mountain range) and Peak District National Park. Obviously, the majority of commuting takes place within a more limited area:
both Merseyside and Greater Manchester are subdivided into several travelto-work areas, though Manchester is clearly the most important and extensive
area extending deep into Cheshire. Interestingly, the in-between area with
Warrington and Wigan is rather self-contained (MIER, 2009; ONS, 2007).
Manchester and, to a lesser degree, Liverpool are clearly the most important
employment hubs, but not the only ones. Yet another study acknowledges the
“higher level of labour market interaction found between the areas focused
upon Manchester and Liverpool compared to any other pair of urban hubs in
the North” (The Northern Way, 2008, §2.1.6).
The Mersey Belt was addressed as a planning space as early as the 1973
Strategic Plan for the North West, and reappeared in consecutive planning
documents, but only for a brief period of roughly a decade starting in the
late 1990s there was a firmly institutionalised regional level in the Northwest,
the so-called ‘troika’ consisting of the business-led Northwest Development
Agency (NWDA), the indirectly elected North West Regional Assembly
(NWRA) and the Government Office for the North West (GO-NW), Central
Government’s extended arm into the regions. However, the coordination
was problematic, due to an institutional mismatch of resources and competences (Pearce and Ayres, 2006). There were two regional planning documents coexisting, the Regional Economic Strategy and the Regional Spatial
Strategy, continuing with the tradition of disintegrated spatial planning and
economic development (Bianconi et al., 2006, p. 318). The scheduled Single
Regional Strategy that would combine these documents remained at the issues stage because in its first few months in office the Coalition Government
effectively announced the end of regional institutions and hence regional
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planning. These were the unstable institutional coordinates, caused by frequently changing policy paradigms, during which new planning initiatives
for the Mersey Belt took shape.
Already before the abolition of regional institutions the focus of Central
Government definitively shifted towards city-regions (Harding et al., 2006;
Harrisson, 2012; Newman, 2009). In particular Manchester anticipated on the
change of government policy by proactively developing city-regional government institutions (Harding et al., 2010, p. 985). Manchester had set up the
Manchester Independent Economic Review to build the case to Central Government for becoming city-region pilot with devolved powers. On 1 April 2011,
finally, the Greater Manchester Combined Authority has been established by
a parliamentary order. The coherence and leadership of Greater Manchester
is extremely strong. It was the only metropolitan council that has continued
some form of collaboration since its abolition in 1986 (Harding et al., 2010;
Hebbert and Deas, 2000). More recently, Liverpool City Region, is developing
city-regional institutions, building on the work of the informal The Mersey
Partnership. Its weaker coherence dates back to the performance of Liverpool’s militant Labour administration in the 1980s (Cocks, 2009; Harding et
al., 2004). Warrington and Cheshire, while being in the catchment area of
both city-regions, have resisted attempts to become incorporated. This sub- or
city-regional orientation is also expressed in the various forms of collaboration that have succeeded the RDAs. In the North West, Greater Manchester,
Liverpool City Region, and Cheshire and Warrington each form a Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP), Central Government’s new delivery vehicles formed
by groups of local authorities and business leaders (HM Government, 2010).
LEPs have a much lighter institutional form without any structural government funding, tapping from a new Regional Growth Fund, which is, however,
much less sourced (£1.4 billion over three years) than the RDAs (cf. Pearce
and Ayres, 2009, p. 544).
The cities have stood back to back for a long time. Attempts to make the
local authorities in the Mersey Belt, and in particular Manchester and Liverpool, work together, have proven fruitless so far. A Concordat signed by Liverpool and Manchester in 2001 which forges stronger links between them was
described as a defeat of Manchester over Liverpool (The Independent, 2001)
and this brief period of collaboration fizzled away in no time. The two cities
remained fundamentally opposed, despite the attempts of NDWA of bringing
them together. This status quo was to be challenged by a remarkable proposal
of a private sector individual.
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The urban transformation has brought about a varied economic landscape
with two main centres and multiple sub-centres. In particular the spatial inbetween, with Warrington as the most important node, is functionally integrated in both. While we can observe the recovery of the core cities, with
Manchester clearly leading the way, growth is not limited to the central cities
only: the conurbation as a whole is growing, in particular southern Greater
Manchester, Warrington, and Cheshire. Despite these spatial shifts, there is no
clear policy for the poly-nuclear urban landscape that is emerging in England
and in the North West in particular. Furthermore, regional policy-making is
faced with quite unstable institutional coordinates through frequently changing paradigms, as demonstrated by the lively debate on regionalism and cityregions in England fuelled by the frequency of institutional change initiated
by Central Government over the last two decades or so (e.g. Allmendinger and
Haughton, 2007; Bianconi et al., 2006; Harding, 2007; Harrisson, 2012; Morgan, 2007; Newman, 2009; Pearce and Ayres, 2006). With the recent round
of institutional change, the focus on (narrowly defined) city-regions seems to
get the upper hand. For the North West the abolition of regional structures
implies that there is no regional authority (nor strongly developed practices of
regional governance) covering both cities and their hinterlands.
Bridging the divide: a Thames Gateway for the North
Imagine someone offers to invest £50 billion in your region. This is not one
of the typical emails including an untrustworthy financial proposition that
arrive daily in our spam boxes but the serious proposal of Peel Holdings, a
leading property and transport company in the UK, for the Liverpool–Manchester area. In September 2008 Peel Holdings presented Ocean Gateway
to more than 100 business leaders—highly symbolically—on a chartered
ferry travelling the Manchester Ship Canal. Ocean Gateway is Peel’s vision
for the next 50 years and involves a £50 billion investment strategy for the
Manchester Ship Canal corridor, bringing together the Liverpool and Manchester city-regions. Not by coincidence, their landholdings concentrate in
this area. By announcing such a massive strategic investment proposal they
were forcing the public sector to respond, otherwise a private sector developer will define the regional agenda, without being accountable. Led by the
Northwest Regional Development Agency (NWDA) it has given rise to a
broader process of rethinking the Ship Canal corridor under the name Atlantic Gateway indeed, but it is also challenging the established institutions
of two ‘isolated’ city-regions.
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Peel describes itself as one of Britain’s leading infrastructure, transport and
real estate companies, based in Manchester (though actually located in the
Trafford Centre, a huge out-of-town shopping mall in Trafford). It has major landholdings in the North West (about 28,000 acres), stretching from the
Mersey Estuary into the heart of Manchester, among which the most important are the Manchester Ship Canal and Mersey Docks and Harbour Company. In a way, it is an old-fashioned company; family owned and still led by
its founder, Mr John Whittaker. He is known as a shrewd entrepreneur, who
is extremely persistent and often years ahead of the market. The company is
known for taking a long-term perspective and has a track record of being able
to deliver large projects in a region where this is not taken for granted. Yet it is
also known as extremely entrepreneurial, driven by the bottom line.
Ocean Gateway is a regional investment strategy for the corridor encompassing the Manchester and Liverpool city-regions and the spatial in-between.
The proposal includes 50 projects that are entirely drawn from their own portfolio, some of which are being realised independent of the concept. They are
grouped along three thematic lines (Peel, 2009):
> Transport and logistics. One very powerful marker is the notion of ‘SuperPort’, which is marked as ‘low carbon green corridor’ integrating various
modalities into a single logistics concept. In particular it wants to make better use of the massively underutilised Ship Canal. It involves key projects
such as Liverpool Seaport extension, Port Salford and the improvement of
Liverpool Airport.
> Communities and regeneration. Within this strand Peel groups a series of
flagship developments, large-scale urban projects, and some smaller housing and business schemes. Most prominent are the £10 billion waterfront
developments Wirral and Liverpool Waters on either side of the Mersey,
and Media City UK in Salford. Each scheme on its own is of national significance.
> Sustainable resources. The third theme involves large-scale investments in
renewable energy and waste projects (e.g. Mersey Tidal Power, Ince Marshes Waste Management Facilities). Yet it also includes green infrastructure
projects, in particular the powerful image of an Ocean Gateway Regional
Park inspired by Emscher Park in the Ruhr, Germany, and Thames Gateway Parklands, UK.
Though it might not have been a regional strategy, it was presented as one,
very much supported by planning arguments. Certainly in its appearance, it
does not differ much from typical planning documents by public authorities.
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When Ocean Gateway was launched a common reaction was: “It’s too Peel”.
The NWDA took up the gauntlet to build a strategy around Ocean Gateway that
would do justice to a much wider agenda than that of a private company only.
It commissioned some consultancy to work out Ocean Gateway into something
of a regional concept. The NWDA mainly reformulated the evidence base of
Ocean Gateway and broadened the concept, as it had to go through a political
process in the context of the North West region. Ocean Gateway became Atlantic Gateway and was launched in March 2010. Branded as the Thames Gateway
of the North, it sets out a framework for becoming a “low carbon, sustainable,
economic growth zone of international importance” (NWDA, 2010a, p. 6).
Though the reason for the existence of Atlantic Gateway is Peel, the document
does not refer to the property company. Despite not being mentioned, Peel can
be found everywhere in the document. Among the projects that join immediate priority for action, more than half are by Peel (NWDA, 2010a, p. 5). Atlantic Gateway has a slightly wider geography, in particular including Chester and
northern Cheshire, whereas Ocean Gateway was clearly focused on Peel’s landholdings along the Ship Canal. The central themes of Ocean Gateway have been
reshuffled without shifting the general direction, that is logistics, sustainable infrastructure and regeneration, with one exception: housing has been removed
from the strategy. It also has been enriched by a number of regional strategic
sites (see Wray, 2011), most notably Daresbury Science and Innovation Campus
in Halton, one of the sites of Government’s dipolar approach to science and
innovation policy (the other being Harwell in Oxfordshire). Atlantic Gateway
was a form of institutionalisation of Ocean Gateway: it located the concept of a
private sector company in the public realm.
Parallel to and independently from Atlantic Gateway the Adapting the Landscape study emerged within the NWDA, which only later became integrated
as a sub-strategy in the Atlantic Gateway framework (NWDA, 2010b). Peel’s
proposal of a regional park in Ocean Gateway gave the regional environmental planners a hook to commission a landscape strategy, after failed earlier attempts to locate the idea of a regional park system within the Regional Economic Strategy of the NWDA. The study was advanced in close cooperation
with the Mersey Basin Campaign, Natural England, Homes and Community
Agency, and Peel Holdings. It has been deliberately developed without asking
local authorities, simply because of the risk that Manchester might refuse the
strategy a priori. Peel recognised the importance of the quality of the environment for their ambitions and therefore regarded Adapting the Landscape a very
important contribution. As Peel’s respondent put it: “you won’t attract the right
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kind of companies employing significant numbers of people, unless you can
convince the executives and their families that it was okay to live in this area”.
The study works very much with economic arguments: green infrastructure as
important asset for the quality of life in urban regions to attract talent. It is a
landscape-driven study, which takes the spatial in-between—the Mersey River
and the Ship Canal—as starting point and connecting element. The study has
not yet reached the stage of tangible symbolic markers. It lists some exemplary,
existing projects that could become symbolic markers (e.g. the art feature The
Dream in St Helens). Although it deals with a different set of problems, it is
strongly connected with the growth agenda of Atlantic Gateway.
The challenge of dealing with an unusual proposal
In the aftermath of the 2010 UK elections and government’s announcement to
wind down regional institutions, a period of institutional uncertainty started.
Atlantic Gateway became disrupted and organisationally dislocated. When
Government invited local authorities and businesses to submit bids for LEPs,
Peel, to everyone’s surprise, submitted a bid for an Atlantic Gateway LEP,
which would sit alongside the other three sub-regional LEPs (Peel, 2010). It
is basically a delivery strategy of Atlantic Gateway, including a proposal for a
community environment fund that captures 1 per cent of all developments to
fund green infrastructure projects. Peel was afraid of the repercussions from
the abolition of regional institutions, in particular the NWDA:
All that we were trying to say was that a lot of work and effort went into creating
the Atlantic Gateway; let’s not lose it as local authorities retrench to their local administrative boundaries. We thought as a region for successive strategies, everyone
really got into that and could see the value of thinking regionally and thinking big,
[…] but now LEPs come out, rather than carry on thinking big they return to think
about local authority areas again. It seems to us really regressive. (Director, Peel)

Although Peel withdrew the bid a few days later after protests of the other
LEP consortia in the Gateway area, it had the desired effect, namely acknowledgement of Central Government. While the previous Labour Government
had stood at the sidelines, leaving Atlantic Gateway to the regional institutions, the subsequent Coalition Government supports it at the highest levels.
This is important since government is responsible for planning applications.
Liverpool and Wirral Waters, for instance, were amongst the first Enterprise
Zones, which implies eased planning regulations and tax discounts, a status
that was granted to Daresbury some month later, too. Peel has been in close
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contact with senior figures in government about Atlantic Gateway. The Prime
Minister himself, David Cameron, visited Wirral Waters and was pictured
with Peel’s strategic planning director, Peter Nears (Liverpool Daily Post, 2011).
Having put down this strong marker of an Atlantic Gateway LEP, regional
leaders could not ignore Atlantic Gateway as a concept and let it wither away
together with the closure of the NWDA. A working group agreed on a set of
key projects in line with the Atlantic Gateway strategy that required regional
coordination: Daresbury Science & Innovation Campus, port logistics, rail infrastructure and renewable energy schemes. The other projects are dealt with
by the respective LEP and the city-regions. Not by coincidence Peel installed
representatives on two of the three LEPs—only the Greater Manchester LEP is
‘Peel-free’—to make sure that Atlantic Gateway is sufficiently recognised. Two
boards will be responsible to carry the ideas further: the Atlantic Gateway
Partnership Board has been installed by regional leaders to discuss strategic
issues at the Atlantic Gateway geography and to ensure the delivery of key
projects, while the Adapting the Landscape Working Group will define meaningful projects for the community environment fund initiated by Peel.
In spite of the institutional dynamics caused by the abolition of regional
structures, a remarkable process has been set in. Atlantic Gateway is acknowledged by leading figures in Government, the region has established a special delivery vehicle in the form of the Atlantic Gateway Partnership Board,
and many of the projects are embedded in the LEP and city-region strategies.
There is a strategic vacuum at the regional level through the abolition of regional institutions that has not yet been filled by informal governance arenas.
Peel is the only party that currently operates at the regional level, while Government is not in the position anymore to carry out regional planning or even
wanting to do so. The two cities have retreated into their city-regions. It is still
too early to tell whether Atlantic Gateway will work in terms of leading to new
spatial practices across the Mersey corridor and the internalisation of a new
Atlantic Gateway geography. Thus far, it remains an alliance of convenience,
dictated by Peel rather than a regional dialogue driven by a joint agenda.
Symbolic markers for collective action?
Reframing the Manchester–Liverpool conurbation as Atlantic Gateway
through a private sector company, employing a series of symbolic markers,
challenged the institutional landscape. It implied rethinking the meaning of
city-region in the North West. The opportunity for a new understanding was
complicated through the institutional dynamics that were caused by the Gov-
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ernment abolishing regional institutions. However, the reasons for the reluctance of some stakeholders cannot be reduced to the change in government
structures. What we see so far is a company pursuing its plans, but no collective action. Why did the symbolising efforts for an emerging spatial corridor
not result in a joint strategy?
Ocean Gateway is an umbrella marker to signify the revival of the North
West. It was deliberately framed as a ‘Thames Gateway of the North’, referring
to the national development programme in Greater London and the South
East, to point out the sheer scale of the project which it even exceeds in terms
of investment volume. The Manchester Ship Canal is presented as a crucial
link between the two city-regions, in particular as a low carbon transport axis.
The narrative is underpinned by bold projects in the field of logistics, urban
development and environmental technologies. Atlantic Gateway shared similar symbolic meaning, but was more of a political compromise including some
regional priorities beyond the property companies’ projects. The environmental dimension takes a prominent position. Not only in the idea of a low carbon
economy, a widely shared policy goal across the conurbation, but also in the
transformation of the landscape into an economic asset. The idea of a regional
park was a strong image in the presentation of Peel’s Ocean Gateway and in
the Adapting the Landscape study.
Peel’s Ocean Gateway was a strategy intended to provoke a reaction among
local and regional authorities, seeking public sector buy-in for quicker planning permissions for their projects.
There is a belief that if you could understand the combined value of all these investments and all these complementary activities and deliver that under one umbrella, you could make your case for government for support way necessary for
planning arguments; it would provide the strategic narrative to justify planning
decisions for these kinds of initiatives. […] So we have brought forward Ocean
Gateway and now Atlantic Gateway to get Government to support the idea of specific infrastructure and other investments in this area. (Director, Peel)

Once Atlantic Gateway was agreed as a public sector strategy, the main intention was to group local authorities behind the concept. But it also served
as a document that Peel could wave to Chinese investors, demonstrating investment volume and government support—both essential requirements for
them. Adapting the Landscape and the community environment fund was
directed towards environmental bodies such as the Land Trust or the Community Forests.
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The symbolisation of the Manchester–Liverpool conurbation is driven by
Peel and, until its closure, by the NWDA. Bringing together Liverpool and
Manchester had been on the NWDA’s agenda from day one (Senior officer,
NWDA). It had a compelling logic, because the two cities form the heavily
urbanised zone of the North West that is the engine of the regional economy.
The NWDA was crucial in installing Ocean Gateway in the public realm; otherwise the concept would have remained a private sector initiative. Nonetheless, a large share of the symbolic markers still originates from Peel. The Coalition government is very much in favour of private sector led development
and proves its support for Atlantic Gateway at various occasions, but rather
than creating another ‘Thames Gateway’, that is a national project controlled
by Parliament, it handles planning application on a one-to-one basis and de
facto accepts the property developer’s concept as a regional plan. Moreover, it
abolished regional institutions, promoting the self-organising capacity of local authorities and the private sector in LEPs instead.
Ocean Gateway and subsequently Atlantic Gateway, created a lot of excitement, but not only positive. The proposal can certainly be seen as a frame
to link the properties of Peel and maximise the value of their landholdings.
The level of support by local authorities varied, depending on the number of
schemes planned within their boroughs. In general terms, Liverpool City Region is more inclined towards the concept than Greater Manchester. It desperately needs investment, which Peel is going to deliver. The waterfront developments Wirral and Liverpool Waters account for £10 billion and will be able
to put Liverpool back on the map. Liverpool Waters is a flagship for the shift
from a cultural city towards a city that also has a real economy. That allows
them to overlook that Peel was imposing its plans upon Liverpool City Council. The port logistics projects in the Mersey estuary will strengthen Merseyside’s gateway function and promise the rebirth of Liverpool as leading port.
The strongest opposition stems from Manchester City Council and, to a
lesser degree, Greater Manchester. Manchester City Council has been furiously against Ocean Gateway and symbolically stayed away when Atlantic
Gateway was launched. It is not without certain irony that Manchester City
Council sold the Ship Canal to Peel in 1991, which lies at the very root of
Ocean Gateway. Manchester had set up the Manchester Independent Economic Review to prove that public money is better spent in the city-regions
(and preferably in Greater Manchester) than in the countryside. So, they
fought tooth and nail against the idea of a corridor, because this could mean
more businesses and houses in Warrington and the like. They emphatical-
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ly stressed the link with Leeds city region, which by most interviewees was
considered as a red herring to annoy Liverpool. Thus Manchester offered its
modus operandum, that is the successful collaboration within Greater Manchester, as a better alternative to Atlantic Gateway.
Atlantic Gateway did not fully reflect the existing power relations. Manchester has not been sufficiently taken on board by Peel and the NWDA. They
felt slightly undervalued as growth engine of the national economy and indicated a regional imbalance in the Atlantic Gateway framework: “Whilst Manchester city region accounts for the large majority of the predicted growth,
the majority of the projects lie outside of Manchester” (AGMA, 2010, §5.2).
In addition, it seems that Peel tried to drive a wedge between Manchester and
Salford, two important boroughs for the political coherence of Greater Manchester. Salford profits highly from Peel’s investments. For instance, with the
support of the NWDA, Peel managed to persuade the BBC to come to the
North West and locate in the £650 million project Media City UK at Salford
Quays, which also involved the transfer of existing BBC offices from Manchester. This has not done much good to the already tense relationship between Peel and Manchester City Council, in particular between John Whittaker, the chairman of Peel, and Sir Howard Bernstein, the chief executive and
architect of Manchester’s renaissance. For instance, Peel had openly agitated
against Manchester’s intended congestion charge before a referendum—with
success. Nonetheless, the internal coherence of Greater Manchester is one of
the strongest institutions that no one sacrifices. Salford certainly did not want
to risk open disagreement with Manchester City Council.
In conclusion, the symbolic markers for the emerging conurbation have
not become internalised at the conurbation level yet. Property developer Peel
managed to get some political buy-in by bringing policy issues to the fore that
matter to the region, such as a low carbon economy, regional park development, and not the least bold projects. In return, their projects were integrated
into local and sub-regional planning frameworks. However, Ocean Gateway
has not become a collective vision, but remains mainly the bold investment
strategy of a property and logistics company. It was developed and presented
by Peel without prior consultation of local authorities. The partnership approach Peel propagates contrasts with the way the company interacts with
local authorities. In terms of legitimacy, Peel’s overriding business interest is
problematic in itself. Atlantic Gateway did not change this sufficiently. The
strongest public actor, Manchester City Council, is still reluctant and was
somewhat left out by Peel and the NWDA: to some extent, Atlantic Gateway
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is more a symbol for the renaissance of Liverpool as a port city than an integrated Liverpool–Manchester strategy. To complicate matters further, Manchester’s attitude towards regional policies, in particular when originating
from Peel, is not very open-minded. Manchester’s stronghold is still working
through unchallenged political leadership, underlined by an economic success story, so that there is minimal space for a spatial narrative parallel to
Greater Manchester. In the turbulent period after the announced closure of
the NWDA the unstable institutional conditions were not in favour of regional planning either. City-regionalism in its old guise—understood as a city and
a tightly bounded ring of local authorities—is rather strengthened. Central
Government made no attempts to encourage public-private coproduction at
the conurbation level, but champions the entrepreneur.
Conclusion
Through the analysis of a recent strategic planning initiative for the Manchester–Liverpool conurbation utilising strong symbolic markers this article reveals the difficulties of institutionalising the city of the 21st century with its
smooth transitions between centre and periphery in the mindset of policymakers and politicians. The theoretical model started with the premise that
symbolic markers for institutional change, in this case to transform the institution of the city and how it is constituted, require institutional embeddedness through the internalisation into the human mindset of actors. It is in the
daily practices of these actors (private, public and civic) that the new meaning is validated and reproduced. Developing symbolic markers for today’s
poly-nuclear urban landscape, when its meaning is not yet fully crystallised,
poses a challenge because there are strong institutional forces reproducing
established patterns. The cities have difficulties to reconcile themselves in new
governance arenas and define appropriate projects for a new urban agenda,
in particular when there is heavy inter-city competition and no incentives for
strategic planning at this emerging level of scale.
The one-sided origin of the symbolic markers and the selectiveness of the
encoded message often reflect the limited scope of the coalition that reproduces symbolic meaning. That implies that the symbolisation, and accordingly internalisation of meaning, remains within a limited group of stakeholders,
set off against alternative spatial narratives. The internalisation of the symbolic meaning—an urban configuration with a varied hierarchy—then competes
with the established institutions of the often tightly bounded city-region or
the ideal of the ‘old’ compact city or affluent small towns and communities in
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the countryside that define themselves as antipode to the large urban cores.
These established institutions have a variety of symbolic markers at hand
that are oriented towards social relations of the past. Rather then resulting in
collective action, it leads to confrontation. Successful symbolic markers for
change manage to reconstruct current institutional meaning by identifying
symbolic markers that highlight change without resulting in contestation. It
therefore requires markers that—at least in combination—go beyond narrow
agendas of a select group of players.
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6
Symbolising the future metropolis: conditions for successful
institutional innovation
[Dembski, S. & W. Salet, contribution to a special issue edited by Willem Salet
and Sebastian Dembski proposed to an international academic journal]
Symbolic markers (metaphors, spatial concepts, profiling landmarks, etc.) are widely employed
in planning practices in order to organise focus and to mobilise social energies in line with a
certain planning mission. Avoiding the risk of planning subjectivism, the authors adopt an institutional approach to understand the real meaning of symbols. The meaning of symbolic markers is investigated in three advanced cases of urban transformation: the Rotterdam Rijnmond,
the Cologne/Bonn region and the Manchester–Liverpool conurbation. The analysis highlights
the latent conflicts between grown institutions and the changing interpretations under new
contextual conditions. The authors claim that isolated display of symbolic markers will not gain
momentum for urban change; it is necessary to understand the underlying dilemmas of grown
institutions and how these can be reconstructed.

Introduction
Symbolic markers are widely employed in planning practices in order to organise focus and to mobilise social energies in line with a certain planning
mission. Examples of symbolic markers are abundant in urban planning, such
as the use of linguistic tropes and metaphors, spatial concepts and the profiling with landmarks or expressions of iconic architecture (Throgmorton 1996;
Eckstein, 2003; Gospodini, 2006; Healey, 2004; Oosterlynck et al. 2011; Salet
and Gualini, 2007). The impact of symbolisation in social interaction and
in processes of planning can hardly be overestimated (Fischer and Forester,
1993). Still, we take a cautious and critical position in analysing the meaning of
symbols, being apprehensive of the implicit risks of planning subjectivism and
the instrumental use of symbols that are introduced by planners in order to
line up social action. Usually, the position of planners is not so central in processes of social change and the symbols that really count are often not invented
by those who are planning or inducting processes of change. The inflation of
instrumental symbolisation in practices of planning is increasingly belied by
different and even opposing outcomes. For this reason, we adopt an institutional position in analysing the meaning and impact of symbolic markers in
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planning processes. Thus, we hypothesise that the real meaning of symbolic
markers, their credibility and salience, depends on the normative patterns and
rules that condition the behaviour of the relevant participants.
Taking an institutional position is helpful in identifying the plausibility of
symbolic markers. In cases of planning subjectivism or instrumentalism (for
instance branding the future of a city as ‘entrepreneurial’, ‘creative’, or ‘sustainable’ without a serious connection to the real conditions of underlying social
interaction) it is easy to unravel the mismatch between the symbolic markers
and the underlying institutional conditions. If urban planners are planning
the innovation of a city while neglecting the patterned norms and expectations of the citizens, it is not very likely that symbolic markers will mobilise social energies. Such symbolisation rather portrays the distance between
planners and a community.
Conversely, we adopted the institutional perspective to investigate the
meaning of symbolic markers in completely different processes: the experimental processes of urban change in which normative patterns and institutional rules are not yet been settled. We are interested in the processes of urban transformation. For more than a century, the patterns of urbanisation
in Europe have been characterised by tendencies of ‘core-centric’ expansion,
maintaining and even strengthening the central position of the urban core
under the wide expansion of urban areas. Over the last two decades, however,
patterns of urbanisation have become more complicated in decentralised and
polycentric configurations creating new overlaps of ‘in-between cities’ and
‘post-suburban’ tapestries (Phelps and Wood, 2011; Musterd et al., 2006). The
processes of urban transformation generate new city-regional challenges to
mitigate the negative consequences of ecological and functional fragmentation and the social polarisation of the contemporary metropolis. Urban
regions all over Europe are experimenting with strategies to address urban
transformation and the potential role of symbolic markers is evident in the
profiling of the directions of change.
Adopting an institutional approach to investigate the experimental processes
of urban change brings in some puzzling intricacies. The structural change of
city is recognised in urban research but institutional patterns have not yet been
established with regards to the changing city: not in the legal institutions of urban governance nor in the expectations of citizens and their political representatives. On the contrary, all established institutions tend to conserve the city of the
past making institutional path dependency a problem rather than asset for the
explanation of change. For this reason, we need an explicit view on institutional
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innovation to analyse the real meaning of the symbolisation of urban change.
Inspired by Bourdieu, we adopt an active perception of institutional analysis—
labelled via the concept of ‘instituting’—which assumes a permanent process of
reconstruction of the meaning of institutions (reproduction, re-interpretation
and permanent inculcation of social norms) (Bourdieu, 1991).
The statement of this paper is that new interpretation of institutions is needed to underpin the real meaning of symbolic markers of urban transformation
and that the symbolic markers in turn help to further institute the social expectations of participants. Thus, the paper investigates how symbolic markers are
institutionally embedded and how they condense new patterns of expectation.
This exploration gives explicit attention to the latent conflicts between established institutions and the changing interpretations under new contextual conditions. We expect that symbolic markers paying tribute to historically evolved
institutional meaning and simultaneously adding new interpretation under the
changing circumstances, will give a more effective underpinning of symbolic
markers than markings solely of abrupt change. These dilemmas of institutional
interpretation are important to understand the meaning of symbolic markers.
The isolated display of symbolic markers does not give a solid base to explain
how urban strategies might gain momentum for collective action.
Our argument builds on the empirical findings in three advanced case
studies in the Rotterdam Rijnmond, the Cologne/Bonn region and the Manchester–Liverpool conurbation that made an attempt to come to grips with
the transforming urban landscape and to institute a new understanding of
the future metropolis. For this sake, desk research has been conducted, and
interviews have been undertaken with planners, policymakers, private sector
parties, civic groups and academics (about 15 per case study).
The objective and subjective meaning of symbolic catalysers
In his seminal work Frame Analysis Erving Goffman makes a principal distinction between frames and framing (Goffmann, 1974). Framing is the act of
communication in which agents (for instance planners) take an active role in
symbolising reality, in order to catch an audience or to mobilise social action.
It is an instrumental act, deliberately produced in order to catalyse processes
toward a certain outcome. Planning, usually, is much interested in this active dimension of framing for the sake of desired states (Faludi, 1996; Salet
and Gualini, 2007). Frame theory, however, is concerned with an objectivised
qualification of the world under investigation. Frames are social constructs in
reality that condition our way of thinking, whether they bring us to desired
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outcomes or not. Reflecting on the meaning of symbolic markers, we have to
be aware of the same duality of subjective and objectivised meaning. Symbolic markers are not just instruments of agents of change to catalyse processes of social action; they are not invented by planners for the sake of the
act of planning. They play a pivotal role in the communication of meaning
by making institutions visible and reminding us of whom we are and what we
are (Alexander, 2004; Berger and Luckmann, 1966; Bourdieu, 1991; Friedland
and Alford, 1991; Dembski and Salet, 2010; Nas, 2011). Being aware of the objectivised meaning of symbolic markers is extremely helpful, in particular in
positions where an active role is expected.
Our interest is in symbolic markers in planning that highlight and accelerate an ongoing transformation. We argue that symbolic markers have indeed
the potential to function as catalysts of change mobilising collective action,
if they are perceived as authentic—thus reflect objectivised meaning—and if
they are repeatedly displayed. The process of symbolisation can be perceived
as a cultural performance, defined as the “process by which actors, individually or in concert, display for others the meaning of their social situation” (Alexander, 2004, p. 529). In a successful performance, the actor and the audience
“share a mutual belief in the descriptive and prescriptive validity of the display” (Alexander, 2004, p. 527). Such symbolic performances strongly relate to
the cultural context and the extent to which the underlying expectations are
internalised (Alexander, 2004; Bourdieu, 1991).
Today’s plural societies greatly differ from those societies studied by early
anthropologists and the predominance of ritual action in organising social life
has disappeared. However, symbols in planning, ideally, are not displayed to
change the world but to create a performative moment on certain elements.
The challenge is thus to create with the help of symbolic markers a moment of
coalescence within a fragmented society, providing salience for collective action, and thus a new understanding of the contemporary city (i.e. institutional
innovation). To provide new meaning to the transforming urban landscape in
cities requires symbolic markers and an encoded message that is perceived as
real. This symbolic imposition is nothing else than a “well-founded delusion”
(Bourdieu, 1991: 120) that works better if matching objective differences. Effective symbolic markers therefore cannot be randomly created but have to be
embedded in the cultural context.
We have pointed out the problem that there are no established symbolic
markers for institutional meaning that still has to evolve. Yet in each urban
region there are many symbolic markers to be discovered that are deeply em-
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bedded in the cultural context, often relating to history, and easily to activate.
Such symbolic markers can challenge institutional meaning without resulting
in confrontation. The risk is in symbolic markers that are perceived as alien.
A key challenge is to mobilise symbolic markers that refer to what is known
but at the same time are infused with new meaning. The search for potential
symbolic markers needs to engage in the local culture and history to discover
symbolic markers that have a coalescing potential and at the same time rejuvenate established institutional patterns. This process of institutional rejuvenation through the work of symbolic markers is not a one-time affair, but
needs to be repeated continuously.
Institutionalisation as reconstruction
Institutions are defined in this article as patterns of social norms that guide,
but do not determine, social interaction. Intrinsic to institutions is their general durability. Changing institutions upfront implies confrontation in which
symbols are used to underline the positions (Swidler, 1986), yet it is not the
smooth transition through collective action that many planning strategies aim
at because conflicts easily lead to disturbance. For the institutional activation
of the new city this requires recognition and reinterpretation of existing institutional norms.
Here, the distinction between construction and reconstruction is of importance. Construction is in line with a prescriptive design tradition that neglects the evolving character of institutions and ‘creates’ institutions that are
potentially disembedded. They mainly represent ideas of a planning subject
that are tried to win the approval of the planning object. The external imposition of institutions is a key mistake that leads to resistance as one may expect
(Ostrom, 1999: 281). An actor then relies on elements of ‘power over’ rather
than ‘power to’ (Stoker, 1995). Our research focuses on the internalisation of
new social norms and not on the coercion of power to realise projects. The
formalisation of social norms in regulation is the end of rule making process
(Berger and Luckmann, 1966; Buitelaar et al., 2011; Ostrom, 1990; Salet, 2002)
but even then the establishment of rules is the beginning of their continuous reproduction of compliance. Ostrom therefore speaks of working rules or
rules in use as opposed to rules in form (Ostrom 1990: 51).
Reconstruction builds upon new interpretations of existing institutions that
question settled spatial practices. In this sense, institutional change becomes an
endeavour to instil existing institutions with new meaning. It requires serious
work in building a coalition for institutional change that also bears the conse-
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quences. Ostrom reminds us that a unitary approach, whether state or market, may prove less fruitful than self-organising behaviour (Ostrom, 1999: 278).
New social norms work better if these are supported and internalised by a large
group. It is the search for the fractures in the existing institutions that can be
broken open by embedding the institutional meaning of symbolic markers in
the action space. Institutionalisation is a process and not a finite state.
Symbolic markers for change in practices of planning
The case studies that have been selected represent fascinating experiments in
metropolitan regions across Europe that attempted to create new identity in
the post-industrial landscape of the urban periphery. The socio-economic,
political and cultural viability and coherence of urban regions is one of the
most challenging tasks of the new urban agenda. The perception of contemporary cities is still rooted in the old dichotomies of centre and periphery but
the actual changes do not wait. The cases are comparative in a sense that they
deal with the problems of a metropolitan setting, but it is rather the variety of
the planning strategies and national contexts that we can analyse attempts of
purposeful institutional innovation.
From our conceptual framework we distil indicators for successful symbolisations. What kind of efforts did the planners undertake to discover institutional meaning in transformation? Therefore we shortly introduce the cases
and their ambition, that is, the established institutional order that is to be
challenged. Firstly, we examine the efforts with regards to the inculcation and
reminding of pattern norms. Secondly, we analyse the relationship between
the symbolic markers and the local culture and history. Thirdly, we look into
the symbolising actors: the encoded message, by whom, and for whom. Lastly,
we inspect the action space, whether relevant stakeholders have been taken
on board or were left out. Each strategy will shortly be introduced before the
analytical layers are addressed.
Quality of life for the Rotterdam Rijnmond
Rotterdam Rijnmond is a prototypical in-between space, strongly dominated by
the Port of Rotterdam that extends 40 kilometres from the city centre towards
the North Sea. The logistics and infrastructure works of the port contrast with
the surrounding villages that have been absorbed in several rounds of extension. The most recent extension of the seaport, the Maasvlakte 2, resulted in a
regional strategy for Rotterdam Rijnmond combining economic development
with liveability objectives under the umbrella of the national project Mainport
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Development Rotterdam (Van Gils and Klijn, 2007). It involves an extra investment of €300 million into the regional quality of life, of which the major share
is reserved for the development of 750 hectares of regional green space within a
maximum distance of 15 kilometres to the city centre of Rotterdam. The singlemost important project has been the transformation of Midden-IJsselmonde
(600 hectares and €125 million investment), a rural polder landscape in the vicinity of Rotterdam, into a nature and recreation area. Instead of regional integration of the polder landscape it resulted in resistance (Dembski, 2012).
In 1993 the transformation of Midden-IJsselmonde became formalised,
but it was only by linking it with the Maasvlakte 2 in 2000 that it was more
than a wishful policy option. The plans lingered around in policy circuits for a
while, until awareness grew in the local municipality where those plans had to
be realised. National government proposed the transformation of the northern part into a recreation area with woodlands and the southern part into
wetland nature, which involved the acquisition of all the land. Under the leadership of the Province of South-Holland the future of Midden-IJsselmonde
took shape, while these plans had to be legally implemented by the municipality in a land-use plan. Implicitly the transformation implied the integration
of Midden-IJsselmonde in the urban fabric, to see it as part of the city. In so
doing, the understanding of the municipality as a place that functions independently from the core city was challenged. It resulted in fierce resistance
and a long-lasting legal procedure that has only recently been settled. In the
meantime, inhabitants and the municipality had jointly worked on an alternative plan that would seek the limits of the national policy guideline. For the
environmental organisation this was an insufficient proposal.
Planners made little efforts to inculcate the transformation of Midden-IJsselmonde as integral part of the green infrastructure for the Rijnmond area in
the beginning of the project and realised too late the need to identify positive
symbolic markers. In the beginning it was regarded as a bureaucratic act by
the Province and the main challenge was to secure government funding. The
meaning of the future landscape became only tangible in a wide variety of
images. The transformation was not seen enough as a process in which local
politicians and inhabitants needed to be prepared. Only at later stage, when
the resistance was already strong, the Province made an effort to become more
visible and mobilise some local markers such as the care farm Buytenhof or
organising some events in the polder.
The history and identity of the polder was strongly neglected in the first
proposals for the landscape transformation. The discussion was very much
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about the final picture (certain habitats such as tidal nature) and quantitative objectives (6 million visits) that were alienating, instead of taking the
valued polder landscape as a starting point. As a result, the existing cultural
landscape almost became a negative point of references in the planning images. The masses of Rotterdammers coming to visit the polders were vividly
imagined. Every stakeholder communicated its visions except for the local
level—the municipality did not have one and the inhabitants did not want
anything to change. This became problematic as far as the national policy requested broad support, whereas these images resulted in the mobilisation of
inhabitants counter to the transformation. The symbolic markers, as far as
we can speak of them as such, were disconnected. No attempts were made to
connect with existing local initiatives. Ironically, as a countermovement, new
initiatives emerged that operate independently from the Province but are in
line with the ambitions, such as farmers that invite the Rotterdammers and
schools to visit the polder.

Rhoon
Portland

River
Oude Maas

Figure 6.1 Albrandwaardse Variant. This plan emerged as an influential alternative to the
top-down plans by the Province to sustain the agricultural sector within the margins set by
national policy (Source: Gemeente Albrandswaard)
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Although the Province of South-Holland is the project leader, the origin
of the symbolisation is with the nature and recreation organisations. Environmental organisations were pushing for a substantial area in Rotterdam to be
developed into new, preferably tidal, nature. This resulted in a policy agreement in the early 1990s that formed the basis of a quid pro quo between Rotterdam and environmental organisations. It was framed as an improvement of
the quality of life of the environment of Rotterdam city-region. This vision for
the polders was embraced by other public actors that wanted the port extension, and became finally a national policy objective as the decision-making
shifted to the national level.
While it was regarded a part of a national project to the benefit of the Rijnmond area, the power of the local level (municipality, citizens, farmers) was
underestimated. From the very beginning, it was considered on the regional
level only. While environmental organisations have (legitimate) sectoral interests, the Province and the City-Region simply took those over. The ambition to commit stakeholders to a shared vision failed because of this narrow
focus on a specific sector interest represented by environmental organisations.
The Province as the project leader responsible for the implementation of national policy became ‘sandwiched’ between the environmental organisations
requesting the quick realisation of their plans and the local community rejecting any kind of action. When local actors presented an alternative plan
that would fulfil the national requirements. This plan, the ‘Albrandwaardse
Variant’, would have also involved the acquisition of all land to prevent it from
further urbanisation, but it also would have separated the ground speculators
and other landowners from the citizenry. The Province hesitated to embrace it
and, as a consequence, failed to mobilise those local actors willing to change.
It is a missed opportunity, in particular considering the €125 million reserved
only for this particular project.
New urban spaces in the Cologne/Bonn region
The ‘Regionale’ programme is the innovative policy of the German Land of
North Rhine-Westphalia to stimulate regional cooperation and identity formation (Wachten, 2004). The idea of the programme was strongly inspired by
the Emscher Park IBA, which followed a steered bottom-up philosophy of locally proposed projects that confirm to regionally agreed standards. The 2010
edition of the programme was organised by the Cologne/Bonn region, whose
bid with the title ‘Brückenschläge (Bridging)’ had been accepted in 2002. A call
for projects resulted in a series of projects—mainly submitted by local author-
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ities—that were approved by a board of regional leaders. The metropolitan
character of this edition came to the fore in the special attention that was paid
to the urban periphery, in particular through the development of green infrastructure as a connecting element. One theme of the Regionale 2010 labelled
‘Gärten der Technik (Gardens of Technology)’ attracted our attention because
it tried to change the meaning of active sites of production as an integral and
attractive part of the city. Two Regionale projects in the periphery of Cologne
have been analysed in detail: ‘Chemtech’ in Wesseling and ‘Terra Nova’ in the
Rhenish Mining District (Dembski, forthcoming, a).
The first project, Chemtech, symbolised the resurgence of a somewhat neglected, industrial town that turns the perceived disadvantage of large-scale
chemical conglomerates into a unique selling point. Wesseling, a mediumsized town on the Rhine halfway between Cologne and Bonn, is well known
for its chemical-industrial complexes that constitute a spectacular skyline.
While urban development had turned its back on these large complexes that
form a hard edge, the project aimed for a realistic exposure to the chemical industries through their integration, physically but also mentally. To this

Figure 6.2 Spatial concept of Chemtech emphasising the three North–South axes (A 555
chemtech I stadtraum
motorway,
tram line 16, and the Rhine promenade) and the connection between the station
and the Rhine (Source: Regionale 2010 Agency)
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end, the local municipality developed plans for an information centre about
the chemical industry and its companies in Wesseling, the ‘Forum Chemtech’,
which would be located in a ‘Chemistry Landscape Park’ at the redesigned
waterfront. Additionally, it involved a series of minor symbolic markers scattered throughout the city at important entrance situations, such as platforms,
information boards and little artworks, reminding the spectator on the vivid
chemical legacy in Wesseling. While it is certainly an inspiring and innovative
idea, the plans were abandoned due to strong resistance from the citizens and
a lack of (financial) commitment by the chemical companies.
In the initial proposals, a series of in particular physical markers were included to inculcate the meaning of chemical town. However, they only existed
on paper and none of those has been realised to date. The idea clearly builds
upon a history as a chemical production site that started around 1880 and
established the rise of Wesseling from a small village to an industrial town,
which is home to the largest refinery of Germany. Thus, taking the chemical
sector as the point of departure and building the town’s image on these assets
seemed like teaching a fish to swim. Yet, there is another story to be told. The
incorporation into Cologne in 1975 that was successfully appealed against at
court in 1976, gave rise to an urban development policy symbolically underlining the town’s independence, which left Wesseling with an oversized, modernist town centre, with only a few parts of the original village remaining on
the banks of the river Rhine. And it is this very place that the local authority
considered the ideal place for the five-story glass tower hosting the Forum
Chemtech, clashing with the idyllic image of a village on the Rhine that is no
more. This became particularly manifest in the debate on a linden alley, a typical element of Rhine villages, to be cut down. The plans were strongly refused
by citizens, who felt that the key symbolic marker clashed with the townscape
and violated the remnants of the Rhine village.
The symbolisation of the chemical industries as integral part of the identity,
unfortunately, remained a project of the municipality, supported by the Regionale 2010 Agency, though being critical about the approach of Wesseling.
Several attempts have been made to commit the chemical sector, but the initiative was always taken by the municipality that came as a petitioner asking
to support their plans. The companies welcomed the idea of Chemtech, but
proved reluctant to guarantee financial contributions for a project with unclear
benefits. Little energy has been spent to champion the civic domain and engage
them in the symbolisation. The majority of the population was confronted with
the results of the design competition that leaked to the press weeks in advance
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of the scheduled presentation on a public event. Once the negative tone was
set in the local press, Chemtech had little chance to thrive with such negative
publicity. In the end, the municipal planners and the mayor stood alone and
had to abandon the symbolisation of the chemical legacy in Wesseling.
The Terra Nova project, in contrast, is one of the success stories of the Regionale 2010. It has been realised on the territory of three local authorities in
the Rhenish Mining District in the western periphery of Cologne, where lignite is excavated for energy production. Gigantic bucket wheel excavators and
mega-power stations form impressive landmarks in a terrain that resembles a
lunar landscape. The Regionale 2010 provided the framework to rethink the
potential of the mining landscape in the future. A master plan with the inspiring title ‘Zukunftslandschaft Energie (Energy Landscape of the Future)’ sets
out the strategy to create a spectacular, attractive landscape and to provide
a long-term economic impulse for the time when extracting is completed in
2045. To this end former mining (infra)structures have been re-used for recreation purposes and the current operations of the energy landscape (lignite
mining and energy production) are highlighted. For instance, a conveyor belt
has been transformed into a ‘Speedway’ for recreationists, landscaping of an

20

Figure 6.3 The Speedway (left) and the Dune Landscape Glesch (right) are two examples of
how the mining landscape has been staged (Photo: Regionale 2010 Agency)
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overburden pile, or an information and exhibition centre with a panorama
over the 400-metres crater has been built. The centrepiece of Terra Nova is
an inter-municipal technology park with a focus on energy and agriculture
around an innovative biogas plant producing natural gas. Introducing a new
view on the mining landscape by accepting and presenting it, as opposed to
the established practice of hiding the mining activities and re-cultivating the
land into its pseudo-original state. Such a transformation is not self-evident
in a region where the lignite mining operations have a severe impact on communities, such as resettlements and pollution.
Terra Nova aims to provide a new understanding of the active mining
landscape as well as marking the energy competence as economic profile. This
is done by reusing elements of the mining infrastructure for new purposes
and staging inspiring places so as to remind inhabitants of past, present and
future of their region. The new energy landscape becomes visible within activities that have emerged in the technology park in the field of future-oriented
energy concepts. In so doing they build forth on the tradition of a meanwhile
deeply rooted mining culture that is mobilised for the transformation into a
post-mining landscape. The opencast mining method has caused severe scars
in people’s lives, while becoming a social fact that has enduringly changed a
formerly agricultural area. It was therefore a crucial preamble in the design
competition to realise an authentic landscape without creating a museum.
Past and present structures (speedway, opencast mine) are made accessible,
while the new energy landscape builds on the skills available in the region, in
particular in the sphere of the energy company.
Initially, Terra Nova had very little ambitions in terms of symbolising
change, until the qualification process broadened the project. The message
is directed to the inhabitants and the market. Local and regional inhabitants
are invited to experience the active brownfield landscape as the authentic
landscape that it is: heavily marked yet with its own spectacular beauty. Terra
Nova is understood as a gesture giving land back that has been inaccessible for
decades. The economic component is directed towards the market, research
institutes and the agricultural sector, though the latter was not convinced of
Terra Nova (in particular the idea of energy plants), to point out the strengths
of the area in the field of energy technology and production. While the coalition of local authorities, the county and RWE Power are united in this shared
message to the outside world, Terra Nova has also an encoded message that
works internally. The company aims to give a positive message to the region
and demonstrates its responsibility to positively affect the acceptance for their
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operations. For the municipalities, Terra Nova is a symbol for their regained
planning strength and to take their future into their own hands in the regional
power play of interests for the post-mining landscape.
Terra Nova has resulted in a collective action of actors that reflect very
well the regional power landscape. Nothing goes without RWE (and nothing against). RWE Power realised the speedway and the Forum Terra Nova,
continues to invest in R&D around the Niederaußem power plant (framed as
Coal Innovation Centre), and is also a partner and potential investor in the
technology park. Other important actors from agriculture and water management were contacted in an early phase to settle potential conflicts, in particular about the loss of agricultural land. The renowned Jülich Research Centre
is an important actor within the region that has been won to underpin the energy landscape of the future. In particular citizens were consulted intensively
from the very beginning. The embryonic coalition reflects the landscape of
power, but new lines need to be set out to continue the process of inculcation.
A Gateway for the Manchester–Liverpool conurbation
In 2008 property developer Peel Group launched Ocean Gateway, an ambitious,
long-term investment scheme worth £50 billion to develop the Manchester Ship
Canal corridor comprising of the Manchester and Liverpool city-regions and
the spatial in-between. The Peel Group is a leading infrastructure, transport
and real estate company in the UK, with major assets and significant landholdings in the North West, such as the Mersey Docks and Harbour Company and
the Manchester Ship Canal. Ocean Gateway draws upon the companies’ portfolio of 50 projects in the field of transport and logistics, urban development, and
the environment, such as the waterfront developments Liverpool and Wirral
Waters, MediaCityUK in Salford, a proposal for an integrated transport and
logistics concept including a new container terminal and an inter-modal freight
terminal on the Ship Canal (‘SuperPort’), and even a regional park system. It
was intended as an economic growth strategy bringing together the Manchester
and Liverpool city-regions (Dembski, forthcoming, b).
Under the leadership of the Northwest Development Agency (NWDA)
it has been further enhanced and renamed into Atlantic Gateway. In addition, an environmental study, Adapting the Landscape, was conducted that
became part of the strategy (collaborative effort of quango’s, NWDA and
Peel). However, Ocean Gateway, and subsequently Atlantic Gateway, was received as a mixed blessing, in particular in Greater Manchester. The strategy
experienced a major setback when the newly elected Coalition Government
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abolished regional institutions in favour of sub-regional Local Enterprise
Partnerships (LEPs). The Atlantic Gateway geography became sub-divided
into three LEPs (Greater Manchester, Liverpool City Region and Cheshire &
Warrington). By submitting a parallel bid to the Government for an Atlantic
Gateway LEP, which was withdrawn shortly after, Peel prevented local authorities from retrenching in their boundaries. Regional leaders established
an Atlantic Gateway Partnership Board, consisting of public and private actors, which has only recently established a draft working programme defining priorities for action (AGPB, 2012).
The efforts for the institutionalisation of Ocean Gateway mainly remain in
the sphere of an abstract concept. In order to make Ocean Gateway known,
Peel presented the concept on many occasions. They were closely involved in
and supported initiatives that helped them, such as the Adapting the Landscape study of the NWDA. Once the regional institutions disappeared, they
proposed an Atlantic Gateway LEP to further institutionalise the concept. The
property developer made sure that Atlantic Gateway is sufficiently recognised.
But on a more practical level as a daily experience, the Atlantic Gateway geography remains pretty invisible. It is dealt with at a very strategic level. Atlantic
Gateway has a lot of stand-alone markers expressing its economic ambitions
and it includes an integrated logistics strategy to physically connect the region, but it has few tangible markers that symbolise the Manchester and Liverpool city-regions as an integrated conurbation in the daily experience of
inhabitants. This is recognised, but so far the plans on this matter such as an
Atlantic Gateway Park are no more than vague ambitions.
Bringing together Liverpool and Manchester has a compelling logic since
the cities are so close, but the dominant picture of their relation is a long history of competition (Chape and Wray, 2012). In the 18th and 19th century
Liverpool was on the forefront of maritime trade and Manchester the world’s
first industrial city. Liverpool thrived on the port taxes paid by the Manchester
merchants. In reaction, Manchester built the Manchester Ship Canal, opening in 1894, to bypass the port of Liverpool and have direct access to the sea.
While Manchester has clearly outpaced Liverpool after the industrial crisis,
the rivalry continues for public investment. In the 1990s Liverpool tried to
block the second runway of Manchester airport. The current debate on High
Speed 2, in which Liverpool threatens to loose out against Manchester, is the
coming struggle. In contrast, Peel stresses the Ship Canal corridor as a historic
backbone of economic prosperity and joint assets. It also builds on Liverpool’s
history as an international gateway. Peel’s own history is that of a company
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that relentlessly pushes its interests, if necessary at odds with everyone else as
the Trafford Centre demonstrates (Evers, 2008).
The main message of Atlantic Gateway is an economic rationale with an
environmental touch. By joining forces, Liverpool and Manchester could unlock their potential for sustainable, low-carbon economic growth and balance
the UK economy. In so doing the, the old North–South divide is mobilised:
rather than seeing one another as competitors, London and the South East is
identified as the real threat for the North West economy. This message stems
from Peel and has been embraced by the NWDA. Peel had massive economic
agenda, and the NWDA finally had a strong partner with whom to realise
its agenda of bringing the two cities together. On the one hand, Peel and the
NWDA sought the support of partners within the region (local authorities,
quango’s and private sector). Yet it also gives an important message to the outside world that the area is a place worthwhile investing in, and in particular
to the national government to move the necessary levers. By presenting joint
priorities, it hopes to convince the government to invest.
So, exceptionally, a private sector company was the key driver of this regional strategy, a position that it shared only briefly with the NWDA. Yet, the
establishment of Atlantic Gateway as a concept did not go without complicaPeel’s Principle Projects
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tions, which is partly due to the developers’ bold approach and partly due to
the extreme political coherence of Greater Manchester that puts its own agenda
first (see also Chape and Wray, 2012). Ocean Gateway was developed without
prior consultation or even input of public bodies. This only happened when the
NWDA moulded Ocean Gateway into something of a concept. However, Manchester never bought into the regional agenda and additionally it did not feel
sufficiently recognised as the driver of the regional economy in terms of substantive projects. Therefore, Manchester City Council opposed Atlantic Gateway
from day one. Due to its strong political coherence, the Association of Greater
Manchester Authorities (AGMA) did not fully embrace Atlantic Gateway, despite some advances to individual metropolitan boroughs by the developer. In
particular from Salford, which profited tremendously from Peel’s investments,
these approaches demanded careful manoeuvring, but it would nevertheless
never break with Manchester. Central Government, despite having axed the development agency and thus Peel’s strongest ally, evolved as a crucial factor in
sustaining Atlantic Gateway through the period of institutional uncertainty by a
series of decisions around projects. Also the installation of LEPs as the new delivery vehicle for economic growth did not prove as disastrous as expected. With
the LEPs, the private sector has a bigger say, and that seems to have an effect on
the formulation of a working programme for regional priorities.
The need of institutional innovation for successful symbolic markers
Reflecting on the case studies, we note first of all that the cases represent the
first generation of planning experiments that are responsive to the recent turn
of enduring patterns of core-centric urbanisation. They are excellent cases to
study the challenge of institutional innovation in response to the emerging
forms of urbanisation. The selected planning experiments occur in a context
of institutional void (Hajer, 2003) where the weight of grown institutions is
still heavy and new norms are still embryonic. This tension became manifest
in the four themes that were investigated:
> the efforts with regards to the profiling and inculcation of standards;
> how the symbolic markers relate to the local culture and history;
> the operations of the symbolising actors (the encoded message, by
whom, and for whom);
> the configuration of the action space.
In Rotterdam Rijnmond a lot of efforts were taken to profile and inculcate
new standards. The project had a high potential of ‘rurban’ innovation and it
was also well funded. Still, the neglect of inhabited values and standards of the
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local population and the missing link with local culture and history made the
experiment extremely vulnerable. It became a classic stalemate between the
regional and the local level, in which the provincial planners were primarily
concerned with their own ideas. The symbolic markers turned into a problem
rather than asset of the aimed innovation.
Also the case of Chemtech started with high innovative potential in the
courageous attempt to improve the image of dirty industrial area; efforts were
taken to profile and inculcate the new standards and to relate the symbolic
markers explicitly to the local culture and history. The planning experiment,
however, neglected the differentiation of grown cultural institutions of the local population and was not taken seriously by the industries because it revolved
too much around the municipal planners. The ideas lacked embedding in a
wider alliance for a change, beyond the Regionale 2010 Agency. The solitary
movement of the municipality resulted in an unfortunate selection of symbolic
markers that eventually even alienated the relevant stakeholders. The Terra
Nova project, in contrary, demonstrated a successful coalescence of social energies. It managed to blend the emerging norms with established habits and
standards, which were promoted and inculcated by the municipal planners but
also by the other actors involved. Local culture and history were seriously considered in the symbolic markers, and by involving the different stakeholders in
a joint mission the symbolic markers appeared to fall on fertile ground.
The case of the Liverpool–Manchester conurbation is an epic planning
scheme that has to overcome the deeply rooted institutions of city centrism
and a long history of internal rivalry. Peel spent a lot of energy in explaining
and inculcating the new perspectives and standards, after an isolated start.
Still, the symbolic markers did not reflect the meaning of local history and
local culture. It did not reflect the routines of the involved cities. Instead it focused on the potential of a new regional future dominated by the commercial
interest of the corporation. The private corporation was the initiator for this
innovative regional perspective but despite their large resources of investment
it proved difficult to get the unequivocal support of regional stakeholders. The
property company worked with the regional and national government, but
played games with the local authorities.
Considering the four experiments addressing urban transformation it appears to be extremely difficult to meet the requirements of our statement of
institutional innovation (building the emerging standards on the richness of
the grown standards to enable credibility and effectiveness of symbolic markers). In three of the four cases the innovative symbolic markers faced difficul-
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ties to generate institutional innovation and even appear to alienate the first
concerned categories of stakeholders. Only the Terra Nova case convincingly
demonstrates the subtle operation of generating new social energies. The different efforts of inculcation can be seen in the two projects of the Regionale 2010. The coalition around the Terra Nova project was well aware of the
need to communicate the meaning of the project and convince local actors,
while the Chemtech plans were intended as a surprise for the inhabitants. In
all other cases, the planning subject had to invest much energy to pour oil on
troubled waters, which proved impossible in the Chemtech project.
The findings demonstrate that the configuration of the action space is key
in the explanation of institutional innovation and creating plausible symbolic
markers. While the configuration of the action space differs in each of the
cases, with the exception of Terra Nova, all configurations have in common
the primacy of one of the stakeholders. The case studies clearly demonstrate
that dazzling innovative markers are losing their glow if they lack the different cultural and historical backgrounds of different stakeholders. It is the old
hubris of planning subjectivism but in a new jacket of brand new planning
experiments. The agency of centrism differs in the cases: it is the municipality in the Chemtech case, the Province of South Holland in the Rotterdam
Rijnmond case and the Peel Corporation in the Liverpool– Manchester conurbation. Usually, governmental agencies are blamed for taking the attitude
of planning centrism (Boelens, 2010; Boonstra and Boelens 2011; Hajer, 2011),
but the UK case clearly demonstrates this flaw in private sector agencies as
well. The problem is not just the lack of negotiation about policy targets, but
more fundamentally, the lack of claiming institutional meaning by different
stakeholders which is badly needed to embed solid innovation.
Configurations of action space are not determined; they are the ‘depending
variables’ of planning experiments. The subtle relationships within this action
space are the cement of institutional innovation. Our most striking observation in the three cases is that no agency appears to enforce collective action. The
success of the Terra Nova experiment was based on a fine web of interrelationships underlying the instituting and the symbolic markers that was easily
activated by the Regionale 2010 Agency. Yet the very same agency lacked the
leverage to enforce collective action in the comparable Chemtech case, so that
the configuration of the action space remained biased toward the municipality. The Regionale 2010 Agency had the power to request design competitions
for better quality, but enforcing collective action came only second. With regards to the configuration of action space there is always potential to enable or
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to facilitate intelligent alliances. Sometimes, central government is needed to
solve enduring local stalemates. The Manchester–Liverpool case clearly demonstrates the manoeuvrability of network incentives. The Government, first
through its regional development agency, strongly supported Peel’s agenda.
Being aware of the large resources of the Peel corporation, Central Government openly took position for the entrepreneur but in so doing, became an active player instead of solely providing the necessary conditions. The process of
institutional innovation and symbolic marking might have followed a different course if the Government had requested joint regional priorities instead of
making opaque decisions on individual projects. Additionally, a series of government-induced changes of the institutional landscape resulted in different
actor configurations in which the private sector had a larger say. In the case of
Rotterdam, the national government spent €300 million almost unconditionally (being in effect extra compensation for nature deterioration beyond legal obligations). Collective action (broad support) was a formal precondition
of the National Government, but the solution to improve the quality of life
was defined in much detail beforehand. There was little space for manoeuvre
for recombining local and regional ambitions in the symbolisation for a new
green pearl in the Rijnmond area. As a consequence, farmers, citizens and the
local authority felt left out.
Conclusion
In this article we looked for the conditions for the successful symbolisation
of the new metropolis. Based on the empirical findings of the case studies,
we found that the isolated display of symbolic markers might be a key factor
as to why many strategies barely result in collective action. The initiators of a
changed perception tried to change institutions upfront, whether it was the
property developer Peel (driven by business interests), the Province of SouthHolland with its green agenda, or the ambitious town of Wesseling. Private
sector parties may fall into the trap of putting their own ideas in the centre
in the same way that state actors have done. As long as symbolic markers for
change and their institutional meaning are weakly embedded in the practices
of a wider group of actors, they remain powerless or even trigger resistance.
If the latter occurs, change becomes a symbolic struggle between the old and
new institutional meaning. Whatever the outcome of this struggle, it is certainly not the smooth transition from within that planners had hoped for.
Good symbolic markers challenge the established institutional order without
confronting it!
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To plan inter-subjectively requires serious efforts to actively search for institutional meaning that is on the verge of changing. Contrary to the widespread viewpoint that a stronger role for planning in defining agendas is needed, we argued for a refined perception of the planner’s role. The institutional
activation of the new metropolis only proves successful if it includes a reflective dimension of institutional meaning in practice. Planners and policymakers are part of society and can place emphasis on certain developments such as
the emergence of the new metropolis, but it is unlikely that they can prescribe
it through an instrumental approach to institutional change. Rather, the intersubjectivity in the configuration of the action space has to be enforced, or at
least enabled. Coming to terms with the recombination of core and periphery requires institutional diversity in order to provide the broad basis for the
emergence of new institutional meaning. Planning is an endeavour and has to
engage with socio-economic processes rather than dictate the action of planning objects, in order to guide urban transformation!
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Symbolic markers and institutional innovation
in transforming urban spaces
The current round of urban transformation with its blurring distinction of
town and countryside and changing urban hierarchy has resulted in a need for
modes of representation for the emerging city of the 21st century. Many urban
regions therefore seek to identify the iconic objects and devices that could
function as incarnations of a new metropolitan identity. A variety of such expressions, both material and immaterial, are employed in planning practices
to organise focus and to mobilise social energies in line with a certain project
mission, which I have labelled ‘symbolic markers’. Examples for symbolic
markers range from spatial metaphors, iconic architecture, and landmarks to
art performances.
This thesis argues that the true qualities of symbolic markers are in their
social and cultural embeddedness in institutional practices. To this end, three
cases of planning strategies in urban regions across Europe using symbolic
markers have been investigated: the Rotterdam Rijnmond in the Netherlands,
the Cologne/Bonn region in Germany, and the Manchester–Liverpool conurbation in the UK. All cases share a common link: they are fascinating experiments that address issues of the spatial in-between in contemporary urban
regions facing similar challenges of socio-economic, political and cultural viability and coherence.
Three practices of symbolisation
In Rotterdam, the necessity for a seaport extension resulted in a regional agreement with a double objective: investments in the port economy and in the liveability of the Rotterdam region. Under the label ‘Project Mainport Development Rotterdam’, a large variety of projects have been placed on the agenda.
The most important one has been the realisation of new green infrastructure
for the Rotterdam Rijnmond. This involved the transformation of an agricultural polder into a regional landscape park with wetland nature for the inhabitants of the city-region. Other spectacular projects consider the realisation of a
green podium in the harbour on the Landtong Rozenburg, and the strengthening of a recreation hotspot near the new port extension, both emphasising
recreation and nature in an authentic port landscape rich in contrasts.
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In the Cologne/Bonn region two projects have been investigated that were
launched in the framework of the ‘Regionale 2010’, a policy initiative of the
Land of North Rhine-Westphalia to foster regional identity. The first one in
Wesseling, attempted to exploit the large-scale chemical industries as a unique
selling point by integrating these into urban development as a spectacular element of the townscape. The key symbolic marker was a spectacular exposition centre that highlights excellence in chemistry. In the other project in the
lignite-mining district near Cologne, Terra Nova, a new panorama allowing
for spectacular views into the open pit, a speedway in the landscape structure
of a former conveyor belt and other landmarks present an effort of three local
authorities to frame the energy landscape as a unique environment. The Coal
Innovation Centre and an inter-municipal technology park symbolise an economic future building on the energy competence.
The third case study, Atlantic Gateway, originates from the plans of a private-sector company with major assets and landholdings in North West England. The Peel Group presented a £50bn investment strategy that reframes the
two city-regions as ‘Ocean Gateway’, creating a growth opportunity to address
the north–south divide rather than competing with one another. The proposal
consists of an integrated multi-modal transport and logistics strategy called
‘SuperPort’, a series of flagship urban development projects, and environmental resources and energy projects, even including the proposal for a regional
park system. This investment scheme evolved into a ‘soft’ regional strategy,
renamed Atlantic Gateway.
Institutional innovation and symbolic markers
Institutional innovation is a key objective of these planning initiatives from
both state and market actors. This research is about planning strategies that
try to realise new understandings of the contemporary, poly-nuclear forms,
the growing spatial-functional integration and the blurring distinction of town
and countryside. The grown institutions, here simply understood as patterns of
social norms, prove quite powerful in withstanding such attempts of innovation. Usually, institutions are relatively durable and only change gradually, but
they are never static. In this thesis, planning practices were analysed, in which
by means of symbolic markers, processes of institutional transformation were
put under a magnifying glass with the aim to accelerate processes of change.
There is a large literature that stresses the importance of symbols as the
expression of an existing institutional order, but also in periods of institutional change and conflict. Institutional change does not work by decree, but
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requires efforts to actively institute the new meaning. The symbolic integration, both in the reaffirmation existing and in the formation of new (metropolitan) regions constitutes an important part. This symbolic dimension
in the creation of coherence in urban regions is not always fully considered,
but more and more urban designers and planners discover symbolic markers
as an important instrument to highlight processes of urban transformation.
Symbolic markers tend to work better if they are culturally and institutionally
embedded. Obviously, this is a challenge in a context where neither the form
of cities nor symbolic markers have fully crystallised.
This thesis offers a set of research steps with which to analyse processes of
institutional change and the symbolic means employed. Such an institutional
research strategy for symbolic markers starts with the identification of symbolic markers and the interpretation of the encoded message. In another step
we have to look at the symbolisers and the objective context. The important
question is to what extent the symbolisers are authorised and whether the
symbolisation is a genuine interpretation of the institutional structure. Having analysed the ‘acting’ side of symbolisation, we need to look at the audience
that is addressed and how their institutional position is taken into account. In
many cases, the launch of symbolic markers leads to the adaptation of the proposed marker or even competing ones. In cases of advanced processes of symbolisation, it is important to look into the process of symbolic reproduction of
institutions, including the sanctions for misrecognition of social norms.
Variety of experiences, common mistakes?
The three case studies have shown the diversity of planning strategies to come
to grips with the emerging forms of cities. Each tried to address issues related to urban transformation in their own way. Few projects of symbolisation
managed to lay the foundation for broad instant mobilisation. Almost everywhere, the proposition of the symbolic markers resulted in some frictions. In
Wesseling, this meant the deathblow for the ambitious Chemtech project; yet
even in the most harmonious case, the Terra Nova project, the symbolisation
process was no linear movement.
Most cases lacked institutional diversity in the beginning. We can observe
the old hubris of planning subjectivism in a new jacket of new planning experiments. Both state and market actors are prone to fall into the trap to put their
own ideas first. The bold and unilateral presentation of a massive investment
scheme by the private corporation caused outrage in (parts of) the public sector. The plans of the Province of South Holland to transform the agricultural
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polder were greeted by fierce protests of the citizenry. A similar reaction occurred in Wesseling when the plans for the key symbolic marker became public.
Only the Terra Nova project developed in a more dialogic situation. Thus, the
initiating actor had to invest a lot of energy in explaining the symbolic markers.
The most striking observation in the three cases is that no agency appears
to enforce collective action. The success of the Terra Nova experiment was
based on a fine web of interrelationships underlying the instituting and the
symbolic markers that was easily activated by the Regionale 2010. Yet the very
same agency lacked the leverage to enforce collective action in the Chemtech
project. In the Manchester–Liverpool case the Government, being aware of the
resources of the corporation, openly took position for the entrepreneur, but
in so doing, became an active player instead of providing conditions: rather
than requesting joint regional priorities it made opaque decisions on a project
basis. In Rotterdam, the national government spent €300m almost unconditionally. The solution to improve the quality of life was defined in much detail
beforehand, leaving little space for recombining local and regional ambitions
in the symbolisation of a new green pearl in the Rijnmond.
Planning as a process of institutional discovery
At first sight, we might conclude that symbolic markers do not work. Nothing
could be farther from truth. In the least they help us making visible a struggle
between old and new institutional meaning or between stagnation and transformation. Such a confrontation brings about a reflection on the future, making an ongoing transformation visible. Whatever the outcome of this struggle,
it is certainly not the smooth transition that planners might have hoped for.
Yet, only if the institutional basis of symbolic markers is extremely weak institutional innovation is unlikely to materialise. The intended magnifying effect of planning strategies using symbolic markers requires endurance to find
symbolic markers that are institutionally grounded.
The institutional activation of the new metropolis should be understood
as a process of discovery, rather than instrumental design. It requires serious efforts to actively search for institutional meaning that is on the verge
of changing. Contrary to the widespread viewpoint that a stronger role for
planning in defining agendas is needed, I argue for a refined perception of
the planner’s role including a reflective dimension of institutional meaning
in practice. Planning is an endeavour and has to engage with socio-economic
processes rather than dictate the action of planning objects, in order to guide
urban transformation!

Symbolische markers en institutionele vernieuwing
in transformerende stedelijke ruimtes
Steden in transformatie hebben behoefte aan beeldvorming over de nieuwe
stad. Veel stedelijke regio’s zijn op zoek naar iconen die als identiteitsdragers
kunnen fungeren. Vaak wordt alle aandacht gericht op de expressie van de
symbolen zelf, zoals de zeggingskracht, de esthetische kwaliteit of de spectaculaire vorm. Een verscheidenheid van dergelijke uitingen, zowel materieel als
immaterieel, worden in de planningspraktijk gebruikt om focus te organiseren en sociale energieën te mobiliseren in lijn met een bepaalde projectmissie.
Voorbeelden van symbolische markers variëren van ruimtelijke metaforen,
via iconische architectuur en landmarks, tot artistieke voorstellingen.
Dit onderzoek stelt dat symbolische markers hun betekenis niet zozeer ontlenen aan de verfijning van hun intrinsieke esthetische kwaliteit, maar aan de
institutionele inbedding hiervan in lokale en regionale institutionele praktijken. Daartoe zijn drie planningsstrategieën in stedelijke regio’s in Europa onderzocht waarbij gebruik werd gemaakt van symbolische markers: de regio
Rotterdam Rijnmond in Nederland, de regio Keulen/Bonn in Duitsland en de
agglomeratie Manchester–Liverpool in het Verenigd Koninkrijk. Alle gevallen
hebben met elkaar gemeen dat er fascinerende experimenten gaande zijn met
het oog op vergelijkbare uitdagingen van sociaal-economische, politieke en culturele leefbaarheid en samenhang in de tussenruimte van stedelijke regio’s.
Drie praktijken van symbolisering
In Rotterdam resulteerde de noodzaak tot uitbreiding van de haven in een
regionale overeenkomst met een dubbele doelstelling: investeringen in de haveneconomie én in de leefbaarheid van de Rotterdamse regio. In het kader van
het ‘Project Mainportontwikkeling Rotterdam’ zijn een grote verscheidenheid
aan projecten geagendeerd. Het belangrijkste is de realisatie van een nieuwe
groenstructuur voor de inwoners van Rijnmond, waaronder de transformatie
van een agrarische polder in een regionaal landschapspark met natte natuur.
Andere spectaculaire projecten zijn de realisatie van een groen podium in
de haven op de Landtong Rozenburg en de versterking van het Oostvoornse
Meer als recreatie-hotspot in de buurt van de Maasvlakte. In beide projecten
ligt de nadruk op recreatie en natuur in het havenlandschap.
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In de regio Keulen/Bonn zijn twee projecten onderzocht die werden gelanceerd in het kader van de ‘Regionale 2010’, een beleidsinitiatief van de
deelstaat Noordrijn-Westfalen om regionale identiteitsvorming te bevorderen. Het eerste project in Wesseling heeft (tevergeefs) getracht om de grootschalige chemische industrie als onderscheidend kenmerk te benutten door ze
onderdeel te laten worden van het stadsbeeld. De belangrijkste symbolische
marker was een spectaculair tentoonstellingsgebouw dat de excellentie op het
gebied van de chemische sector moest uitvergroten. In het project Terra Nova
in het bruinkoolrevier bij Keulen zijn er een reeks symbolische markers gerealiseerd die het spectaculaire mijnbouwlandschap en de energie-competentie
benadrukken, zoals een uitzichtpunt in de open put en een ‘speedway’ in de
landschappelijke structuur van een voormalige transportband en een intergemeentelijke technologiepark met een focus op energie(landbouw).
De derde casestudy, Atlantic Gateway, is afkomstig uit de plannen van
een private onderneming met veel vastgoed in Noordwest-Engeland. De Peel
Group presenteerde een £50 miljard zware investeringsstrategie om de twee
stadsregio’s op de kaart te zetten als ‘Ocean Gateway’, groeimogelijkheden te
creëren en de noord–zuidkloof aan te pakken in plaats van met elkaar te concurreren. Het voorstel bestaat uit een geïntegreerde, multimodale transporten logistiekstrategie genaamd ‘SuperPort’, een serie van flagshipprojecten voor
stadsontwikkeling en milieu- en energieprojecten, waaronder zelfs het voorstel voor een regionaal parksysteem. Deze investeringsstrategie evolueerde in
een ‘zachte’ regionale strategie, die werd omgedoopt tot Atlantic Gateway.
Institutionele vernieuwing en symbolische markers
Institutionele vernieuwing is een belangrijk doel van deze planningsinitiatieven van zowel overheids- als marktpartijen. Dit onderzoek gaat over planningsstrategieën die de uitdaging aangaan om het hedendaagse stedelijk
landschap met een vervaging van het onderscheid van stad en platteland tot
onderwerp maken. De gegroeide instituties, hier gedefinieerd als patronen
van sociale normen, blijken heel krachtig in het weerstaan van dergelijke pogingen tot innovatie. Instituties zijn meestal relatief duurzaam en veranderen slechts geleidelijk, maar zijn nooit statisch. In dit proefschrift zijn planningspraktijken geanalyseerd, waarbij door middel van symbolische markers
processen van stedelijke transformatie werden uitvergroot om het proces van
institutionele innovatie te doen versnellen.
De wetenschappelijke literatuur benadrukt het belang van symbolen als
uitdrukking van een bestaande institutionele orde, maar ook in tijden van
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institutionele verandering en conflict. Institutionele vernieuwing werkt niet
per decreet, maar vergt inspanningen om de nieuwe betekenis in te prenten.
De symbolische integratie vormt een belangrijk onderdeel bij zowel de herbevestiging van bestaande als het ontstaan van nieuwe (stedelijke) regio’s. De
symbolische dimensie bij het creëren van samenhang in stedelijke regio’s is
niet altijd volledig beschouwd, maar steeds meer ontwerpers en planologen
ontdekken symbolische markers als belangrijke instrumenten. Symbolische
markers hebben de neiging om beter te werken als ze cultureel en institutioneel zijn verankerd. Dit is uiteraard een grote uitdaging omdat noch de vorm
van steden, noch de symbolische markers volledig zijn uitgekristalliseerd.
Dit proefschrift reikt een reeks stappen aan waarmee processen van institutionele verandering en de gebruikte symbolen kunnen worden geanalyseerd.
Een dergelijke institutionele onderzoeksstrategie begint met de identificatie van
de symbolische markers en de interpretatie van het gecodeerde boodschap. In
een volgende stap kijken we naar de coalitie achter de symbolische markers en
de objectieve context. De belangrijke vraag is in hoeverre deze actoren geautoriseerd zijn en de symbolisering een echte interpretatie is van de institutionele structuur. Na de analyse van de actorenkant, moeten we kijken aan wie de
symbolen gericht zijn en hoe rekening wordt gehouden met hun institutionele
positie. In veel gevallen leidt de lancering van symbolische markers tot aanpassingen of zelfs tot nieuwe, opkomende markers. In het geval van geavanceerde
processen van symbolisering is het daarnaast belangrijk te kijken naar de symbolische reproductie van instituties, waaronder ook sancties voor minachting.
Verscheidenheid van ervaringen, gezamenlijke fouten?
De drie casestudies tonen de grote diversiteit aan planningsstrategieën om grip
te krijgen op de opkomende vormen van steden. Weinig projecten van symbolisering zijn er meteen in geslaagd om de basis te leggen voor een onmiddellijke,
brede mobilisatie. Bijna overal resulteerde het poneren van de symbolische
markers in een aantal fricties. In Wesseling betekende dit de doodsteek voor
het ambitieuze Chemtech-project, maar zelfs in de meest harmonieuze casus,
het Terra Nova-project, was de symbolisering geen lineair proces.
In de meeste gevallen zien we het oude planningsubjectivisme in een nieuw
jasje van nieuwe planningexperimenten. Zowel de staat als marktpartijen zijn
er gevoelig voor om in de val te trappen de eigen ideeën voorop te stellen.
Het grootse plan van de ondernemer met alleen maar eigen projecten veroorzaakte verontwaardiging bij (delen van) de publieke sector. De plannen van
de provincie Zuid-Holland om de agrarische polder te transformeren werden
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begroet door felle protesten van de burgerij. Een soortgelijke reactie trad op in
Wesseling toen de plannen voor de belangrijkste symbolische marker bekend
werden gemaakt. Alleen het Terra Nova-project ontwikkelde zich in een meer
dialogische situatie. In alle andere gevallen moest de initiërende acteur veel
energie investeren om de symbolische markers uit te leggen.
De meest opvallende observatie in de drie gevallen is dat geen instantie
collectieve actie lijkt af te dwingen. Het succes van het Terra Nova-experiment
was gebaseerd op een functionerend netwerk dat gemakkelijk werd geactiveerd door de Regionale 2010. Maar hetzelfde agentschap was niet in staat om
die collectieve actie ook af te dwingen in het Chemtech-project. In de Manchester–Liverpool casus koos de regering openlijk positie voor de ondernemer
en werd daardoor een actieve speler in plaats van condities te scheppen voor
het opstellen van gezamenlijke regionale prioriteiten. In Rotterdam werd er
door de nationale overheid €300 miljoen bijna onvoorwaardelijk besteed. De
oplossing voor de verbetering van de leefbaarheid stond al van tevoren vast,
waardoor er weinig ruimte was voor de recombinatie van lokale en regionale
ambities tot het symboliseren van een nieuwe groene parel in de Rijnmond.
Planning als een proces van institutionele ontdekking
Op het eerste gezicht kan worden geconcludeerd dat symbolische markers
niet werken. Maar niets is minder waar. Minstens helpen ze ons een strijd
zichtbaar te maken tussen oude en nieuwe institutionele betekenissen. Zo’n
confrontatie maakt een voortdurende transformatie zichtbaar en leidt vaak
tot een proces van institutionele reflectie over mogelijke toekomsten. Het is
weliswaar niet de soepele overgang waarop de planners wellicht hebben gehoopt, maar alleen als de institutionele basis van symbolische markers uiterst
zwak is, zal de symbolisering helemaa geen effect sorteren. De beoogde uitvergroting door middel van symbolische markers vereist uithoudingsvermogen en het vinden van institutioneel geaarde symbolische markers.
De institutionele activatie van de nieuwe metropool moet worden opgevat
als een ontdekkingstocht en niet als een instrumenteel ontwerpproces. Het
vergt grote inspanningen om actief op zoek te gaan naar een institutionele
betekenis die op het punt staat te veranderen. In tegenstelling tot de wijdverbreide opvatting dat een sterkere rol voor planning nodig is, pleit ik voor een
verfijnde perceptie van de rol van de planoloog, inclusief een reflecterende
dimensie van de institutionele betekenis in de praktijk. Planning is een onderneming en moet gaan over het benutten van sociaal-economische processen
om stedelijke transformatie te kunnen sturen.

The current round of urban transformation has resulted in a need for
modes of representation for the emerging city of the 21st century.
Many urban regions therefore seek to identify the iconic objects
and devices that could function as bearers of a new metropolitan
identity. A variety of such expressions, which are labelled ‘symbolic
markers’, are employed in planning practices to organise focus
and to mobilise social energies in line with a certain project mission.
This thesis argues that the true qualities of symbolic markers are in
their social and cultural embedding in institutional practices. Three
planning strategies in urban regions have been investigated: the
Rotterdam Rijnmond in the Netherlands, the Cologne/Bonn Region
in Germany, and the Manchester–Liverpool conurbation in the UK.
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